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General Toys 

4001. Mammoet a boxed pair of 1/50 scale commercial vehicles which comprises of a Mammoet Road Cargo Truck and 2 
Trailers “Scania Road Train” which comes with a numbered silver certificate which is 05075. These models/boxes do appear to 
be East European but are impressive models all the same. Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes.   (2) 

 £70 - £80 

4002. A Minichamps no.100139420 a boxed Bentley R-type Continental (1954) in metallic black. Conditions generally appear 
to be Near Mint to Mint (this model does not appear to have been removed from its fastenings and still has the sticky fastenings 
which hold down the bonnet). In generally Excellent to Near Mint outer presentation flip up lid box along with Excellent inner 
polystyrene packaging. 

 £100 - £120 

4003. Sword Models (Valmet Komatsu Forest) a boxed 1/50 scale 445EXL Track Harvester with Valmet 385 Harvesting 
Head complete with accessories which appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint and also appears to be still wrapped and 
packaged in original protective wrapping in generally Excellent outer pictorial box and Excellent in polystyrene packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

4004. Sword Models (Valmet Komatsu Forest) a boxed 1/50 scale 445EXL Track Harvester with Valmet 385 Harvesting 
Head complete with accessories comprising of 890.38 a 20-ton capacity Valmet Forwarder complete with accessories which 
appears to be generally Near Mint to Mint and also appears to be still wrapped and packaged in original protective wrapping in 
generally Excellent outer pictorial box and Excellent in polystyrene packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

4005. TWH Collectables (Sweepster Aviation) a boxed 1/50 scale self-propelled High Speed Airway Airport Runway Sweeper 
featuring the Oshkosh H-Series Chassis (paladin powerful construction attachment) which also includes accessories. Condition 
does generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint with all items and accessories appearing to be still factory sealed wrapped (does 
not appear to have been removed from packaging) in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial box. 

 £50 - £60 
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4006. TWH Collectables (Manitowoc Crane Group) a boxed group of 1/50 scale Potain-MDT 178 Climbing Cages. Please 
note all 3 models are the same but they are produced in different colours 1 being yellow along with 1 orange and 1 red and all 
models come with accessories. Conditions all generally appear to Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer boxes and 
Good to Good Plus inner polystyrene packaging, (all 3 models are the same apart from colour).  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

4007. TWH Collectables (Oshkosh) a boxed TWH 072/01055 1/50 scale Snow Blower and Plough (yellow and black 
variation) which comprises of a H-Series Snow Chassis (respond full force series) and appears to be Near Mint to Mint with all 
accessories still wrapped/bagged in Good to Good Plus outer pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene packaging. This model 
also comes with all paperwork (please note the bottom of this box does suffer from a split indentation and there is a sticker on 
front with model name written in pen). 

 £50 - £60 

4008. TWH Collectables (Oshkosh) a boxed TWH 072/01055 1/50 scale Snow Blower and Plough (orange and black 
variation) which comprises of a H-Series Snow Chassis (respond full force series) and appears to be Near Mint to Mint with all 
accessories still wrapped/bagged in Good to Good Plus outer pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene packaging. This model 
also comes with all paperwork. Please note there is a sticker on front with model name written in pen. 

 £50 - £60 

4009. TWH Collectables (Oshkosh) a boxed TWH 072/01055 1/50 scale Snow Blower and Plough comprising of P-Series 
Snow Plough (2 axle) in yellow appears to be Near Mint to Mint with all accessories still wrapped/bagged in Good Plus to 
Excellent outer pictorial box with Good to Good Plus inner polystyrene packaging. Please note there is a sticker on front with 
model name written in pen. 

 £50 - £60 

4010. TWH Collectables (Oshkosh) a boxed TWH 072/01055 1/50 scale Snow Blower and Plough comprising of P-Series 
Snow Plough (3 axle) in yellow appears to be Near Mint to Mint with all accessories still wrapped/bagged in Good Plus to 
Excellent outer pictorial box with Good to Good Plus inner polystyrene packaging. Please note there is a sticker on front with 
model name written in pen. 

 £50 - £60 

4011. TWH Collectables a boxed 1/50 scale 4600-FMD-HP3 Snow Mover with Front Mount Dedicated Runways Brooms 
(pure performance series) which also comes with all paperwork. Condition does generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint with 
all accessories and model appearing to be still wrapped/sealed in bags and doesn’t appear to have been removed from 
packaging in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer box and Good to Good Plus inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

4012. CMC 1/18 scale model comprising of M-075C Audi Front 225 Roadster (1935) in red and white which comes with 
information card, instructions and numbered certificate along with polishing cloth. Conditions do generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint with the model still wrapped in Excellent outer box and Excellent inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £100 - £120 

4013. CMC a boxed 1/18 scale model comprising of M-083 Bugatti Type 57 SC Atlantic Coupe with chassis-no.57.591 (R.B. 
Pope) 1938 in blue with blue white wheels and comes complete with numbered certificate, instructions and information card and 
also comes complete with accessory tool. Condition does generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint and the model is still 
wrapped in Excellent outer cardboard box and Excellent inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £100 - £120 
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4014. CMC a boxed 1/18 scale model comprising of M-054 Ferrari 250GT Berlinetta Passo Corto (SWB) 1961 in yellow with 
chrome wire wheels and comes complete with numbered certificate, instructions and information card along with polishing cloth. 
Condition does generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint with the model still being wrapped and comes in Excellent outer 
cardboard box and Excellent inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £100 - £120 

4015. CMC a boxed 1/18 scale model comprising of M-056 Ferrari 500 F2 (1953) “Der Doppelweltmeister” in red with chrome 
wire wheels and beige cloth interior and comes complete with tools, polishing cloth, information card, instructions and 
numbered certificate. Condition does generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint with the model still wrapped in Good Plus to 
Excellent outer box and Excellent inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £100 - £120 

4016. CMC a boxed 1/18 scale model comprising of M-068 Ferrari Dino 156F1 (1961) “Sharknose” (GP Italian, Phil Hill) in 
red with chrome wire wheels along with blue cloth interior and racing decals no.2 and comes complete with polishing cloth, 
tools, instructions, information card and numbered certificate. Condition does generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint with the 
model still wrapped in Good to Good Plus outer box and Good to Good Plus inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £100 - £120 

4017. CMC a boxed 1/18 scale model comprising of M-136 Bugatti 57 SC (1938) Corsica Roadster (award winning version) 
in deep blue and chrome with chrome wire wheels and brown/tan tiger effect interior. Model comes complete with tools, 
information card, instruction sheet along with numbered certificate and polishing cloth. Condition does generally appear to be 
Near Mint to Mint with model still wrapped in Good Plus to Excellent outer box and Good Plus to Excellent inner polystyrene 
packaging. 

 £100 - £120 

4018. CMC a boxed 1/18 scale model comprising of M-071 Ferrari 250 Testarossa (1958) “Pontoon Fender” in red with 
chrome detailing and chrome wire wheels and black with white detailed interior and comes complete with instructions, 
information card, tools and numbered certificate. Condition does generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint with the model still 
wrapped in generally Good to Good Plus outer box and Good Plus to Excellent inner polystyrene packaging (outer box does 
suffer from crushing). 

 £100 - £120 

4019. CMC a boxed 1/18 scale model comprising of M-092 Ferrari 250 California-SWB (1960) in metallic blue with chrome 
detailing and cream interior and comes complete instruction sheet, information card, numbered certificate, polishing cloth and 
separate wrapped detachable hard top with rear window. Condition does generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint with model 
still wrapped in Good Plus to Excellent outer box and Good Plus to Excellent inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £100 - £120 

4020. CMC a boxed 1/18 scale model comprising of M-067C Porsche 901 (1964) Sport coupe in cream and chrome detailing 
along with chrome hub wheels and burgundy interior and comes complete with tools, a chrome tin box containing 4 chrome hub 
caps along with 2 further tools (screwdriver/similar) with instruction sheet, information card and numbered certificate. Model 
generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint with model still wrapped in Good Plus to Excellent outer box and Good Plus to 
Excellent inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £100 - £120 

4021. CMC 1/18 scale M-151 Ferrari 250 GTO (1962) which is an exclusive model in silver, blue fabric seats, black interior, 
chrome trim, spoked wire wheels which is generally Mint and comes complete with numbered certificate, accessory tools and is 
housed in a Near Mint hinged presentation box and Excellent outer card sleeve (sleeve does have some small handling marks 
and a slight tear to 1 side which is approx. 2cm in length). 

 £200 - £220 
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4022. First Gear a boxed group of 1/50 scale boxed farming related vehicles to include 2 x 50-3189 pull-type scraper models 
along with a 50-3191 Steiger 485HD Tractor (Case IH). Conditions of these models are all Mint in Excellent outer window boxes 
and all come with brown cardboard outer mailer boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4023. Mattel Hot Wheels & Solido a boxed pair of 1/18 scale Diecast Models to include a Mattel Hot Wheels N2045 (Elite 
Series) Ferrari Dino 240GT in bright yellow and black interior with chrome trim which generally appears to be Mint in Excellent 
special presentation window box along with Solido S1805013 Citroen 2CV 6 “Charleston” (1982) in dark burgundy and black 
with light interior which appears to be Mint in Excellent outer window box.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

4024. CMR (Classic Model Replicars) a boxed 1/18 scale CMR114 Shelby Cobra Daytona Coupe - 24 hour Le Mans (1965) 
in metallic blue and white stripe detailing along with racing decals no.11 and comes mounted on plastic plinth. Condition of this 
model does appear to be Mint in Excellent outer window box. 

 £80 - £100 

4025. CMR (Classic Model Replicars) a boxed 1/18 scale CMR183 M Gregory Maserati 250F (GP Italia Formula 1-1957) in 
blue with chrome wire wheels and white stripe detailing along with racing decals no.26. Condition generally appears to be Mint 
and still wrapped in tissue and comes in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer cardboard box (some slight scuffing to base) 
and Excellent inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £80 - £100 

4026. CMR (Classic Model Replicars) a boxed 1/18 scale CMR145 Jaguar D-type (Lucas/Brussin - 3rd 24 hour 
LM/1957/Magic) in blue with silver hub wheels, green interior and racing decals no.17 along with Excellent chrome effect 
detailing. Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint in Excellent outer pictorial box (1 small tear to box front lid 
approx. 1cm in length) with Excellent inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £80 - £100 

4027. CMR (Classic Model Replicars) a boxed 1/18 scale CMR142 Jaguar D-type (Sanderson/Flockhart-Winner 24 hour Le 
Mans/1956) which comes in dark/deep metallic blue, green interior, silver hubbed wheels with racing decals no.4 and chrome 
effect detailing. Condition is Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus outer pictorial box (small tear to 1 opening flap approx. 2cm in 
length) with Excellent inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £80 - £100 

4028. CMR (Classic Model Replicars) a boxed 1/18 scale CMR144 Jaguar D-type (Frere/Rousselle-4th 24 hour Le 
Mans/1957) which comes in bright yellow and dark green striped detailing with black interior, silver hub wheels and racing 
decals no.16 along with chrome effect detailing. Condition generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint in Excellent outer pictorial 
box and Excellent inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £80 - £100 

4029. CMR (Classic Model Replicars) a boxed 1/18 scale CMR138 Citroen-DS Tissier Car Transporter Truck (1970’s) in 
blue/red and white which appears to be Mint in Excellent outer box and Excellent inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £80 - £100 

4030. Sword Models a boxed pair of 1/50 scale SW2021 “Anthony” Freightliner Century Class Tractor Units in blue and white 
with chrome effect detailing and both come still wrapped in tissue accessories which are house underneath the tractor unit 
canopy. Conditions of these 2 tractor units do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint and come in outer mailer boxes only 
with no packaging therefore models are just wrapped to protect them in bubble wrap only.   (2) 

 £80 - £100 
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4031. Subbuteo a mixed boxed group which includes Subbuteo Heavyweight Teams, Subbuteo Sets and Trophies which 
includes a Subbuteo “World Cup Edition” which dates from around 1970 and is a 2 tray set which comes complete with the 
original plastic Jules Rimet Cup, scoreboard, 2 floodlights, 3 complete teams which includes England and Germany along with 
other accessories such as goals, balls, pitch, officials and similar. Please note this set is almost complete but it is missing some 
fencing corner flags and some other small accessories but nevertheless is still a unique set to obtain and conditions of this set 
generally appear to be Fair to Good in Fair outer original box. Also to include in this lot is an incomplete “Continental” boxed set 
which generally appears to be almost fully incomplete and only actually has 2 goals and some corner flags, a boxed C128 FA 
Cup Trophy which comes complete with its original lid, a boxed set C131 Corner Kickers, a loose unboxed “Jules Rimet” World 
Cup Trophy along with 3 boxed Subbuteo Teams which comprise of team ref no.9 Sunderland/Sheffield United, an unnumbered 
team which appears to be Newcastle United along with another unnumbered team which appears to be reference no.30 Burton 
Albion, Hull City, Cambridge United and similar. Conditions unless otherwise stated all range from Fair to Good with nothing in 
this lot being checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer packaging (please note some players may have 
been repaired/glued).   (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4032. Subbuteo a boxed set comprising of “Super Set” (1964 Edition) which comes complete with pitch, 2 goals, 2 complete 
teams “Flats” which are 1 blue team and 1 red team and also includes 2 goalkeepers “Flats” and 2 brown balls. Early Subbuteo 
teams which include “Flats” are highly sought after and collectable (please note it may well be that these players are 
replacement generic flat players and some do appear to have been reglued). Contents all generally overall appear to be Good 
in generally Fair to Good outer original pictorial lift off lid box (scuffing and tearing and other age related wear and tear). 

 £20 - £30 

4033. Subbuteo a boxed table cricket group of 3 x boxed table cricket “Club Edition” sets in various states of incompleteness 
and date from early 1970’s. Each box set does have original pictures and accessories whilst 2 of the box sets do have the inner 
trays albeit crushed they are still present with all players and accessories bagged in each set but 1 boxed set doesn’t have 
inner trays whatsoever but accessories are still present. All 3 sets do appear to be incomplete but no set has been checked for 
completeness or correctness but in each set there does appear to be bails, bats, fielders, batsman and other accessories but as 
stated they are incomplete and nothing has been checked for completeness. Conditions of all these contents all generally 
appear to be Fair to Good and conditions of the original 1970’s boxes do generally appear to be Poor to Fair with tape repairs to 
corners, crushing, writing on the lids, scuffing and other age related wear and tear. This lot is an interesting lot and would 
definitely suit a collector who is looking for spare parts or to complete sets themselves.   (3) 

 £35 - £40 

4034. MB Games (Subbuteo) a boxed group of sets etc which includes a Subbuteo “Dream Team Stadium Set” which is still 
factory sealed therefore contents all generally are considered to be Mint although obviously unchecked in Excellent outer box, 
an unsealed opened “Dream Team Stadium Set” with contents generally appearing to be Good Plus although not checked for 
completeness or correctness in Fair outer box (splitting corners), a boxed “Special Milk Chocolate Mini Edition” Set which does 
actually come with the 4 players, 2 goalkeepers, 2 goals a ball and cloth pitch and generally appears to be Good in Good outer 
box (no chocolate) along with a boxed “Penalty Shootout” Yorkie Special Edition (no chocolate) which again generally appears 
to be Good although unchecked for completeness or correctness in Fair to Good outer box.  (5) 

 £20 - £30 
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4035. Subbuteo & Chad Valley a boxed group of vintage cricket and rugby sets to include a vintage Chad Valley “Test 
Cricket” which comprises of wooden cricketers, fielders along with a set of bails and cricket balls and comes complete with a 
cardboard scoreboard and generally appears to be Fair to Good in generally Poor to Fair outer original vintage pictorial box 
along with a Subbuteo “Table Rugby” vintage 1950’s which comes complete with rugby posts, pitch and flat token players which 
generally appears Good in Fair original lift off lid box, Subbuteo “Table Cricket” set which dates from around about circa 1960/1 
season which comes complete with “Flats” players, 2 sets of bails and 2 original small red plastic bowls and generally appears 
to be Good although some players do appear to have been reglued in generally Fair outer original lift off lid box & Subbuteo a 
boxed 1950’s “Table Cricket” which is circa 1957 and comes with a quantity of “Flats” cricketers and some paper ephemera 
which generally appears Poor and incomplete in generally Fair outer square original box. Although the conditions of these have 
been stated please note that nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or correctness and players may have been 
reglued or repaired. (4 sets) 

 £35 - £40 

4036. Subbuteo Table Soccer a boxed “Super Set” red box edition which is vintage early to mid-1950’s circa 1953/54 which 
comes complete with red and blue celluloid/plastic” Flats” teams, 2 goalkeepers on original rods, 2 brown balls and 2 metal 
netted goals along with a green felt pitch (please note some of these players do appear to have been reglued). Condition does 
generally appear to be Good in generally Fair to Good outer original lift off lid box with Good inner green tray. 

 £40 - £50 

4037. Subbuteo Table Soccer a boxed vintage early to mid-1950’s “Super Set” red box edition which appears to come 
complete with 2 celluloid/plastic” Flats” teams 1 red 1 blue complete with 2 goalkeepers on rods, 2 plastic goals including nets 
and 2 white balls no pitch (please note these goals do not appear to be the original goals intended for this set nonetheless they 
are a Good replacement). Condition does generally appear to be Good although some players do appear to have been reglued 
in generally Fair to Good outer lift off lid box (box does suffer from storage wear and damage such as creasing and tearing 
along with scuffing and 1 bottom left corner is completely missing approx. 3cm x 3cm square). 

 £35 - £40 

4038. Subbuteo Table Soccer a vintage early to mid-1950’s boxed “Super Set” red box edition which appears to come 
complete with 2 plastic/celluloid or similar “Flats” teams which is 1 red and 1 blue complete with 2 goalkeepers, 2 keeper rods, 2 
metal goals complete with nets 2 brown balls along with a felt pitch and some paper ephemera. Condition does generally 
appear to be Good although some players appear to have been reglued in generally Fair outer original lift off lid box and Fair 
inner blue carded tray (the box lid appears to have red matching tape along all 4 top sides and appears to have been repaired 
but nevertheless still an original hard to find set). 

 £40 - £50 

4039. Subbuteo "Table Soccer" a boxed vintage set "Blue Box Edition" which was produced between the early 1950's 
through to 1962 and comes complete with 2 teams, 1 blue, 1 red, which are celluloid/plastic or similar "flats" along with 2 
goalkeepers, 2 goalkeeping rods, 2 metal goals with netting and 2 balls, 1 brown, 1 white, along with a felt pitch. These boxed 
sets, although named blue boxed editions, the boxes are actually red but the top labels were reproduced in a blue/light blue 
with white sides featuring the product name and logo for the first time which also incorporated the "new improved kicking logo".  
Condition does generally appear to be Good and generally Fair to Good outer lift off lid box with Good inner original green tray 
(the blue paper label on the top has faded over time so is now a very light blue and one or two of the players may have been 
repaired/glued at some point). Unchecked for completeness or correctness.  (1) 

 £40 - £50 
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4040. Subbuteo "Table Soccer" a boxed vintage set "Blue Box Edition" which was produced between the early 1950's 
through to 1962 and comes complete with 2 teams, 1 blue, 1 red, which are celluloid/plastic or similar "flats" along with 2 
goalkeepers, 2 goalkeeping rods, 2 wooden construction goals with nets (nets do have large tear holes in them) and 2 brown 
balls, along with a felt pitch. These boxed sets, although named blue boxed editions, the boxes are actually red but the top 
labels were reproduced in a blue/light blue with white sides featuring the product name and logo for the first time which also 
incorporated the "new improved kicking logo". Condition does generally appear to be Fair to Good and generally Fair to Good 
outer pictorial lift off lid box with Fair inner blue/green tray (the blue paper label on the top has faded over the years to an 
extremely light blue, almost grey along with boxed lid - does have staining and one or two of the players may have been 
repaired/glue at some point). Unchecked for completeness or correctness. 

 £40 - £50 

4041. Subbuteo "Table Soccer" a boxed pair of Subbuteo sets, vintage 1950's (1956/1957) "Blue Boxed Editions". Both sets 
appear to have metal goals with nets, 2 celluloid/plastic or similar "flats" teams both being 1 red and 1 blue, along with both sets 
having 2 goalkeepers, 2 goalkeeper rods and 2 brown balls each along with paper ephemera (these sets do not have and were 
not produced with pictures). Conditions all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness although some players may have been repaired/glued at some point and generally Fair to Good pictorial lift off lid 
boxes (although these boxes are called blue box editions, the boxes themselves are red but the labels were later reproduced in 
a light blue with white side labels featuring the product name and logo for the first time with a "new improved kicking logo". 
(please note out of these two boxes one box is missing the green inner tray and both boxes do have age related wear and tear 
such as scuff and corner tearing, creasing etc and similar). These are fast becoming hard to find sets now and very collectable. 
(2) 

 £50 - £60 

4042. Subbuteo "Table Soccer" a boxed vintage set which was produced between 1950 and 1962 "blue box" flat edition set 
which comprises of 2 teams, 1 blue and 1 red, which are all "flats" players, 2 goalkeepers, 2 goalkeeping rods and 1 light 
brown/tan ball along with 2 metal goals and nets.  Please note that these sets did not come with pitches. This set was named 
the blue box even though the box is actually red, it is actually the label on the top which was later changed to blue with white 
sides featuring the product name and logo for the first time with a "new improved kicking logo". Conditions do generally appear 
Good although some players do appear to have been repaired/reglued and in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial lift off lid box 
(please note this box does suffer from age related wear and tear such as scuffing, corner wear, smudge marks, fading, etc, 
nothing in this set has been checked for 
completeness or correctness). (1) 

 £30 - £35 

4043. Subbuteo "Table Soccer" a boxed vintage 1950's (1956/57 approximately) vintage "Blue Box Edition" set which 
comprises of 2 "flats" teams, 1 red and 1 blue with 2 goalkeepers and 2 goalkeeping rods, 2 metal goals with nets along with 2 
brown balls and paper ephemera. This set does come with the original inner green tray.  Conditions of the contents do 
generally appear Good although some players do appear to have been repaired/reglued and nothing has been checked for 
completeness or correctness - in generally Fair outer original pictorial lift off lid box. This set also comes with the original and 
quite rare outer Subbuteo mailer box which still has the original Subbuteo sports games stickers on each end which is 
considerably hard to find nowadays and appears generally to be Good considering it is an outer mailer box although does have 
staining and slight tearing. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

4044. Subbuteo "Table Soccer" a boxed pair of vintage early 50's/60's sets (produced from 1950-1962) "combination set" 
with both sets coming complete with 2 teams, 1 red and 1 blue which comprise of flat lightweight figures complete with 2 
goalkeepers and 2 goalkeeping rods along with 2 metal goals with nets and a ball in each set along with paper ephemera. 
These sets were the square boxed sets and are early P.A. Adolph sets which lacked pictures when produced. Conditions of 
these two sets generally appear Fair to Good although not checked for completeness or correctness with some players 
appearing to have been repaired/reglued and generally Fair to Good outer original square boxes (the boxes do suffer from 
fading and staining along with other age related wear and tear such as scuffing, corner wear, etc). A very early pair of vintage 
Subbuteo boxed sets which are hard to find and becoming very collectable.  (2 sets) 

 £50 - £60 
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4045. Subbuteo "Table Soccer" a boxed pair of vintage early 50's/60's sets (produced from 1950-1962) "combination set" 
with both sets coming complete with 2 teams, 1 red and 1 blue which comprise of flat lightweight figures complete with 2 
goalkeepers and 2 goalkeeping rods along with 2 metal goals with nets and a ball in each set along with paper ephemera. 
These sets were the square boxed sets and are early P.A. Adolph sets which lacked pictures when produced. Conditions of 
these two sets generally appear Fair to Good although not checked for completeness or correctness with some players 
appearing to have been repaired/reglued and generally Fair to Good outer original square boxes (the boxes do suffer from 
fading and staining along with other age related wear and tear such as scuffing, corner wear, etc). A very early pair of vintage 
Subbuteo boxed sets which are hard to find and becoming very collectable.  (2 sets) 

 £50 - £60 

4046. Subbuteo "Table Soccer" a boxed pair of vintage early 50's/60's sets (produced from 1950-1962) "combination set" 
with both sets coming complete with 2 teams, 1 red and 1 blue which comprise of flat lightweight figures complete with 2 
goalkeepers and 2 goalkeeping rods along with 2 metal goals with nets and a ball in each set along with paper ephemera. 
These sets were the square boxed sets and are early P.A. Adolph sets which lacked pictures when produced. Conditions of 
these two sets generally appear Fair to Good although not checked for completeness or correctness with some players 
appearing to have been repaired/reglued and generally Fair to Good outer original square boxes (the boxes do suffer from 
fading and staining along with other age related wear and tear such as scuffing, corner wear, etc). A very early pair of vintage 
Subbuteo boxed sets which are hard to find and becoming very collectable.  (2 sets) 

 £50 - £60 

4047. Subbuteo "Table Soccer" a boxed pair of vintage early 50's/60's sets (produced from 1950-1962) "combination set" 
with both sets coming complete with 2 teams, 1 red and 1 blue which comprise of flat lightweight figures complete with 2 
goalkeepers and 2 goalkeeping rods along with 2 metal goals with nets and a ball in each set along with paper ephemera. 
These sets were the square boxed sets and are early P.A. Adolph sets which lacked pictures when produced. Conditions of 
these two sets generally appear Fair to Good although not checked for completeness or correctness with some players 
appearing to have been repaired/reglued and generally Fair to Good outer original square boxes (the boxes do suffer from 
fading and staining along with other age related wear and tear such as scuffing, corner wear, etc). A very early pair of vintage 
Subbuteo boxed sets which are hard to find and becoming very collectable.  (2 sets) 

 £50 - £60 

4048. Newfooty "Table Soccer" (first produced in 1929 and can lay claim to being the first finger flicking soccer game) a 
vintage boxed 1950's set (endorsed on the front lid by Stanley Matthews, England and Blackpool and Nat Lofthouse, England 
and Bolton Wanderers) which comes complete with 2 teams, one yellow and one blue (numbered shirts) which are flat celluloid 
players along with 2 goalkeepers, 2 brown balls, 2 goals with nets and a pitch.  Contents all generally appear Good although 
not checked for correctness or completeness in generally Poor to Fair outer original vintage box (the box especially the lid does 
suffer from age related wear and tear such as scuffing, tearing, creasing, staining, etc and some of the players do appear to 
have been glued/repaired. 

 £35 - £40 

4049. Newfooty "Table Soccer" (first produced in 1929 and can lay claim to being the first finger flicking soccer game) a 
vintage boxed 1950's set (endorsed on the front lid by Stanley Matthews, England and Blackpool and Nat Lofthouse, England 
and Bolton Wanderers) which comes complete with 2 teams, one yellow and one blue (numbered shirts) which are flat celluloid 
players along with 2 goalkeepers, 2 brown balls, 2 goals with nets and a pitch.  Contents all generally appear Good although 
not checked for correctness or completeness in generally Poor to Fair outer original vintage box (the box especially the lid does 
suffer from age related wear and tear such as scuffing, tearing, creasing, staining, etc and some of the players do appear to 
have been glued/repaired. 

 £35 - £40 
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4050. Newfooty "Table Soccer" (first produced in 1929 and can lay claim to being the first finger flicking soccer game) a 
vintage boxed 1950's set (endorsed on the front lid by Stanley Matthews, England and Blackpool and Nat Lofthouse, England 
and Bolton Wanderers) which comes complete with 2 teams, one white and one burgundy with blue sleeves (numbered shirts) 
which are flat celluloid players along with 2 goalkeepers, 2 brown balls, 2 goals with nets and a pitch.  Contents all generally 
appear Good although not checked for correctness or completeness in generally Poor to Fair outer original vintage box (the box 
especially the lid does suffer from age related wear and tear such as scuffing, tearing, creasing, staining, etc and some of the 
players do appear to have been glued/repaired. 

 £35 - £40 

4051. Newfooty "Table Soccer" (first produced in 1929 and can lay claim to being the first finger flicking soccer game) a 
boxed pair of vintage 1950's (circa 1954) sets which incorporates the lid featuring a goalkeeper in a yellow jersey with players in 
the colours of Newcastle and Blackpool and both come with the blue box base. Both sets include 2 teams which comprise of flat 
celluloid/plastic figures, 2 goals with nets, 2 goalkeepers and 2 goalkeeping rods along with a ball in each set and some paper 
ephemera.  Please note it’s a possibility that some of the items in this set are not original and have been replaced - please see 
pics. Conditions of the contents all generally appear Good although nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness 
and some players do appear to have been reglued/repaired at some point in generally Fair to Good outer original vintage boxes 
with the boxes appearing to suffer from age related wear and tear such as corner splitting, scuffing, fading, staining and similar 
which is very common for vintage boxes of this age. (2) 

 £35 - £40 

4052. Newfooty "Table Soccer" (first produced in 1929 and can lay claim to being the first finger flicking soccer game) a 
boxed pair of vintage 1950's (circa 1954) sets which incorporates the lid featuring a goalkeeper in a yellow jersey with players in 
the colours of Newcastle and Blackpool and both come with the blue box base. Both sets include 2 teams which comprise of flat 
celluloid/plastic figures, 2 goals with nets, 2 goalkeepers and 2 goalkeeping rods along with a ball in each set and some paper 
ephemera.  Please note it’s a possibility that some of the items in this set are not original and have been replaced - please see 
pics. Conditions of the contents all generally appear Good although nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness 
and some players do appear to have been reglued/repaired at some point in generally Fair to Good outer original vintage boxes 
with the boxes appearing to suffer from age related wear and tear such as corner splitting, scuffing, fading, staining and similar 
which is very common for vintage boxes of this age. (2) 

 £35 - £40 

4053. Newfooty "Table Soccer" (first produced in 1929 and can lay claim to being the first finger flicking soccer game) a 
boxed group of mainly vintage 1950's boxed sets, all 3 sets come with 2 teams (flat celluloid plastic figures), 2 goalkeepers, 2 
goalkeeping rods, 2 goals with nets and each set has a ball and some paper ephemera. (Please note it is apparent that some 
accessories in these sets have been replaced and do not appear to be the correct era - please see pics) Conditions of the 
contents all generally appear to be Fair with some players appearing to have been reglued/repaired in generally Poor to Fair 
outer boxes - please note nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness. (3 sets) 

 £40 - £50 

4054. Subbuteo & Newfooty - a quantity of vintage really 1950's empty set boxes comprising of 7 x "Newfooty Table Soccer" 
boxes & 6 x "Subbuteo Table Soccer" set boxes which also include an early Subbuteo 1949-1950 "third version" box with lid 
featuring a kicking footballer. Although these boxes are actually empty they would still suit a collector who is looking for specific 
early vintage boxes. Conditions of all empty boxes do generally appear to be Poor to Fair with some appearing to have 
replacement photocopied paper lids. (13) 

 £20 - £25 

4055. A vintage 1960's boxed football game made by Tudor Rose and is entitled "Table Top Soccer Fun For The Whole 
Family! A Cup Final Every Day". This game is a plastic and metal constructed bar football game and does not include the ball. 
Condition does generally appear to be Fair to Good with some slight damage to the goals but non the less this is a very difficult 
game to find and quite collectable and comes in a generally Fair outer pictorial lift off lid box. £20-£25 

 £20 - £25 
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4056. A vintage wooden and metal constructed bar controlled type football game which is made by Mieg's "F.C. Rapid" and 
was made in Germany in and around the 1950's/60's. This game comes complete with 12 tin plate players which comprises of 2 
five a side teams, 1 in yellow and 1 in red, complete with 1 goalkeeper each side and ball and original paper instructions. This is 
an extremely unique and collectable German constructed football game which is hard to find. Condition does generally appear 
to be Good but does come in Poor outer pictorial original box (in a folding box and box lid - do suffer from damage such as 
tearing, scuffing and other age related wear and tear along with the original box lid having the sides repaired with tape). 

 £40 - £50 

4057. Salco - a boxed vintage tin plate football game which dates from approximately the 1960's by a company called Salco 
which is believed to be Soviet /USSR origin. This tin plate football game works on the basis of spring and pulley controlled flick 
to kick tin plate players mounted on a tin plate pitch with indentations for the ball to fall onto the feet of each player. Condition 
does generally appear to be Good although this would definitely benefit from a clean and possibly re-oiling of the spring and 
wire controllers underneath and comes in generally Fair outer original pictorial lift off lid box (please note the box base does 
have one corner end flap loose and the box in general does suffer from age related wear and tear such as corner wear, 
scuffing, staining etc but does have a nice original vintage football match picture to the front. 

 £30 - £40 

4058. A vintage tin plate football game possibly dating from the 1960's and although there is no maker to this game it looks 
very much like the vintage tin plate football games from the Soviet/USSR region and works on a spring wire pulley flick to kick 
system with indentations on the tin plate pitch for the ball to fall to the feet of each player and comes complete with a number of 
ball bearings. Condition does generally appear to be Good although this would benefit from a clean and possibly re-oiling of the 
wires and spring mechanisms underneath, in generally Fair outer original pictorial lift off lid box but again would benefit from a 
further clean possibly due to storage reasons. 

 £30 - £35 

4059. A small tin plate football game (4 players on each side) which measures approximately 35cm x 20cm x 7cm in height 
and is circa 1930's. Although the brand name has unfortunately been lost, this game was available to be viewed at one time in 
the German Games Museum in Hamburg and it also featured in a catalogue of a football exhibition in Oberhausen which was 
celebrating the centenary of the German Football Federation. This is a unique individual game and these do not come up for 
sale very often, very collectable and hard to find.  Condition does generally appear to be Good with some slight damage to one 
of goals but is repairable and comes complete with 2 balls, in generally Good outer original vintage box with original vintage 
artwork to lid (please note this game would benefit from a further oiling to the springs and bar mechanisms underneath). 

 £20 - £30 

4060. Vintage football games - a group of unboxed vintage metal/tinplate and wooden construction football games which date 
from 1950's/1960's and comprising of (1) "Skeddle" columns Corinthian soccer game which is based or is very similar to bar 
football although this game does not include any players as such, it includes metal coloured circular rings on metal playing bars 
to simulate players which generally appears to be Good although would definitely benefit from a clean possibly due to previous 
storage and comes complete with a ball bearing ball (2) a mainly wooden constructed "pin football" game which generally 
appears Fair to Good but again would benefit from a further clean due to storage (please note some of the pins/nails are 
missing and would need replacing) (3) a 2 x "Joffe" games wooden and metal constructed "Wembley Miniature Football" which 
works on the basis of metal rods with tin plate/metal footballers on a wooden slotted pitch. The premise of the game is that each 
player pushes the rods which then pushes the players inside the slots to move the ball forwards to the opponents goal with the 
end result scoring a goal. Conditions of these 2 early vintage games generally appear to be Fair to Good but there is some 
slight damage to the goals but could be repaired and the players coloured kits are somewhat  
scratched off but all in all a nice pair of vintage slot bar football games. (4) 

 £20 - £30 
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4061. Balyna and similar - a boxed group of vintage football and cricket games comprising of a Balyna (indoor games/played 
indoors) football game which includes players, pitch and other accessories, a Balyna boxed cricket game which includes 
players, pitch and other accessories, a boxed Balyna "Super Soccer" game (the magnetic football game) which appears to 
come complete with magnetic players, goals, a ball and 2 plastic hand controllers along with a wooden/tin constructed pitch 
along with another similar boxed magnetic football game (unknown maker) which also comes with magnetic players, goals, ball 
and plastic hand controllers along with a pitch. These games all date from around 1950's to 1960's and are highly collectable. 
Conditions do all generally range from Fair to Good with none of games being checked for completeness or correctness in 
generally Fair to Good outer original vintage boxes (please note due to the age of these boxes they do suffer from age related 
wear and tear such as scuffing, staining, etc and all would benefit from a further clean possibly again due to storage reasons). 
(4) 

 £25 - £30 

4062. Seamor "Club Football" an unboxed vintage football game which dates from around 1940's and 50's and is made by 
Seamor Sport Games of Manchester. This is an early and hard to find vintage football game and is rarely seen complete these 
days due to the delicate nature of the cardboard players. It comprises of a polished wooden pitch which also includes card 
printed players on heavy duty metal bases with baize footers and also comes with solid lead goals and netting. This set appears 
to be missing the wooden control paddles and is also missing the painted button shape ball. The game also comes with original 
instructions. Please note there is not full teams with this game, there is actually 9 players for the red team and 8 players for the 
blue team and each player is either complete and damaged or incomplete/snapped. Condition does generally appear to be 
Poor to Fair with damage to the goals although possibly repairable along with bubbling to the pitch and as stated obvious to the 
lead weighted cardboard figure players. Even though the condition is as stated this is a very hard to find and unique football 
game and would suit a collector. The measurements of the large pitch measure approximately 62cm x 93cm in length with 
wooden sides of 3-4cm in height approximately. 

 £20 - £25 

4063. Subbuteo & Newfooty - a large quantity of loose unboxed accessories relating to both games which include a large 
quantity of Subbuteo and Newfooty goals, Subbuteo floodlight systems, Newfooty and Subbuteo pictures along with a small 
quantity of loose unboxed footballs.  Also to include in this lot is a large quantity of mainly Newfooty and Subbuteo "flats" 
players which include Newfooty flat celluloid players, Newfooty flat cardboard players along with other plastic/celluloid and 
cardboard flat players with the majority all coming with bases of multi colours.  Spare celluloid "flats" players especially for 
Newfooty are extremely difficult to come by and hard to find and this loose unboxed selection would definitely suit a collector. 
Conditions of everything in this lot all generally range from Poor to Good with nothing being checked for completeness or 
correctness and all unsorted (please note some of the "flats" players and bases are bagged and appear to be full teams 
although as stated not checked for completeness. Large quantity in 2 cardboard boxes. 

 £40 - £50 

4064. A large quantity of Early Vintage and some Recent Issue Boxed Games, Board Games, Puzzles and similar along with 
Boxed Card Games etc to include an early boxed "Flint's Fist" which was manufactured by Thomas De La Rue of London and is 
a game of skill based on the famous book "Treasure Island", a boxed board game complete with board "Sorry", a boxed game 
complete with board "Touring England", a very early shooting game "Nova Sport" which includes the original tinplate toy pistol 
and cardboard fox target, along with others, this lot is extremely interesting and does contain some very early unique 
examples -  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with nothing in this lot checked for completeness or correctness 
and are all in generally Poor to Good outer packaging. Large QTY in 2 cardboard boxes. 

 £30 - £40 
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4065. A large quantity of Early Vintage and more recent Sport Related Boxed Games and Puzzles which mainly comprise of 
football related to include an early Chad Valley "Penalty Kick" game, which includes the original wooden goal keeper and 
penalty taker and ball, a Soccer Card Game complete with board titled "Car -Soc", a boxed game complete with board entitled 
"The Game of Wembley" by Ariel Games, A very early board game complete with Tiddlywinks pieces which dates from around 
the 1920's titled "Football a Realistic Society Game" which was designed in England and printed in Bavaria, along with others, 
also to include in this lot is a quantity of early "Tiddlywinks" and "Blow Football" boxed games along with a more recent boxed 
"Roy of the Rovers" football game. This is a really interesting lot and would definitely suit the collector - Conditions all generally 
range from Poor to Good with nothing in this lot checked for completeness or correctness in generally Poor to Good outer 
packaging (please note the majority of this packaging does require further cleaning possible due to previous storage). QTY in 2 
cardboard boxes. 

 £25 - £30 

4066. Waddingons, Berwick and similar, A small group of early vintage 1950's and 1960's boxed Football Games comprising 
of 2 x boxed early 1950's "Shoot" indoor football game by "Berwick" which appears to have been endorsed on the box by Denis 
Compton who says "Shoot is a game of real skill". Both of these early Shoot Games do come with two players, two cardboard 
goals with nets and a small number of tiddlywinks pieces, both contents appear to be generally Good, although not checked for 
completeness in generally Fair to Good outer original vintage pictorial lift off lid boxes along with a Waddingtons boxed "Table 
Soccer" which is circa 1965, comes complete with cardboard pitch, playing pieces, two plastic goals and other accessories and 
appears to be generally Good, although not checked for completeness or correctness in Good outer original 1960's lift off lid 
box & a boxed "Super Soccer" (the ultimate tactical football game) which is a full stadium set which was produced in association 
with Bobby Charlton Soccer School and contents appear to be generally Good, although not checked for completeness or 
correctness in Fair to Good outer pictorial box. Small interesting lot of vintage, early and recent issue football games. (4). 

 £15 - £20 

4067. Chad Valley, Waddingtons and similar - a small quantity of Vintage Horse Racing related Games which includes a 
Chad Valley early edition "Escalado" which comes complete with 5 lead horses, wind-up race track and other accessories which 
generally appear to be Fair but not checked for completeness or correctness in Poor outer original box, a boxed "Totopoly" 
Racing Game, a boxed Waddingtons "Recent Issue Totopoly" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a very early hard to 
find racing game entitled "Little Rosie Edition" which is Mint and is made by John Jaques and Son of London (Minoru 
registered) which comes complete with a number of original lead horses with jockeys and original Minoru Game Mat and 
original instructions and ephemera. This is an extremely difficult game to find, very collectable and dates from around the 
1920's/1930's. Please note also in this Minoru box is another early game although unboxed the parts have been put in this box 
and it is an early Casino Roulette Game with chips, canvas, roulette mat and original instructions. This is an extremely 
interesting set - Conditions of all these sets apart from otherwise stated are generally Fair, Poor to Good with nothing in this lot 
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Poor to Good outer packaging (due to the age of these games the 
packaging does suffer from age related wear and tear which is quite normal). (4) 

 £20 - £25 

4068. An Early Vintage Wartime (First World War) group of unboxed loose pieces for an early first world war game entitled 
"L'Attaque" which comprises of cardboard first world war imprinted soldiers in colour on metal bases which all generally appear 
to be Fair to Good along with an early board from an old vintage board game which is circa 1915 (Wartime) which is entitled 
"March on Berlin" and although there is no pieces to this board, this is extremely old and very collectable - Condition is Poor to 
Fair with one bottom right corner missing. Very early examples and definitely worth a look. (QTY). 

 £10 - £15 

4069. Vanguards (Commercial and Classics Series) A Boxed Group of 1/43rd Models to include VA01425 Austin Mini Van "J 
Sainsbury Maintenance Department", VA00420 Ford Anglia Van "British Railways", VA01129 Austin 8-CWT Van "Michelin 
Tyres" along with others - Conditions do appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (slight sun fading on one or two). (8) 

 £40 - £50 
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4070. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd Scale Models comprising of VA34003 Ford Capri in black, VA06704 Triumph 
Spitfire Mk II in royal blue, VA06306 Morris Marina 1800 in sand glow along with others. Conditions do all appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness or correctness and are all in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
pictorial lift off lid boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4071. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd Scale Models comprising of VA4006 Ford Anglia Van "B.E.A. (Follow me)", 
VA10007 Morris Minor Traveller in clipper blue, VA04407 Austin A60 Cambridge in sutherland green along with others. 
Conditions do all appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness or correctness and are all in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4072. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd Scale Models comprising of VA05401 Morris Oxford VI in trafalgar blue/snowberry 
white, VA06300 Morris Marina in teal blue, VA06000 Ford Zephyr 4 MK III in lime green, along with others. Conditions do all 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness or correctness and are all in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note some of these models do appear to have been repackaged possible due to 
previous display purposes therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose). (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4073. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd Scale Models to include VA04504 Austin Allegro Series 1 1500 Super Deluxe, 
VA38004 Vauxhall Victor in shantung beige, VA54000 Morris Oxford in green, along with others. Conditions do generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4074. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd Scale Models to include VA06508 Rover 3500 in Cameron Green, VA06610 Ford 
Transit Mk.I Van "Lancashire Constabulary Section Van", VA00316 Austin A40 Van "Thames Valley", along with others. 
Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness 
in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4075. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd Scale Models to include VA07400 Triumph Herald Convertible in Damson, 
VA05205 Ford Granada Ghia in Diamond White with black, VA06607 Ford Transit Mk.I Van (Diesel) "Blackpool Transport", 
along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4076. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd Scale Models to include VA02108 Ford Popular in Vulcan Grey and Imperial 
Maroon, VA03405 Ford Capri 105E GT in Ermine White, VA01117 Morris Minor Van "Hoover Service, along with others. 
Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness 
in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4077. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd Scale Models to include VA03013 Austin A40 Van "BBC Outside Broadcasting", 
VA00412 Ford Anglia Van "Ford Special Products", VA44002 Austin Cambridge in maroon/grey, along with others. Conditions 
do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 
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4078. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include VA11014 Morris Minor Van "Metropolitan Police Dog 
Section", VA05304 Triumph Dolomite Sprint in Brooklands green, VA40003 Singer Chamois Coupe in Polar white along with 
others.  Conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent (although unchecked for completeness or correctness) in Good to 
Excellent boxes.  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4079. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include VA02109 Ford Popular Saloon in Sunburst yellow, 
VA21007 Ford 100E in two-tone ivory/Hereford green along with others.  Conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent 
(although unchecked for completeness or correctness) in Good to Excellent boxes.  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4080. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include VA00415 Ford Anglia Van "Marley Tiles" along with 
others.  Conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent (although unchecked for completeness or correctness) in Good to 
Excellent boxes.  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4081. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include VA05208 Ford Granada Mk.I in Purple Velvet, VA3012 
Austin A40 Van "Lyons Caterers" along with others.  Conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent (although unchecked for 
completeness or correctness) in Good to Excellent boxes.  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4082. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models (The British Motor Corporation Ltd/BMC Series) which are all housed 
in clear perspex boxes and includes VA01121 Morris Minor Van "Aldershot and District Bus Interest Group", VA08504 Wolseley 
Six in Old English white, VA01122 Morris 1000 Van "Cooperative Radio and Television Service" along with others.  Conditions 
do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in Good 
outer rigid perspex cases and Good outer cardboard slip cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

4083. Vanguards a boxed group (Vauxhall Series) to include VA09802 Vauxhall Cavalier Mk.II SRI 130 IN Nordic Blue, 
VA06408 Vauxhall Velox in Alpine Green, VA09404 Vauxhall Astra SXI in Breeze Blue, along with others.  Conditions do all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in Good 
outer rigid perspex cases and Good outer cardboard slip cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

4084. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models (Ford Series) which includes VA09507 Ford Escort Mk.I RS2000 in 
Diamond White, VA09506 Ford Escort Mk.I in Electric Blue, VA05210 Ford Granada 2.5 V6 L in Modena Green, along with 
others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good to Good Plus outer cardboard slip cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

4085. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models (Rover & MG Collection) to include VA09002 Rover SD1 in Taraga 
Red, VA06907 Rover P5 in Rover White, VA09000 Rover SD1 Vanden Plas EFi in black, along with others.  Conditions do 
generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good to Good Plus outer cardboard slip cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

4086. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models (Triumph Limited Editions) to include a VA10102 Triumph Stag in 
Tahiti Blue (soft top), reg XWG 743T, VA04703 Triumph TR3A in British racing green, VA05309 Dolomite Sprint in Tahiti Blue, 
along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good to Good Plus outer cardboard slip cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 
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4087. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include VA06608 (European Vanguards) Mk.I Ford Transit 
Minibus "CRS" (France), VA05505 (European Vanguards) Ford Consul in Pearl Grey/Ruby Red, VA19004 Rover P4 in 
blue/grey, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked 
for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4088. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include VA11007 (1950's/1960's Classic Commercial Vehicles) 
Morris Minor Van "BMC Service", VA17002 Austin A35 Van "Barkers of Kensington", VA05202 Ford Granada Ghia in Onyx 
green metallic, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4089. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include VA14002 (1950's/1960's Classic Commercial Vehicles) 
Austin Mini Van "Automobile Association", VA5007 Triumph Herald in red/white, VA06800 Hillman Minx IIIA in Ember Red and 
cream, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4090. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include VA46001 Ford Zephyr 6 Mk.III in Goodwood Green, 
VA23003 Austin A35 Car in black, VA45000 Austin Allegro in Harvest Gold, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear 
to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4091. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models to include VA19005 Rover P4 in grey/burgundy, VA27003 Rover 
2000 in Willow Green (the first production Rover 2000), VA34002 Ford Capri 109E in Imperial Maroon/white, along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness 
in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4092. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models (Ford Limited Edition Series) which includes a VA10000 Ford Sierra 
Sapphire Cosworth 4x4 in Nouveu Red, VA09504 Ford Escort Mk.I in Evergreen metallic, VA05510 Ford Consul in Copper 
brown, along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good to Good Plus outer cardboard 
slip cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

4093. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models (Vauxhall Limited Edition Series) which includes a VA08707 Vauxhall 
Viva GT (Hidden Treasures) in Le Mans blue, VA06407 Vauxhall Cresta PA in Bermuda/Moonlight Blue, VA09401 Vauxhall 
Astra in Digital Green, along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have 
been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good to Good 
Plus outer cardboard slip cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

4094. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models comprising of 2 x Rover/MG Series, 3 x BMC Series and others to 
include VA09007 (Rover/MG Series) Rover 3500cc Vitesse in Moonraker Blue, VA09604 (Land Rover Series) Range Rover in 
Monte Carlo Blue, VA09101 (Jaguar Collection) Jaguar XJ6 in British Racing Green, along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good to Good Plus outer cardboard slip cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 
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4095. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models comprising of 4 x Police Series & 4 x BMC Series and includes a 
VA01419 (Police Series) a Morris Mini Van "Ayrshire Constabulary", VA01123 (Police Series) Morris Minor Van "Glasgow 
Police", VA01120 (BMC/British Motor Corporation Series) Morris Minor Van "Motoring Services Vehicle", along with others.  
Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good to Good Plus outer cardboard slip cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

4096. Lledo Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale (Anniversary Collection) models which were all produced in a special 
presentation green packaging and rigid perspex cases to include a VA06710 Triumph Spitfire (40th Anniversary) which is one of 
only 2300 pieces, VA07202 Ford Popular in Bristol Fawn (45th Anniversary) which is one of 2000 pieces, VA08905 Austin 1800 
in Glacier White which is one of 2000 pieces, along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases 
and Good to Good Plus outer special green cardboard packaging. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

4097. Lledo Vanguards a boxed mixed group of 1/43rd scale models comprising of European Vanguards, Hidden Treasures, 
Boy Racers and similar to include VA06611 (European Vanguards) a Mk.I Ford Transit "Amstelveen City Politie" (Netherlands), 
VA08100 (European Vanguards) VW Camper "Sealing Wax" in red/chestnut brown, VA08901 (Hidden Treasures) Austin 800 in 
Lime Flower Green, VA06614 (Boy Racers Series) Ford Transit Mk.I Van in red, white and blue, along with others.  Conditions 
do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in 
generally Good outer window boxes/pictorial boxes and rigid perspex cases with Good outer cardboard boxes, slip cases where 
applicable. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4098. Lledo/Corgi Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models which also includes a multi-vehicle gift set and 
comprises of 5 x "Roots Series" and similar to include VA01318 Austin Mini 850 "RAF Police", VA07005 (Roots Series) 
Sunbeam Alpine Series II in Embassy Black, along with others.  Also to include in this lot as stated is a multi-vehicle gift set 
"Austin Centenary Set" which comprises of an VA08909 Austin 1800 Mk.II in Everglade and a VA04509 Austin Allegro 1300 SD 
in Citron.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although none have been checked for completeness in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases/presentation boxes along with Good to Good Plus outer cardboard slip 
cases where applicable. (6 singles & 1 double) 

 £50 - £60 

4099. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models which comprises of dioramas, multi-vehicle sets, model/figure sets 
and similar to include a PD3002 Rover 3500 V8 Police Escort Diorama, VA06606 Ford Transit Van "Nottinghamshire Police 
Accident Set" which is complete with road signs and figure, VA06604 Ford Transit Van "Telecommunications Set" which comes 
complete with telephone box and figure, VA00413 Ford Anglia Van "RAC Set" which comes complete with an RAC box and 
figure, along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

4100. Lledo Days Gone promotional models and similar to include DG197001 A35 Van "Eddie Stobart", DG86001 1955 
Volkswagen Camper in red/black, DG127013 Morris Minor Van "Bluemels Express Service", along with others.  This lot also 
includes a quantity of "Promotor Vans" produced by Stevelyn & Co.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes 
(please note there is a possibly of duplication) - please see photo. (70) 

 £40 - £50 

4101. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of promotional models comprising mainly of Vans which includes an MV002 Mini Van 
"HM Coastguard", MM027 Morris Van "AA Service", CS050 Mini Van "Kodak Developing and Printing", along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good 
to Good Plus outer window boxes.  Please note there may be duplication in this lot - please see photo. (60) 

 £40 - £50 
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4102. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of "Road Show Series" models which includes JA006 Austin Paralanian in red and 
white, ANG035 Anglia Van "Kodak Products", JM001 Morris Van "GPO/Post Office Telephones", along with others.  Conditions 
all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases (please note some 
of the cardboard wrap arounds although present are detached from the cases).  (17) 

 £50 - £60 

4103. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of "Road Show Series" models which includes CA005 Bedford CA Half Cab in dark blue 
and light blue, CA009 Bedford CA Van "Post Office Telephones", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases (please note some of the cardboard wrap 
arounds although present are detached from the cases).  (17) 

 £50 - £60 

4104. Base-Toys/B-T Models a boxed group of 1/76th scale models which is comprises mainly of Commercial Vehicles and 
includes DA91 Leyland Road Train Low Loader "Mines Rescue Service" (circa 1985 to 1995), DA88 Trader Tipper "British 
Railways" (circa 1962 to 1972), DA87 'D' Series Bulk Tipper "Hoveringham" (circa 1973 to 1983), along with others.  Conditions 
all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer window boxes and Good to Good Plus 
outer cardboard slip cases. (21) 

 £60 - £70 

4105. Base-Toys/B-T Models a boxed and carded group of 1/76th scale models comprising mainly of Commercials but does 
include some motor cars and includes AO11B Dodge 'PN' Tipper in blue (circa 1955 to 1965), a carded D-07 Leyland Comet 
Tipper Truck, a carded SC-01 Commer Tipper Truck with green cab and black tipper, along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer blister packs/window boxes with Good outer 
cardboard slip cases where applicable. (28) 

 £50 - £60 

4106. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd and 1/64th scale models which includes a VA17005 Austin A35 Van "Wiltshire 
Constabulary", VA01116 Morris Minor Van "Eddie Stobart", along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint 
to Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4107. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models which are all presented in rigid perspex cases and comprising of 
Triumph Series, Vauxhall Series and others to include a VA10103 (Triumph Series) Triumph Stag in Java Green, VA09402 
(Vauxhall Series) Vauxhall Astra in Flame Red, VA06620 (Ford Series) Ford Transit Van Mk.I Series 1 "GEC", along with 
others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good Plus 
to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases and Good outer cardboard slip cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

4108. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of 1/43rd and 1/76th scale diecast models which also includes some multi-vehicle sets 
to include 76 Set 35A Volkswagen Bay Window Set comprising of a Van/Bus/Camper, Code 76 Set 08 Ford Cortina 3-vehicle 
set, DS001 Daimler DS420 in Old English White, Code J1005 Jensen Interceptor Mk.III in Royal Blue, along with others.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases/window 
boxes along with Good outer cardboard slip cases where applicable. (11) 

 £50 - £60 

4109. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of 1/43rd scale diecast models (Oxford Commercials) to include FDE001 Ford Thames 
Van "British Railways", HA021 Bedford HA Van "B Taylor Builders" (Auf Wiedersehen), MV033 Mini Van "BSA Service", along 
with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex 
cases and Good outer cardboard slip cases. (18) 

 £50 - £60 
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4110. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of 1/76th, 1/43rd scale and N Gauge diecast models (Oxford Automobile Company) 
comprising of an MG Z001 MG ZA "Maguette", an NSS002 N Gauge Super Snipe in silver grey, NDS005 N Gauge Daimler 
DS420 Limo in dark blue, 76MAR001 1/76th scale Morris Marina in Harvest Gold, along with others.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good to Good Plus outer 
cardboard slip cases. (50) 

 £50 - £60 

4111. Atlas, Cararama, Newray, Welly, Siku and similar a large quantity of boxed and carded diecast models to include a 
Siku carded 1371 (Siku Super Series) Volkswagen Van "Handy Point", a Cararama (Junior Rescue) VW Van "Krankenwagen", 
Atlas Editions (Great British Buses) London Transport RTW Double Decker, Welly Citroen C2 in silver, Newray 1/43rd scale 
Renault Modus, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer window boxes/blister packs. (50+) 

 £50 - £60 

4112. Corgi, Newray, Motormax, Schuco and similar a large quantity of boxed and carded diecast models to include a 
Schuco 27174 (Junior Line) Volkswagen T1 Bus, a Corgi carded TY81703 (Super Haulers) Transit Van "AA", Motormax 1/24th 
scale 73200 Mazda RX-7 in metallic green, along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window boxes/blister packs. (50) 

 £50 - £60 

4113. Lledo Days Gone and similar a large quantity of diecast models which also may include some harder to find examples 
to include 58003B 1950 Morris Z Van "Royal Mail", 934 1950 Morris Z Van "Sunlight", along with others.  Also to include in this 
lot is a large quantity of "Promoter Vans" which are produced by Stevelyn & Co.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good 
Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window boxes 
(please note some of these window boxes do suffer from slight crushing and one or two still have old price sticker removal 
marks).  (70) 

 £40 - £50 

4114. Lledo Days Gone and similar a large quantity of diecast models which includes DG058026 Z Van "Biffo the Bear", 
DG058024 Z Van "Vimto", along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a large quantity of "Promoter Vans" which are 
produced by Stevelyn & Co.  This lot may also include some harder to find examples.  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer window boxes (please note some of these window boxes do suffer from slight crushing).  (70) 

 £40 - £50 

4115. Kinsmart, Siku, Cararama, Welly and similar along with magazine issue boxed and carded diecast models to include 
Siku carded 0855 Volkswagen Golf Cabrio, Siku carded 1085 Post Van "DHL", GE Fabbri a carded magazine issue James 
Bond 007 Leyland Sherpa Van from the film "The Spy Who Loved Me", a Kinsmart Alfa Romeo 156, along with others.  
Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer blister pack/window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from 
slight crushing).  (50+) 

 £50 - £60 

4116. Welly, Newray, Redbox and similar a group of boxed and carded diecast models which includes a Redbox 61082 
1/43rd scale Land Rover Discovery in green, a Welly Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution VIII in red, a Newray 1/32nd scale Alfa 
Romeo 156 GTA (2003) in red, along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none 
have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/blister packs although 
some window boxes do suffer from slight crushing and some have old price sticker removal marks. (50+) 

 £50 - £60 
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4117. Lledo Days Gone and similar a boxed group of promotional models which may include some harder to find examples to 
include 930 1959 Bedford 30CWT Van "Conimex", DG071029 LD150 Van "The Rover Comic", 911 1935 Ford 3-ton Articulated 
Truck "De Bower", along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a quantity of "Promoter Vans" produced by Stevelyn & Co.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (70) 

 £40 - £50 

4118. Cararama, Newray, Auto Craft and similar a quantity of boxed and carded diecast models to include a Cararama 
(Junior Rescue) Volkswagen Van "Strabendienst", a Hongwell (Road Monster) Mercedes M Class in red, a Newray 1/32nd 
scale Nissan Skyline GTR in silver, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although 
none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer carded/blister packs along with 
Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from slight crushing).  (43) 

 £40 - £50 

4119. Lledo, Majorette, Atlas, Green Light, Schuco and similar a quantity of boxed and carded diecast models which includes 
a Real Toy 38921 larger scale Space Shuttle Discovery complete with 3 x Astronaut models, a Green Light (Motor World 
American Edition Series 8) Ford Fiesta, a Siku carded 1431 Toyota Rav 4, a Schuco 1/87th scale Volkswagen T3 Kasten 
Hochdach PTT, along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window boxes/blister packs (please note some window boxes 
do suffer from crushing and splitting).  (43) 

 £40 - £50 

4120. Cararama a group of boxed 1/50 scale haulage/plant vehicles comprising of articulated truck/trailer models with loads 
to include an articulated truck/trailer (Collectable Hauliers Series) "Chris Bennett Heavy Haulage", the articulated truck/trailer 
"Rawcliffe and Sons Heavy Haulage" complete with Volvo Tipper, a truck/trailer "ASHWmy" complete with Volvo digger load 
along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window 
boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from slight crushing). (7) 

 £35 - £45 

4121. Bburago a boxed group of 1/24, 1/26, 1/32 and 1/43 boxed models to include 0194 1/24 scale Fiat 500 Sporting in 
yellow, 0125 1/26 scale Fiat Tipo in red, 1/26 scale 0111 Mercedes-Benz 500SEC in metallic silver, 1/32 scale Volkswagen 
"Samba", 1/43 scale 4158 a BMW 535i along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from crushing and there may be duplication in 
this lot - please see pics). (27) 

 £35 - £40 

4122. Maisto a boxed group of 1/24 scale models and 1/27 scale models to include a 1/27 scale Hummer SUV in bright 
yellow and black trim (2003), a 1/24 scale Mercedes-Benz M-Class (1997), a 1/24 scale Nissan GT-R (2009) x 2, a 1/24 scale 
Audi R8 along with others.  Please note there is duplication as stated.  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near 
Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (8) 

 £35 - £40 

4123. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of 1/76 scale models comprising of a number of "Oxford Commercials" and a number of 
"Oxford Automobile Company) to include a 76j4001 (Oxford Commercials), a Morris J4 Van "Royal Mail", a 76 VW008 (Oxford 
Commercials), a VW Camper (closed) in marina yellow/white, a 76XR001 (Oxford Automobile Company), a Ford Escort XR3i in 
strato silver, a 76 CFE004, a Vauxhall Cresta Friary Estate in silver grey/black along with others. Conditions do generally 
appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases and Good outer cardboard slip cases. (48) 

 £60 - £70 
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4124. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of 1/76 scale models comprising of a number of "Oxford Commercials" and a number of 
"Oxford Automobile Company) to include a 76 CM001 (Oxford Commercials), a Q25 Van "British Railways", a 76 VW016 
(Oxford Commercials), a Volkswagen Camper in Saturn yellow/white, a 76 VWS006 (Oxford Automobile Company), a 
Volkswagen T1 Camper in mouse grey/pearl white, a 76 T5C003 (Oxford Automobile Company), a Volkswagen T5 Camper in 
sand beige along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid 
perspex cases and Good outer cardboard slip cases. (48) 

 £60 - £70 

4125. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of 1/76 scale models which comprises of Oxford Military, Oxford Emergency, Oxford 
Omnibus, Oxford Construction and similar to include 76 FT027 (Oxford Construction), a Ford Transit SWB medium roof "JCB", 
76 PB004 (Oxford Omnibus), a Commer PB Mini Bus "Crossville", an NMA 004 a Mercedes Ambulance "Scottish Ambulance 
Service", a 76 VW019 (Oxford Military), a Volkswagen Bay Window Bus "Army Careers" along with others.  Conditions do all 
generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases and Good outer 
cardboard slip cases.  (48) 

 £60 - £70 

4126. Oxford Diecast a boxed mixed scale group of N Gauge, 1/76 scale and similar which comprises of Oxford Fire, Oxford 
Haulage, Oxford Commercials and similar to include NVOL 4007 (Oxford Haulage) and N Gauge Volvo FH4 Semi Low Loader 
"Cadzow", a 76 CIT001 (Jamies Italian Ices Series), a 1/76 scale Citroen H Catering Van "Jamies Italian Ices", a CH21 
(Chipperfield Circus Series) a 1/76 railway scale Morris Minor "Chipperfield Clown", along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer rigid perspex cases and generally Good outer 
cardboard slip cases (50) 

 £50 - £60 

4127. Majorette, Jada Toys & Solido a boxed group of 1/18 and 1/24 scale models comprising of a Jada Toys 1/24 scale 
Nissan 300ZX (Option D Series), a Jada Toys 1/24 scale 1972 Datsun 240Z in burnt orange (Option D Series), a Majorette 1/24 
scale no.4212AC Cobra 427 along with a Solido 1/18 scale Shelby Mustang GT500 in red (1967). Conditions do generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

4128. Corgi a boxed 1/50 scale set CC99154 which is a two piece set "Morten C Cullymore & Son Ltd" which is entitled 'a 
Dickensian Tale' which comprises of an ERF ECS curtain side "Captain Dowler" & ERF EC Series 8 wheel Tipper "Sir Matthew 
Pupker". Conditions of contents do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial flip up lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

4129. Classix a boxed group of 1/76/00 Gauge (Transport Treasures) models to include EM76644 a Morris J Van "Royal 
Mail" - 41463, EM76665 an Austin A-35 Van in green, EM76691 an Austin K8 3-way van in khaki green, EM76816 an Austin 
A-40 "Dorset" 4-door saloon in cherry red along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent outer cardboard window boxes. (53) 

 £50 - £60 

4130. Classix a boxed group of 1/76/00 Gauge (Transport Treasures) models to include EM76879 a Triumph Herald 948 
Coupe in pale blue and white (1961), EM76656 Ford E83W Thames Van "Radio Times", EM76814 an Austin A-40 "Devon" 
4-door saloon - streamline bule, EM76858 an Austin A-30 Estate in cream along with others. Conditions do generally appear to 
be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer cardboard window boxes. (53) 

 £50 - £60 
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4131. Oxford Diecast & Hornby Skale Autos a boxed group of 1/76 railway scale models to include an Oxford Diecast 
76TRAC001 a Fordson Tractor in blue, an Oxford Diecast 76MMT003 a Morris Minor Traveller, Hornby Skale Autos R7071 a 
Morris Oxford in cream and blue, Hornby Skale Autos an R7079 MGTC in red, Hornby Skale Autos an R7080 Ford Anglia 105E 
in burgundy along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked 
for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good outer cardboard wrap around sleeves. 
Please note there may be duplication in this lot - please see pics. (73) 

 £80 - £90 

4132. Britains 1/32 scale a boxed 9526 Deutz-Fahr DX110 tractor in green, black, dark grey with figure driver and generally 
appears to be Near Mint in Good outer corn patterned window box (please note the window on this box does suffer from some 
slight crushing/creasing) (1) 

 £30 - £40 

4133. Britains - a boxed 1/32 scale 9528 Fiat Trattori Tractor in light brown/dark brown with cream hubs and comes complete 
with driver figure and appears to be generally Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer corn patterned window box 
(please note the window on this box does suffer from slight crushing/creasing and the brown colour on the box does suffer from 
slight sunfading) (1) 

 £40 - £50 

4134. Britains - a boxed group of 1/32 scale Tractors which are all presented in the red/rainbow window boxes and includes a 
9523 Ford TW20 Tractor, a 9529 a Massey Ferguson Tractor along with a 9521 Volvo BM Tractor.  Conditions do generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer window boxes.  All 3 tractors do come with driver figure (please 
note these window boxes do suffer from slight crushing) (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4135. Britains - a boxed group of 1/32 scale Farming Accessory Models which are all presented in the red/rainbow window 
boxes comprising of 9558 an 8 Wheeled Trailer, 9532 a Round Baler, 9540 a Manure Spreader, 9546 Ploughs, 9550 Fold Up 
Cultivator & 9568 a Rotary Manure Spreader. Conditions of all these models generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although one or two do appear to be loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller more delicate pieces missing, broken 
off or loose, in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some of these window boxes do suffer from crushing and one 
or two do suffer from sunfading) (6) 

 £50 - £60 

4136. Joal, Loan Star & Ertl - a boxed group of tractors comprising of a Joal 250 Ebbro 6100 Tractor, an Ertl 1643 Ford 
TW20, a Loan Star 1770 Massey Ferguson (Farmer's Boy Series), a Lone Star 1711 International Harvester (Farmer's Boy 
Series) & Lone Star 1760 a Case 1594 Tractor (Farmer's Boy Series). Conditions do generally appear to be Good although 
most appear loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose and one or two of 
these tractors would benefit from a further clean in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note some windows are 
missing on some of these boxes and one or two of the packaging do suffer from creasing, splitting and other damage) (5) 

 £30 - £40 

4137. Corgi Classics - a boxed and carded group comprising of Emergency Services, Superhaulers, Commercial Vehicles 
and others to include a 4 vehicle set 60026 (Emergency Services Series) which comprises of 3 Transit Vans 
"Paramedics/Police/Fire Rescue Unit" along with a Fire Engine, a boxed TY97301 Style B Toyota Previa, a boxed 58203 
Transit Wrecker "Highway Recovery", a boxed 58603 Refuse Truck "Biffa" along with others.  Also included in this lot is 4 x 
blister pack/carded models which includes a TY81701 Transit Van "Michelin", a 66207 Transit Van "Transco" along with others. 
Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/blister 
cards (please note some of these boxes do have old price stickers attached). There may be duplication - please see pic. (24) 

 £40 - £50 
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4138. Corgi Classics - a boxed and carded group comprising of Emergency Services, Superhaulers, Commercial Vehicles 
and others to include a boxed TY97301 Style B Toyota Lexus IS200, a boxed 58119 Ford Transit Van "TNT", a boxed 58701 
Ford Transit Tipper "Highway Services" along with others. Also included in this lot is 4 x blister pack/carded models which 
includes 66203 a Transit Van "Royal Mail", 66205 a Transit Van "Pickfords" along with others.  Conditions do all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/blister cards (please note some of 
these boxes do have old price stickers attached). There may be duplication - please see pic. (24) 

 £40 - £50 

4139. Corgi - a boxed group of earlier issue blue and white striped & yellow, orange and black window boxes which include a 
1009 Maestro MG1600 x 2, a 503 Ford Escort "National Exhibition Centre", along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a 
602 harder to find Mini in yellow. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although one or two models do 
appear loose inside packaging in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (some window boxes do suffer from crushing and 
splitting along with one or two do have old price stickers attached) (7) 

 £30 - £40 

4140. Corgi, Skymarks, Schabak, Oxford Diecast and similar - a boxed aviation group comprising of several aviation aircraft 
and military aviation aircraft to include a Corgi/Gemini GJBAW443 Concorde set complete with plinth (please note these is 
another identical set in this lot but is minus the plinth), a Corgi 59902 Concorde (new livery), a Corgi TY84002 a Concorde 
"British Airways", a Corgi CS90338 (100 Years of Flight), a Concorde "British Airways/Singapore Airlines", a Skymarks (Aircraft 
of the World) an Air France Concorde 1/250 scale, a Skymarks 1/250 scale SKR106 (Aircraft of the World) a Concorde "British 
Airways along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see pics. Conditions all generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/blister packs. (17) 

 £35 - £40 

4141. Lledo Days Gone and similar along with Oxford Diecast - a boxed group of promotional models which may include 
some harder to find examples and also includes commercial trucks/trailers, etc to include an Oxford Diecast two vehicle set "St. 
Kew Classics Model Collection" (made exclusively for St. Kew) x 2, an Oxford Diecast MM016 Morris Van "AA Road Service", a 
Lledo Articulated Truck/Trailer "John Smiths Ltd" (Limited Edition 2000), a Lledo (Pro Movers) an Articulated Truck/Trailer 
"Wessex Dairies" along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to 
Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window 
boxes (76) 

 £40 - £50 

4142. Motorart - a boxed group of (Volvo) models which includes cars, commercials, plant and similar to include a Volvo V40, 
a Volvo L150E Digger, a Volvo FM9 Construction Truck, a Volvo C70 along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/rigid perspex cases and complete with Good outer 
cardboard slip cases (13) 

 £40 - £50 

4143. Cararama - a boxed group of 1/43, 1/72 and similar diecast models which also include some multi vehicle sets which 
are all presented in ridged perspex cases and window boxes to include a 1/43 scale Austin Healy 100/6, a 1/43 scale Rover 90, 
a 1/43 scale Triumph Herald, a 1/72 scale Mini Cooper along with others. Also to include as stated a number of multi vehicle gift 
sets. Please note there may be duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/rigid perspex cases and Good to Good Plus outer cardboard slip cases where 
applicable (46) 

 £40 - £50 

4144. Cararama - a boxed group of 1/43, 1/72 and similar diecast models which also include some multi vehicle sets which 
are all presented in ridged perspex cases and window boxes to include a 1/43 scale Triumph Herald, 1/43 scale Austin Healy 
100/6, 1/72 scale Audi A4 Cabriolet, 1/72 Mini Travellers Van along with others. Also to include as stated a number of multi 
vehicle gift sets. Please note there may be duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/rigid perspex cases and Good to Good Plus outer cardboard slip cases 
where applicable (46) 

 £40 - £50 
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4145. Corgi (Trackside) - a boxed group of 1/76 scale models which also includes some multi vehicle packs to include 
LT1004 a 4 vehicle gift pack "London Transport Set", PO1004 a 4 vehicle gift pack "Post Office Set", a DG187012 a Guy Big J 
Tipper "Rugby Cement", a DG203003 a Bedford CA Van "Pickfords" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with Good outer cardboard slip cases (33) 

 £50 - £60 

4146. Corgi (Trackside) - a boxed group of 1/76 scale models which also includes some multi vehicle packs to include 
LT1004 a 4 vehicle gift set "London Transport Set" x 2, UT1004 a 4 vehicle gift set "Utilities 4 Piece Set", a DG187009 a Guy 
Big J Tipper "RE Mason", a DG207005 a Ford Anglia Van "AA Service" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes with Good outer cardboard slip cases. Please note as 
stated there is duplication in this lot (34) 

 £50 - £60 

4147. Lledo Days Gone (Trackside) & Base-Toys/B-T Models a boxed/carded group of 1/48 N Gauge, 1/76 scale and similar 
to include Lledo (Trackside) DG150004 a Foden S21 Low Loader/Excavator "National Coal Board", Lledo (Trackside) a 
DG187004 Guy Big J Tipper "Pointer", B-T Models N040 a Foden DG Tractor "British Railways" (circa 1949-1957), a B-T 
Models DA94 a Leyland Octopus Tipper "Charringtons" (circa 1962 -1972), Base-Toys a carded C401 a Hillman Imp, a 
Base-Toys carded C101 an Austin A40 along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/blister cards. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see pics (34) 

 £50 - £60 

4148. Corgi Classics a boxed group comprising of Corgi Classic Models, Corgi Classic Cars and similar to include a D709/1 
(Corgi Classic Cars) a Ford Zodiac (1956-1962), A D708/2 (Corgi Classic Cars series) a Cortina Mark 1 (1963), a 96840 
(Classic Models Series) a Morris 1000, a D9983 (Classic Models Series) Morris J Van along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer 
window boxes (please note that some window boxes do have old price stickers attached and some window boxes do suffer 
from sun fading and there may be duplication) (34) 

 £35 - £40 

4149. Corgi & Lledo a group of boxed single and multi vehicle gift sets and special promotional editions to include a Lledo 5 
vehicle gift set entitled The 'An Garda Siochana' Collection which is a limited edition set of models in the livery of the Irish Police 
Force and includes a Model T Ford circa 1920's, a Morris LD 150 Van circa 1950's, a Ford Transit circa 1990's, a Morris Minor 
Van circa 1960's & a Mack Breakdown Truck circa 1930's and comes complete with numbered certificate which is 0081, a Lledo 
5 vehicle gift set "A Post Collection" which features Irish mail delivery vans and comes with numbered certificate which is 0511, 
a Lledo 4 vehicle gift set "Kelloggs Frosties", a Corgi Classics 08007 2 vehicle gift set "Cadburys" which comprises of a Bedford 
CA Van "Cadburys Dairy Milk" & a Morris J Van "Cadburys Cocoa" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer special packaging. (15) 

 £40 - £50 

4150. Cararama a large quantity of boxed plastic and diecast light commercial vehicles which comprises mainly of vans and 
does have considerable duplication which includes transit vans in the livery of UK Police, Ambulance and others which also 
includes transit vans with no insignia on whatsoever (blank sides) along with commercial vehicles such as tipper wagons and 
dust carts along with other light commercials to include a Renault Traffic, a Volkswagen T5 along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer 
from crushing and some do have old price stickers attached) Please note there is duplication as stated. (33) 

 £30 - £35 
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4151. Verem, Vitesse & Solido a boxed group to include a Vitesse 041CA Renault Safrane "Biturbo" (1993), a Vitesse L022 
Volkswagen Bully "Gervais" (1955), a Verem V266 an RN Kangoo "Gendarmerie", a Verem SOL9805 a Renault Master "Smur 
Strasbourg", a Solido 1552 Renault Kangoo Pampa, a Solido 1842 Peugeot 205GTI along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although one or two do appear to be loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller 
more delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good to Good Plus outer mainly rigid perspex cases along with 
Good outer window boxes with Good outer cardboard slip cases where applicable (22) 

 £40 - £50 

4152. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of light commercial vehicles (Oxford Roadshow Series) which includes ANG031 "London 
Transport", MM051 Morris Minor "Ovaltine", an MV028 Mini "Southdown" - Fleet Support, along with others. Please note there 
is duplication in this lot - please see pics. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases with the majority apparently still being sealed with Good outer cardboard wrap arounds 
although one or two cardboard wraps appear to have become separated. (15) 

 £40 - £50 

4153. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of 1/76 scale haulage vehicles which comprises of articulated trucks/trailer models 
(Oxford Haulage Company) and includes an SCA02LL Articulated Truck/Trailer "Mackintosh Plant Hire " which is number 0161 
of 2000, MAN01LL Articulated Truck/Trailer "JB Rawcliffe" which is number 0589 of 2000 along with others. Conditions do 
generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases with Good outer 
cardboard slip cases (please note one or two of the slip cases do appear to have slight tears) (6) 

 £50 - £60 

4154. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of commercial/construction vehicles comprising of Oxford Commercials, Oxford 
Haulage, Oxford Omnibus, Oxford Construction and similar to include 76MB010 (Oxford Construction) a Mercedes Actros Semi 
Low Loader "JCB", 76S143002 (Oxford Haulage) a Scania 113 Tipper "Reids of Minishant", AK002 (Oxford Commercials) an 
Austin 3-Way Van "Pink Paraffin", NPE001 a Plaxton Elite Coach "National Express" along with others. Conditions do generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good outer cardboard slip 
cases (26) 

 £60 - £70 

4155. Lledo Days Gone a group of boxed Code 3 issues by Castle House Models which comprises of mainly delivery vans to 
include "Cornwall Constabulary", "Royal Gibraltar Police", "The Red Lion", "Devenish Cellar Maintenance" along with others. 
Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes although one or two of 
these window boxes do suffer from crushing and splitting. (14) 

 £40 - £50 

4156. Oxford Diecast, Lledo, Mattel Hot Wheels, Maisto magazine issue and similar a quantity of boxed and carded diecast 
and plastic constructed models to include the Oxford Diecast 1/76 scale 76TCAB001 a Scania T Cab and Low Loader 
"Ridgeway Rentals", a Lledo BN1002 "The Beano Comics 65 Years 1938-2003" 2 vehicle set, a Schuco (Junior Line) 2 vehicle 
set comprising of a Volkswagen Camper and small Caravan Trailer, a Saico Toyota Supra, a Schuco (Junior Line) 
Mercedes-Benz Economic "Strabenkehrmaschine" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be ranging from Good 
to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer mainly window 
boxes although some of these window boxes do suffer from crushing and some have old price stickers/information stickers 
attached. (45) 

 £40 - £50 

4157. Guiloy (Spanish) a boxed 1/20 or similar scale diecast model comprising of a Sierra XR4i in silver metallic with chrome 
hub wheels and cream interior which generally appears to be Excellent in Good to Good Plus outer clear rigid perspex case 
with orange plastic base. (1) 

 £25 - £30 
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4158. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Emergency Service vehicles which also include some promotional and export issues 
to include a 1140/2 a special promotional issue a red Breakdown Truck "Falck Kranbil" x 2, a C656/28 Ford Transit Van 
"Nottinghamshire Ambulance Service" along with others.  These are harder to find Corgi Classics. Conditions do generally 
appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note window boxes do suffer from 
crushing and creasing along with scuffing and other storage related marks) (7) 

 £30 - £40 

4159. Corgi Classics a boxed group comprising mainly of Escort vans but does include 1 model car to include a C386/1 a 
Mercedes 2.3/16 in black, a 621 Escort Van "Police Vehicle", a C534 Escort Van "Hotpoint" along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have 
smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes with some window boxes 
appearing to suffer from crushing and some have old price stickers attached (9) 

 £25 - £30 

4160. Corgi Classics a boxed group comprising of mainly Ford Transit vans but does include others including a Mercedes 
van to include a C656/31 Ford Transit Van "Unichem", a C676/3 Ford Transit Van "Badgerline Mini Link", a 576/9 Mercedes 
207D van "TNT Parcels" along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although one or two 
models do appear to be loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in 
generally Fair to Good outer window boxes with some window boxes suffering from crushing, tearing and scuffing with one or 
two models appearing to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes (11) 

 £40 - £45 

4161. Wiking & Brekina Automodelle a boxed group of 1/87 and similar scale models to include a Wiking 086633 a MAN 
Tipper Lorry "Muldenkipper" a Wiking 079726 Volkswagen T1 Camper Van "Samba Bus", a Wiking 7974027 Volkswagen 
Transporter (T1), a Brekina Volkswagen T2 Camper Van in orange and cream, a Brekina Volkswagen T1A van "Bussing" along 
with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see pics. Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near 
Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer clear plastic packaging/rigid perspex cases complete with Good outer cardboard slip 
cases where applicable. (46) 

 £35 - £40 

4162. Abrex a boxed group of 1/43 scale Skoda models which includes an ABR143AB-020GR a Skoda Citigo, an ABS704 a 
Skoda Octavia (1963), a 143AB-016QAW a Skoda Fabia II (Facelift) in raleigh green metallic with white roof along with others. 
Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and 
along with Good outer cardboard slip cases. (12) £40-£50 

 £40 - £50 

4163. Abrex a boxed group of 1/24 and 1/43 scale Skoda models to include a 124AB003K a 1/24 scale Skoda Superb in 
metallic dark blue, a 124AB 1/24 scale Skoda Fabia in dark metallic blue x 2, a 143AB003KA a 1/43 scale a Skoda Superb, an 
ABX002 a Skoda Octavia in metallic silver along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good outer window boxes/rigid perspex cases (please note the 7 x 1/43 scale models are all missing the outer 
cardboard slip case and lids have become loose from bases). (10) 

 £30 - £40 

4164. Eligor a boxed group of 1/43 scale Mercedes-Benz vans comprising of reference ELIREPO8 a Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 
CDI "Dutch Politie" x 2 & a ref ELirePO9 a Mercedes-Benz Sprinter CDI "Ambulance". Conditions do generally appear to be 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good outer cardboard slip cases. (3) 

 £30 - £35 
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4165. Siku & Majorette a boxed group comprising mainly of commercial vehicles including trucks/trailers, vans and similar to 
include a Siku 1839 1/87th scale low loader with 4-wheel loader "Liebherr", Siku 1/55th scale 2020 Rescue Van "Ambulance", 
Siku 1/55th scale 2310 Car with Horsebox "Politie", Siku 1/87th scale (Siku Super) number 1854 a truck with trailer and 
compact excavator "Liebherr", Majorette (Super Maxi Series) Yellow Taxi, along with others - Conditions do all appear to be 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer 
from slight crushing, slight splitting) (17). 

 £30 - £35 

4166. Greenlight Collectables, Schuco, Maxi Car and similar- A boxed group of 1/43rd scale models which are all presented 
in clear rigid perspex cases to include a Greenlight Collectables 2014 Ford Transit Connect, Greenlight Collectables 2015 Ford 
Transit, Schuco 04592 Rover 75, Schuco 0040 Golf 5 (2003), Maxi Car Honda S2000 Roadster along with others - Conditions 
all generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good outer 
cardboard slip cases. (11) 

 £30 - £35 

4167. Road Signature, Solido, Universal Hobbies and similar- A boxed group of 1/43rd scale models which are all presented 
in rigid perspex cases to include a Road Signature Series 1962 Volkswagen Micro Bus "Feuerwehr", Solido 1544 Renault 
Kangoo, Universal Hobbies Citroen C2 (by Loeb) 2007, Universal Hobbies Renault Espace, along with others - Conditions 
appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good outer cardboard 
slip cases where applicable. (10) 

 £30 - £35 

4168. Eligor, Vitesse, Brumm, Verem & Solido a boxed group of 1/43rd and similar scale models to include a Brumm R250 
Fiat 600 Multipla (1A Serie - 1956) x 2, Eligor Renault Megane 2006, Vitesse 041BA Renault Safrene "Baccara" V6 (1993), a 
Vitesse 29201 Wolseley 1100 in Cumberland grey which is one of a limited edition of 1200 (Classic Cars of Great Britain 
Series), Verem Ref V258 Peugeot 806 Police vehicle, Verem SCL98011 Peugeot 806 "Pompier Cus-Strasbourg", along with 
others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases 
with Good outer cardboard slip cases where applicable (please note one or two of these rigid perspex cases do appear to be 
cracked).  (13) 

 £35 - £40 

4169. Britains, Cararama, Motormax and similar a small group of boxed multi-scale models which includes Cars, Plant and 
Commercial vehicles to include a Britains 1/32nd scale 00233B Transit Medium Roof Van (Authentic Farm Models Series), 
Cararama 1/50th scale EC280 Digger "Volvo", Motormax 1/24th scale Volkswagen "Flower Power", Welly Peterbilt 379, along 
with others.  Also to include in this lot is two interesting 1/18th scale Ford Transit Vans which are blank (no signage).  
Conditions are generally Good to Good Plus.  (9) 

 £25 - £30 

4170. Corgi Vanguards a boxed group which comprises of Triumph Series, Roots Series and similar to include VA10101 
(Hidden Treasures/Triumph Series) Triumph Stag in Pimento red, VA02111 (Ford Series) Ford Anglia 100E in lime green, 
VA04007 (Roots Series) Hillman Imp Californian in gold bronze, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good outer cardboard slip cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

4171. Lledo & Corgi Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale (Rover/MG Collection) to include a VA09200 Rover 75 in 
British racing green x 2, VA01915 Rover P4 in Midnight blue, VA06512 Rover P6 3500 in April yellow, along with others.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and 
Good outer cardboard slip cases.  Please note there is duplication in this lot. (8) 

 £50 - £60 
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4172. Corgi & Lledo Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models comprising of Vauxhall Series, BMC Series and similar 
to include VA09602 (Land Rover Series) Range Rover in Giverny green, VA09803 (Vauxhall Series) Vauxhall Cavalier Mk.II CD 
in Orient blue, VA04802 (BMC Series) Morris 1300 Estate in Connaught green, along with others.  Conditions do generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases and Good cardboard outer slip 
cases. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

4173. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA10811 (The Vanguards Collectors Club Special Edition) Ford Capri 3.0 S in 
Signal Amber, which comes with certificate of authenticity, VA05807CC (Vanguard Collectors Club Annual Model 2009) Morris 
Minor 1000 (60th Anniversary Special) in Rose Taupe which comes with certificate of authenticity, VA10901 (Commercials 
Series) Morris J Van "Truman's Bottled Beer", along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near 
Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4174. Lledo Vanguards a boxed group to include VA3009 Austin A40 Van "Raleigh Cycles", VA5008 Triumph Herald in white 
with black trim, VA05801 Morris Minor Saloon in Almond green, along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

4175. Lledo Vanguards a boxed group to include VA5011 (Specially commissioned by Diecast Collectors Magazine) which 
comprises of a Triumph Herald and comes complete with a numbered certificate which is 0348, VA10002 Morris Minor Traveller 
in Almond green, VA5005 Triumph Herald in grey, VA3010 Austin A40 Van "Heinz", along with others.  Conditions do generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4176. Lledo Vanguards a boxed group which also includes some special editions and multi-vehicle gift sets comprising of 
VA05009 (Exclusive Vanguard Collectors Club Edition) MGA Twin Cam in Ash green (50th Anniversary Special), AU3002 
2-vehicle set "Austin Centenary Set" which comprises of a VA02310 Austin A35 in Palm green & VA04410 Austin A60 
Cambridge in Bermuda blue, VA5004 Triumph Herald "Gaydon 1996" (Limited Edition), VA07303 (Special Anniversary Series) 
Ford Cortina Mk.I (Ford 100th Anniversary) which is a limited edition of 1 of 1500 pieces, CL1002 2-vehicle gift set "The Ford 
Classic and Capri Set", along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer pictorial boxes/rigid perspex cases along with Good outer cardboard slip cases where applicable. (8 - 3 x 
multi-vehicle sets & 5 x single models) 

 £50 - £60 

4177. Corgi Classics a boxed group of mainly Vans, Emergency Vehicles and similar to include 98201 Ford Popular Van 
"Sunlight Soap" (x 2), 99805 Bedford CA Van "AA Road Service", 97770 Morris Mini Van "Hamleys", along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some of the 
windows do look a little bit sun faded and one or two do suffer from slight crushing).  (28) 

 £60 - £70 

4178. The Hamilton Collection - a boxed group of ceramic/porcelain or similar TV Related Special Edition Plates which are 
from the "Thunderbirds Plate Collection" by Steve Kyte and includes Thunderbird 3 "Mission to Outer Space" which comes with 
certificate which is number 2655, "Lady Penelope - London Agent" which comes with certificate numbered 3638, "Scott Tracy 
Pilot - Thunderbird 1" which comes with numbered certificate of 2927, along with others.  Please note although all of these 
plates have not been checked they all do come with numbered certificates.  Conditions therefore generally appear to be Good 
Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer original mailer boxes. (9) 

 £60 - £70 
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4179. Danbury Mint a boxed group of Special Limited Edition porcelain/ceramic and similar TV Related Plates which are all 
limited edition and are all from the "The Golden Age of Children's Television" set and all plates are trimmed with 22ct gold and 
includes "Pinky and Perky" which comes with numbered certificate 0108, "Pogles Wood" which comes with a numbered 
certificate which is 0742, "Muffin the Mule" which comes with numbered certificate 0476, along with others.  Although not every 
plate has been checked it is confirmed that all of these plates do come with numbered certificates.  Conditions all generally 
therefore appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer original generic mailer boxes. (12) 

 £70 - £80 

4180. Airfix & Revell a small group of 1/72nd scale Military Tank plastic kits which include a Revell 03199 STRV 122A/122B 
(Swedish Leopard 2 Tank) x 2, Revell 03183 Challenger 1 - British Main Battle Tank x 2, Revell 03190 T-90 Russian Battle 
Tank x 2, Airfix A02338 Cromwell IV Tank, along with others.  Please note there is duplication as stated in this lot.  Boxes are 
all still factory sealed therefore contents although unchecked are assumed to be Mint in generally Good outer pictorial boxes 
(please note some of these boxes do have old price stickers attached).  (11) 

 £25 - £30 

4181. Tamiya & Revell a boxed group of 1/35th scale Military Tank plastic kits to include a Revell 03193 Leopard 2A4/A4NL, 
Tamiya 35176 German Panther Type G Tank (late version), Tamiya 35146 German Tiger I Tank (late version), along with 
others.  Although the contents of these kits have not been checked for completeness or correctness, they do however appear 
to be Good Plus to Excellent and still bagged in Good outer pictorial boxes although one or two of the boxes do have old price 
stickers attached. (50 

 £50 - £60 

4182. Tamiya a boxed group of 1/35th scale Military Tank plastic kits to include 35108 Russian T-62A Tank (Military 
Miniatures Series No.108), 35065 Panther German Tank (Military Miniatures Series No.65) x 2, along with others.  Although 
the contents of these kits have not been checked for completeness or correctness, they do however appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent unbuilt and still bagged in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do have old price stickers 
attached).  (5) 

 £40 - £50 

4183. Italeri, Trumpeter, Academy & ARV Club a boxed group of 1/35th scale Military Tank plastic kits comprising of an Italeri 
6432 Crusader Mk.I Tank, Trumpeter British Challenger 2 MBT, Academy Model Kits German King Tiger "Last Production", 
along with ARV Club AF35267 IDF SHO'T CAL/GIMEL (1992) with blazer explosive reactive armour.  Although these kits have 
not been checked for completeness or correctness, they do however appear to be Good Plus to Excellent unbuilt and still 
bagged in Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note the boxes do have old price stickers attached).  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

4184. Revell and Marks & Spencer a group of 1/144th scale Concord plastic model kits comprising of a Revell 04257 
Concorde "British Airways" x 2, Marks & Spencer Concorde set which includes 4 x paint colours, paint brush, glue, along with 
parts & a Revell 05757 Concorde set (1969 to 2003) which comes complete with poster, paints, brush and glue.  Although 
these sets have not been checked for completeness or correctness, they do appear to be Good to Good Plus unbuilt and still 
bagged in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note there is duplication in this lot).  (4) 

 £20 - £25 

4185. Airfix a boxed group of 1/72nd and 1/144th scale Concorde plastic model kits comprising of an Airfix 1/72nd scale 
model number 11050 Concorde "BAC Aerospatiale Concorde" x 2 with both kits comprising of parts, paint, glue and paint 
brushes, with one kit still factory sealed along with an Airfix 06182 1/144th scale (Series 6) Concorde "BAC Aerospatiale".  
Although none of these kits have been checked for completeness or correctness, they do appear to be Good Plus to Excellent, 
unbuilt and still bagged with two of these kits assuming to be Excellent contents are they are both factory sealed in Good outer 
pictorial boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £35 
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4186. Airfix & Heller a boxed group of 1/72nd and 1/144th scale Concorde models comprising of an Airfix 1/144th scale 
(Series 6) Concorde "BAC Aerospaciale", Airfix Ref 11050 1/72nd scale Concorde "BAC Aerospaciale" which is set that comes 
complete with paint, glue and paint brushes, along with a Heller 52903 1/72nd scale Concorde "Paris/New 
York/Rio/Dakar/Caracas" (Air France) which also comes complete with glue, paint and paint brushes.  Although contents of 
these kits have not been checked for completeness or correctness they do appear to be Good Plus to Excellent, unbuilt and still 
bagged with two of these kits still factory sealed therefore assuming contents are Mint. (3) 

 £35 - £40 

4187. Football Memorabilia - Middlesbrough and Darlington Football Club a small quantity of early football programmes both 
home and away ranging from mainly the 1970's which also includes some special programmes such as FA Cup games and 
Testimonials to include a Manchester United v Middlesbrough FA Cup 5th round 26th February 1972 (still complete with token), 
Manchester United v Middlesbrough FA Cup 3rd round January 2nd 1971 (complete with token), a Brian Clough Testimonial 
programme played at Roker Park Sunderland Wednesday 27th October 1965, along with others.  Also as stated in this lot 
there is a large quantity of Darlington home programmes mainly from the late 1960's to early 1970's along with a softback 
Middlesbrough Football Club book entitled "Middlesbrough Football Club" by Eric Paylor (Evening Gazette) which is full of 
interesting historical facts and photographs. (Small qty) 

 £5 - £10 

4188. Matchbox Regular Wheels and similar & Husky a small unboxed group to include a Matchbox Series 66 Coach 
"Greyhound", Matchbox Aston Martin, Matchbox Commer Ice Cream Canteen, Husky Guy Warrior Tanker "Milk", Husky Refuse 
Wagon, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair play worn. (40+) 

 £30 - £35 

4189. Corgi, Spot-On, Dinky, Norev and similar a group of unboxed diecast models to include a Spot-On 1/42nd scale 193 
NSU Prinz 4, Corgi Toys Ford Zephyr Motorway Patrol Car, Corgi Toys Ford Thunderbird, Corgi Toys Oldsmobile Super 88 
"H.Q. Staff", Corgi Toys Austin A60 "Corgi Motor School", Dinky Toys Ford Zodiac, Dinky Toys 140 Morris 1100, Norev 1/43rd 
scale Citroen DS19 along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair play worn. (28) 

 £25 - £30 

4190. Corgi & Dinky a small group of unboxed Commercial Vehicles to include a Corgi Toys "Smith's" Karrier Van (Mister 
Softee Ice Cream Van), Dinky Toys Ford Transit Van "Police Accident Unit", Corgi Toys Volkswagen "US Personnel", Dinky 
Toys 259 Fire Engine, Dinky Toys 4-berth Caravan, Dinky Super Toys 965 Euclid Rear Dump Truck, along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair play worn. (20) 

 £25 - £30 

4191. Airfix, Wing Leader, Kiel Kraft, Guillow's, Flare, Aero Graphics and similar a small quantity of boxed mainly balsa wood 
Aircraft Kits but does include one plastic kit to include an Airfix bagged HO and OO Gauge Trackside Accessories Construction 
Kit complete with header card, a Kiel Kraft "Invader" balsa wood Glider Kit (40½" wingspan), a West Wings boxed Hawker 
Tempest Mk.V (Wing Leader Series) rubber powered flying balsa wood scale model (balsa print wood kit), Flare (Mini Classic) 
Supermarine Spitfire 5B rubber powered balsa wood scale model kit, West Wings (Wing Leader 1/24th Series) Hawker 
Hurricane Mk.I printed balsa aircraft kit, along with others.  Conditions of all the kits do generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please 
note there is duplication in this lot and some boxes do have old price stickers attached).  Also to include in this lot is a Meccano 
(Exclusive to Marks & Spencer) Construction Set "World War II Spitfire" which generally appears to be Good to Good Plus 
although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial box. (14) 

 £30 - £35 
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4192. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale (Heavy Haulage Series) to include 31014 Guy Invincible Long Platform Trailer, 
pipe load and Diamond T Ballast, Nicholas Bogies vessel load "Sunter Brothers" which generally appears to be Excellent to 
Near Mint although nothing has been checked for completeness in Good outer pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene 
packaging, 55501 Diamond T Low Loader with generator load "Elliotts of York" which generally appears Excellent to Near Mint 
and comes with numbered certificate of 00472 of 5000 produced and generally appears to be Excellent in generally Good outer 
pictorial box, along with 17501 Scammell Constructor "Siddle Cook" x 2 which both generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent in Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes.  Please note nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or 
correctness. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

4193. Corgi (Heavy Haulage) a boxed 1/50th scale model comprising of 18004 Scammell Contractor, 2 x Dyson Trailers and 
Crane Girder load "Siddle C Cook" which generally appears to be Good Plus to Excellent although nothing has been checked 
for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging.  This 
model also comes with numbered certificate which is 2874 of only 4000 produced (please note the lid of this box does suffer 
from corner creasing, scuffing and a circular indentation).  (1) 

 £35 - £40 

4194. Corgi (Heavy Haulage) a boxed 1/50th scale model comprising of 18004 Scammell Contractor, 2 x Dyson Trailers and 
Crane Girder load "Siddle C Cook" which comes with numbered certificate which is 0166 of 4000 produced and generally 
appears to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial 
box and Good inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £35 - £40 

4195. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale (Heavy Haulage Series) models to include a 31009 Diamond T Ballast (x 2) 
24-wheel Girder Trailer with Boiler load and Scammell Highwayman Ballast which comes with a numbered certificate which is 
00435 of 5000 produced and generally appears to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Good outer pictorial window box and Good inner polystyrene packaging, 31007 Diamond T Ballast with 
Girder Trailer and Locomotive load "Annis & Co Ltd" which generally appears to be Good Plus to Excellent although not 
checked for completeness in generally Fair outer pictorial lift off lid box (this box lid does suffer from tape repair, corner wear 
and tearing), along with 17701 2 x Scammell Contractors and a 24-wheel Low Loader set "Pickfords" which generally appears 
to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid 
box. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

4196. Corgi a boxed pair of 1/50th scale Commercial models which comprise of a US55103 (Heavy Haulers Series) Diamond 
T 980 Girder Trailer and Transformer load "Gerosa Heaving Hauling" which generally appears to be Good Plus to Excellent in 
generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging and comes complete with numbered 
certificate which is 1159 of 5000 produced, along with a 55304 (The Texas Pipeline Company Series) Diamond T 980 Ballast 
plus Girder Trailer and Nodding Donkey/Derrick which appears to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer pictorial lift 
off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging and comes with numbered certificate which is 0922 of 3000 produced.  
Please note nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or correctness. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

4197. Corgi a boxed group of Military diecast models comprising of CC55107 (World War II Collection 1939 to 1945/War 
Across the Western Front) a Diamond T 980 Tank Transporter - British Army, Woolwich Arsenal, 1942/43, 55102 (Collection 
Heritage Series) a Diamond T980 Remoque Que Porto - Char, CC55108 (World War II Collection 1939 to 1945/The Desert 
Campaigns of North Africa) Diamond T Tank Transporter - Royal Army Service Corps and M4 Sherman Tank - 2nd Battalion, 
1st Armoured Regiment, 1st Armoured Division, Sidibou Zid (1943) & CC5125 (Legends/D-Day Landings 60th Anniversary 
1944 to 2004) M4A3 Sherman Tank.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging. (4) 

 £40 - £50 
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4198. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial Vehicles which includes EX55105 (Collection Heritage) Diamond T 
980 Avec Rouleau "Stag" which generally appears to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in 
generally Good outer pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene packaging along with 55201 (Pickfords Commemorative Set) 
Diamond T Ballast (x2) with 24-wheel Girder Trailer and steel casting load which generally appears to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial box (please note this box does suffer from 
scuffing, corner wear and other storage related wear and tear).  (2) 

 £35 - £40 

4199. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial Vehicles which includes EX55105 (Collection Heritage) Diamond T 
980 Avec Rouleau "Stag" which generally appears to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in 
generally Good outer pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene packaging along with 55201 (Pickfords Commemorative Set) 
Diamond T Ballast (x2) with 24-wheel Girder Trailer and steel casting load which generally appears to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial box (please note this box does suffer from 
scuffing, corner wear and other storage related wear and tear).  (2) 

 £35 - £40 

4200. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial Vehicles (Heritage Collection) which comprises of a 55303 Diamond 
T 980 Transport Exceptionnel "Bourgey Montreuil" which generally appears to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked 
for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial box, along with EX55105 Diamond T 980 Avec Rouleau "Stag" which 
generally appears to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off 
lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging. (2) 

 £35 - £40 

4201. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50th scale Commercial Vehicles comprising of a US55109 (Heavy Haulers Series) Diamond 
T 989 with house load, which generally appears Good to Good Plus although does appear to have been repackaged possibly 
due to previous display purposes therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good 
outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging, 55201 (Pickfords Commemorative Set) Diamond T Ballast 
(x 2) with 24-wheeled Girder Trailer and steel casting load which appears to be generally Good Plus to Excellent although not 
checked for completeness or correctness in Good outer pictorial box, 55301 (US Road Transport Series) Diamond T 980 & 
24-wheeled Girder Trailer with generator load which appears to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for 
completeness in generally Good outer pictorial box along with a 55401 (Jean Richard Pinder) Diamond T 980 "Avec Remoque 
Fourgon" which appears to be generally Good Plus to Excellent in Good outer pictorial box. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

4202. Corgi & Matchbox a small interesting group of unboxed and boxed models which also includes a plastic model kit 
comprising of 2 x unboxed Diamond T 980 Trucks "Pickfords" & "Westside House Moving", along with a Corgi unboxed 
Priestman 10-RB Digger "Wimpey" along with a boxed Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" YS-16 1929 Scammell 100-ton 
Truck-Trailer with G.E.R Class 4 2-4-0 Locomotive & a Matchbox 1/76th scale plastic model Military Kit comprising of a 40174 
M-19 Tank Transporter (45 tonnes).  Conditions of the unboxed do generally appear to be Good along with the boxed Models 
of Yesteryear generally appears to be Good although not checked for completeness in Good outer box and the plastic kit 
contents appear to be Good and unbuilt although not checked for completeness in Good outer pictorial box. (5) 

 £25 - £30 

4203. Tecnitoys SCX a pair of 1/32 scale racing system sets comprising of an SCX "Peugeot Cup" Racing Set which appears 
to be Excellent although untested in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box along with an SCX 1/32 scale "Changeover 
Curve Track Set" which again generally looks Excellent in Good Plus outer lift off lid box (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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4204. Corgi & Heller a boxed military and civilian aviation group to include a Corgi 1/144 scale (Aviation Archive) 48505 
(Military Series) a DH Comet 4C "A&AEE Boscombe Down", a Corgi 1/144 scale (Military Aviation Archives) Avro York "French 
Air Force" (Military Series) along with a Heller L300 1/100 scale Aircraft Plastic Kit comprising of a Caravelle "Air France", a 
Corgi CSCA02004 (100 Years of Flight) "Global Traveller" Set, a Corgi CSFS04004 (100 Years of Flight) a "Top Gun" set along 
with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in 
generally Good outer packaging with the plastic kit contents appearing to be still bagged although unchecked for completeness 
in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

4205. Revell & Airfix a boxed group of 1/72 and 1/24 scale plastic kits to include an Airfix 1/72 scale and 1/600 scale ref 
10301 "VE Day 60th Anniversary 1945-2005" set which comprises of a Hawker Hurricane Mark 1, British Commandos, RAF 
Emergency Set, Supermarine Spitfire, Avro Lancaster and other military vehicles and also comes complete with glue, paint and 
paint brushes, a Revell 1/72 scale 05061 HMCS Snowberry "Flower Class Corvette" & Revell 1/24 scale an MP4-25 gift set 
"Vodafone McLaren Mercedes" which comprises of 2 x plastic model kits which are 07096 Vodafone McLaren Mercedes 
MP4-25 Formula 1 (Lewis Hamilton) along with 07097 Vodafone McLaren Mercedes MP4-25 (Jensen Button) along with stating 
to contain paints, brush and glue. Conditions of these sets all generally appear to be Good and unbuilt although unchecked for 
completeness in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial boxes although these boxes do suffer 
from crushing, corner splitting, etc. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

4206. Conrad & NZG a boxed group of construction/plant models comprising of 2 x Conrad 1/50 scale cement mixers 
"Liebherr" & "Stetter" with one in black, yellow and white and one in green, black and white along with a Conrad 1/50 scale 
WA-3 Series Komatsu WF450 "Compaktor" in yellow and grey & an NZG Model No.392 a Sennebogen S613 Bagger Crane. 
Conditions of these models do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none of these have been checked for 
completeness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging and Fair inner polystyrene packaging. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

4207. NZG a boxed group of 1/50 scale construction vehicles comprising of Model No.149 a Grove RT760 Crane & 2 x Model 
No.RT178 Grove RT45/50 Mobile Cranes. Please note there is duplication in this lot as stated. Conditions all generally appear 
to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer packaging although the packaging 
does suffer from crushing and end flap damage and similar. (3) 

 £70 - £80 

4208. Corgi a boxed pair of 1/50 scale commercial models comprising of a 29104 (Building Britain) a Guy Invincible 8 
Wheeled Platform Lorry, Bogie and Beam Load "Tarmac" which generally appears Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good 
outer pictorial box along with a 55304 (a Texas Pipeline Company Series) a Diamond T980 Ballast plus Girder, Trailer and 
Nodding Donkey/Derrick which appears to be generally Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box 
and Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note none of these models have been checked for completeness or 
correctness) (2) 

 £35 - £40 

4209. Corgi a boxed pair of 1/50 scale haulage vehicles (Heavy Haulage Series) comprising of CC12406 a Volvo Globetrotter 
FH12 (4 axle) King Trailer "Bank Brothers" which generally appears to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer 
pictorial box (please note old auction stickers attached to the front of this box) along with a 18001 Scammell Contractor with 
Nicolas Bogie Trailer and Steam Turbine Load "Econofreight Heavy Transport Limited" which appears to be Good Plus to 
Excellent in generally Good outer pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note none of these models have 
been checked for completeness or correctness) (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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4210. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale haulage/commercial vehicles (Heavy Haulage Series) which comprises of CC12306 
a Scammell Contractor Wrecker "Eddie Stobart Limited" which generally appears to be Good Plus to Excellent and comes with 
numbered certificate which is 0509 of 3600 in generally Good outer pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene packaging along 
with a 31009 a Diamond T Ballast (x 2) 24 Wheel Girder Trailer with Boiler Load and Scammell Highwayman Ballast "Wynns" 
which generally appears to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene 
packaging (please note none of these models have been 
checked for completeness). (2) 

 £30 - £40 

4211. Microsoft Xbox & Acer a quantity of unboxed loose gaming accessories and games which includes an Xbox 360 
Games Console (black version), 2 Xbox 360 Hand Controllers, 3 Xbox 360 Games which includes "Assassins Creed 3", "Top 
Gun - Hard Lock", "WRC World Rally" along with an Xbox Thrust Master Steering Wheel and Pedals along with accessories 
and connection leads and also an Acer P1173DLP Projector with hand control and various connection cables. Please note 
nothing in this lot has been tested or checked for completeness or correctness. 

 £40 - £50 

4212. Games Workshop, War Games Foundry, Timpo, and similar a large quantity of war gaming and similar painted figures 
and accessories to include a quantity of 25mm French Indian War/French Revolution figures along with War Game 
Foundry/RAFM miniatures, 25mm Sci Fi War Gaming figures and 18 plastic Space Marine figures along with a 5 piece 2528mm 
War Games Trench System along with other similar figures such as 25mm Medieval and Ancient War Game Soldiers, 
approximately 15 Timpo silver, black and gold knights which includes 2 cavalry. Please note all these figures and trench 
systems have all been painted to a high standard and would suit anybody who is into this hobby. Also to include in this lot is 3 
pieces of resin 25mm War Games hedging and one piece of 20mm War Games Sandbag emplacement, one 20mm War 
Games Sandbag emplacement which again is painted to a high standard along with a small quantity of magazines which 
include Toy Soldier and Model Figure magazines, Miniature Wargames magazines, Battlegames magazines and similar. 
Conditions of the war gaming figures and accessories/scenery all generally appear to be Good and as stated painted to a high 
standard (please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not advisable therefore collection only). (3 boxes) 

 £50 - £70 

4213. Small quantity of plastic tv related figures and accessories which also includes a small number of battery operated 
radio controlled which includes a number of Dr Who radio controlled Daleks, a Dr Who radio controlled K9 along with a small 
quantity of plastic Transformer toys. Very interesting tv related lot. Conditions all generally appear to be Good although not 
checked for completeness or correctness and no radio controlled items have been tested with some items possibly having 
smaller pieces missing, broken off or loose. 

 £20 - £25 

4214. Large quantity of boxed and unboxed games, toys and accessories which also includes some science toys and similar 
to include a small quantity of Lego boxed "Races" sets which appear to be boxed in a plastic simulated tyre box and includes 
sets such as "Flame Glider", "Monster Crusher", "Rally Runner" and similar along with a small quantity of unopened Lego Trade 
Cards, various paperback books entitled "Astrosaurs Books" by Steve Cole, a boxed science set "Technoballs", a small quantity 
of pocket puzzles, a boxed Air Powered Jump Rocket, a boxed Science Museum UK "Top Secret Intruder Alarm", a boxed 
Science Museum UK "My Mystery UFO" along with others. Also to include in this lot is a small quantity of music cd's, loose 
plastic figures and other interesting plastic toys and play accessories including a coin operated sweet grabber. Conditions all 
generally range from Fair to Excellent in generally Good outer packaging where applicable (please note nothing in this lot has 
been checked for completeness or correctness and nothing has been tested. (large quantity in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £35 
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4215. Astronomy Telescope an unboxed "Skywatcher" Reflector Telescope (D=150mm/diameter - F=75mm) which comes 
complete with a NEQ3 Tripod and Mount along with a single axis motor drive with 2 x and 8 x tracking speeds, counterweights 
along with various separate lenses which includes a 2 x Barlow lens and others. This is a unique opportunity for anybody 
interested in astronomy or wanting to taking up the hobby of astronomy or to have a closer look at Uranus and is definitely 
worth a look. Condition does generally appear Good although this is a very technical piece of kit and does contain lenses and 
mirrors therefore these mirrors and lenses have not been checked for any signs of dust, scratches or any other imperfections 
therefore this lot has not been checked for completeness or correctness and has not been tested. Please also note that the 
tripod and mount is extremely heavy and again a technical piece of kit and also has not been checked for completeness or 
correctness. Also to include in this lot is a Velbon EF-51 Camera Tripod Stand which generally appears Good. This lot is 
extremely heavy with delicate glass and mirror parts therefore shipping is not available and it will be collection only. (1 heavy 
quantity on one pallet) 

 £60 - £70 

4216. Dragon a boxed group of 1/35 scale military plastic kits comprising mainly of tanks but does have others comprising of 
6331 ("39-45" Series) an SD.KFZ.138 Panzerjagr - Marder III H Tank, 6395 ("39-45" Series) an SD.KFZ.251/17 AUSF.C 
German Half Track, 6226 ("39-45" Series) a Bergepanzer Tiger (P) German Tank along with others. Conditions - although the 
contents of these kits have not been checked for completeness or correctness they all do appear to be unbuilt and still factory 
sealed/bagged and they all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer pictorial boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

4217. Revell, Airfix & Trumpeter a boxed group of 1/48 and 1/72 scale military aircraft kits comprising of a Revell 03923 a 
1/48 scale D.H. Mosquito B Mark IV, a Revell 03943 1/48 scale Bristol Beaufighter TF.X, Airfix 08014 a 1/72 scale Douglas 
C-47 "Skytrain" (D Day 1944-2014 70th Anniversary) along with 2 x Trumpeter 1/48 scale kits comprising of 02893 a De 
Havilland Hornet F.1 & a Westland Whirlwind. Conditions - although these kits have not been checked for completeness or 
correctness the contents all do appear to be still bagged/factory sealed, unbuilt and all contents do generally appear to be Good 
Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer pictorial boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

4218. Italeri, Hasegowa & Trumpeter a boxed group of 1/72, 1/35 and 1/48 scale military plastic kits comprising of aircraft and 
vehicles to include an Italari No.6472 1/35 scale German SD.KFZ.179 Bergepanther which comes complete with photo etched 
parts (this vehicle was based on the hull of the Panther Tank), a Hasegowa 00556 1/72 scale B-26B/C Marauder (US Army Air 
Force Bomber) a Hasegowa 1/72 scale 00557 a B-26F/G Marauder (US Army Air Force Bomber), a Trumpeter 00389 1/35 
scale German Bergepanzer IV along with others.  Although the contents of these kits are unchecked for completeness or 
correctness they all appear to be still bagged/factory sealed, unbuilt and all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

4219. ICM, AMG (Arsenal Model Group), Thunder Models, Eduard & Gunze Sangyo a boxed group of military plastic kits 
comprising of military aircraft and tanks to include a Gunze Sangyo 1/35 scale German Jagdpanther (early version), Eduard 
84141 a 1/48 scale Spitfire Mark XVI "Bubbletop" (Weekend Edition), Thunder Models 1/35 scale German Bergpanzer (Hetzer 
Late), ICM a 1/35 scale model kit no.35342 Bergepanther with German Tank Crew along with AMG (Arsenal Model Group) a 
1/48 scale Hawker Hart 1. Although the contents have not been checked for completeness or correctness they do however 
appear to be unbuilt, still bagged/factory sealed and all the pieces generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note one or two of the boxes do have old price stickers attached) (5) 

 £40 - £50 
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4220. Tamiya a boxed group of 1/35 scale plastic model military tanks and personnel carriers to include Model No.35239 
(Military Miniature Series No.239) a German 8 ton Heavy Half-Track "Famo" Schwerer Zugkraftwagn 18T (SD.KFZ.9) 35170 a 
German Panther Type G Tank (early version), 35177 a Sturm Tiger German Assault Mortar along with others. Please note one 
of the boxes which is for 35215 states it is a Panzerkampfwagen 3 this title has been scribbled out and a new title has been 
written on which states Bergpanzer 3 and after looking inside the box it does appear that this model has been swapped out but 
inside the box it does also contain a Bergepanzer 3 Conversion Set. Although the contents of all these kits have not been 
checked for completeness or correctness they all do appear to be unbuilt and still bagged/factory sealed and all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Good outer pictorial boxes (5) 

 £50 - £60 

4221. Tamiya & ARV Club a boxed group of 1/35 scale military model kits comprising of military vehicles, guns, military 
figures and accessory sets which comprises of 11 x Tamiya "Military Miniatures" which includes a No.186 German Fuel Drum 
Set, 35026 a Jerry Can Set x 4, 35201 a German Tank Crew At Rest Set along with others. Also to include not a lot as stated 
some military vehicle plastic kits to include a Tamiya 1/35 scale 35259 a Krupp Protze 1 ton (6 x 4 KFZ.69 Towing Truck with 
3.7cm pak, a Tamiya 1/35 scale 35016 a B.M.W. R75 German Motorcycle with Side Car along with 2 x ARV Club 1/35 scale 
Model Kits both AF35044 a German Half Track (early model). Also in this lot is 1 bagged Tamiya 1/35 scale kit (box missing) 
which comprises of a 3.7cm Anti Tank Gun. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see pics. Although the contents 
of these kits have not been checked for completeness or correctness they do however appear to be still bagged/factory sealed, 
unbuilt and all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer pictorial boxes. (19) 

 £40 - £50 

4222. Airfix, Frog, Heller, Roden and similar a boxed group of plastic military kits which also includes some Eastern European 
and Hong Kong kits which also includes some plastic military kit conversion sets and includes a Frog early edition 1/72 scale 
Arado AR234 "Blitz" Jet Bomber, an Airfix early 1/72 scale No.495 (Kit Series 4) a B-26 Marauder, a Heller 1/72 scale D.H.89 
Dragon Rapide, a Roden 1/48 scale Gloster C Gladiator, Tasman Models UG2001 and 1/72 scale DH.89 Air Rapide (upgrade) 
along with others. Also to include in this lot is a Czechoslovakian 1/35 scale Resin Kit No.35C01 a Bergepanzer 38 (T) 
"Bergehetzer" (late model) along with a boxed On Track Model Company (Hong Kong) 1/35 scale World War 2 German 
Bergepanther G Conversion Kit. Also to include in this lot is a unboxed but still bagged (very few pieces) unique 1/72 scale 
Stinson L5A Model Aircraft Kit. Although the contents of these kits have not been checked for completeness or correctness they 
all appear to be unbuilt and some are still factory sealed/bagged with the contents of all the kits generally appearing to be Good 
to Good Plus in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (one or two of these boxes do suffer from crushing and corner/end flap 
damage with one or two still having old price stickers attached). (12) 

 £40 - £50 

4223. Display Cabinets a pair of wooden construction display cabinets with a glass frontage comprising of (1) a display 
cabinet with hinged opening glass front and a mirrored background which also comes complete with 9 glass shelves, which 
measures approximately 67cm wide by 72cm in height by 8cm depth. This cabinet generally appears Good although does 
suffer from the usual scuffs and scratches along with other wear and tear. (2) a wooden constructed cabinet with glass front 
sliding doors which comes complete with 5 glass shelves and measures approximately 72cm wide by 58cm in height by 9cm 
deep and generally appears Good although does suffer from the usual scuffs and scratches and other related wear and tear 
which is normal. Please note these glass doors have been held still by clear sellotape therefore once removed may need some 
cleaning. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

4224. Picture Pride or similar a wooden constructed glass cabinet with hinged (removable) front and comes complete with 5 
glass shelves and measures approximately 106cm wide by 52cm high by 8cm in depth.  Condition does generally appear 
Good although it does appear to suffer from the usual scratches, scuffs, dents and other similar wear and tear. (1) 

 £20 - £25 
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4225. Display Cabinets a pair of wooden and glass constructed showcase display cabinets which are ideal for a shop or 
similar to display possibly more smaller ornate objects. Both cabinets do have an ornate wooden spindle going up through the 
centre of the two clear perspex shelves (quite unique). These cabinets have glass sides, front, back and top with as stated 
perspex shelving inside. Each cabinet measures approximately 40cm wide by 32cm in height by 19cm deep (please note one 
cabinet has a crack in the front glass in the bottom right corner but can be replaced or turned round to be at the back and the 
other cabinet has the imitation felt base missing therefore the wooden base does need recovering but can easily be done). 
Conditions therefore do generally appear Good with the usual scratches, scuffs, etc which is common for this type of display 
cabinet and also the other wear and tear as stated. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

4226. Display Cabinets a group of wooden/glass and perspex constructed wall mounted and shelf display cabinets 
comprising of (1) two glass wooden display cabinets both with wooden plinths and glass square boxed covers with one 
measuring approximately 26cm wide by 10cm deep by 10cm in height with the other measuring approximately 23cm wide by 
10cm deep by 9cm in height. (2) a wall mounted wooden constructed display cabinet with 3 shelves and 1 perspex sliding front 
which measures approximately 52cm wide by 28cm in height by 8cm in depth along with (3) a wooden and glass constructed 
oblong shelf standing display cabinet with 5 glass sides mounted in a wooden frame and base which measures approximately 
49cm wide by 18cm in depth by 23cm in height and (4) two shelf standing and wooden display cabinets with perspex 
constructed lids with one measuring approximately 51cm in length by 10cm in depth by 15cm in height with the other measuring 
approximately 33cm in length by 15cm in depth by 17cm in height. This is an ideal group of cabinets and would suit anyone with 
different scale models to display. Conditions all generally appear to be Good but some do suffer from slight scratching and 
scuffing and other similar wear and tear which is common for display cabinets. (6) 

 £30 - £35 

4227. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale trucks/trailer models comprising of 75605 a Renault Curtainside "Nigel Rice 
Transport Limited", 76404 Scania Curtainside "Prestons of Potto" & 75602 a Renault Premium Curtainside "Macfarlane 
Transport Limited".  Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4228. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale trucks/trailer models comprising of a CC12111 Renault Premium Step Frame Box 
Trailer "TNT", a CC12219 Scania Dropside Crane Trailer and Load "Marshalls Landscape Transformers" & CC12104 a Renault 
Premium Curtainside "Strongserve Limited" (Serving The Nation 1952-2002).  Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4229. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale commercial models comprising of tankers, trucks/trailers, etc comprising of a 76101 
a Renault Premium Powder Tanker "Damac Transporters Limited", a CC19901 a blue Curtainside Trailer (trailer only) 
"Macfarlane", a CC13608 a DAF CF Bulk Tipper "M. Kettlewell" & a CC13613 (rigids) a DAF CF Curtainside "J.Long & Sons". 
Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally 
Good outer window boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

4230. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale commercial vehicles (Hauliers of Renown Series) comprising of a CC13713 a 
Scania R Series Flatbed Trailer/Load "Prestons of Potto", CC12427 a Volvo FH Globetrotter Sided Crane Trailer and Palletised 
Load "Inta-Site Haulage" & CC13506 a Volvo FM Box Trailer "E. Pawson & Son Ltd". Conditions generally appear to be Good 
Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 
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4231. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale commercial vehicles (Hauliers of Renown Series) comprising of CC13406 a MAN 
TGA XXL Box Trailer "Saints Transport", CC14002 a Volvo FH Curtainside "Eddie Stobart Limited" & CC12816 a Scania T 
Topline Skeletal Trailer and Container "Bulmers Logistics". Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer window boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4232. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale commercial vehicles comprising of CC13202 a DAF XF Cab Curtainside "J Long & 
Sons", CC12207 a Scania Curtainside "Pete Osborne" & CC11805 a Leyland DAF 85 Flatbed Trailer and Steel Load "Ernest 
Thorpe Transport Limited".  Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window 
boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4233. Corgi a boxed pair of 1/50 scale commercial vehicles (Hauliers of Renown Series) comprising of CC15307 a Scania 
141 Low Loader Trailer "G.C.S. JOHNSON Limited" which comes with numbered certificate which is no.126 of 750 produced & 
CC15502 a Volvo F10 Tautliner Curtainside "Prestons of Potto" which comes complete with numbered certificate which is 0254 
of 1000 produced. Conditions of both models do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

4234. Corgi a boxed 1/50 scale haulage set (Hauliers of Renown Series) which comprises of a CC99164 "Pride of the Dales" 
which is a 4 piece set "Alan Lodge Road Haulage" which also comes with a numbered certificate which is 2726 of 3000 
produced. Condition does generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally 
Good outer flip up lid window box and Good inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

4235. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale sets (please read description) which comprises of (1) a CC13209 a DAF (Heavy 
Haulage Series) a DAF XF 4 Axle Ballasted Tractor, Nicolas Bogies and Load which comes with numbered certificate which is 
1658 of 2100 produced and generally appears Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness in Fair inner 
polystyrene packaging (please note the box is missing from this model and therefore only polystyrene packaging) along with (2) 
a CC99169 (Hauliers of Renown Series) a boxed set of "Barry Procter Services Limited" which comprises only of the 
Curtainside Trailer, 1 Moffet and 10 x Brick Loads (trucks and other accessories are missing therefore this is 
incomplete - please see pics). Condition of the contents are still generally Good to Good Plus in Good outer window box (taped 
to the top of lid). Although these sets are incomplete/missing packaging etc there would still be someone who is looking for 
spares or similar. (2) 

 £35 - £40 

4236. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale commercial vehicles comprising of CC13527 (Hauliers of Renown Series) a Volvo 
FM 6 Wheel Rigid Curtainside "H.B. Holt & Sons", a CC12505 an Atkinson Borderer Tautliner "Richard Preston" & a CC12416 a 
Volvo FH Globetrotter Curtainside "Jefferies of Otley". Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although 
not checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes/window boxes although CC12416 does suffer from sun 
fading and also has old price sticker attached. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

4237. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale haulage vehicles (Hauliers of Renown Series) comprising of a CC13617 a DAF CF 
Curtainside "John Truswell & Sons" & CC13429 a MAN TGA "Macfarlane Transport". Conditions do generally appear to be 
Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer boxes and Good inner 
polystyrene packaging along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves. Please note both of these models do come with 
numbered certificates. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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4238. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 haulage vehicles (Hauliers of Renown Series) which comprises of CC14108 DAF 105 
Open Curtainside with Moffett Mounty "Ken Mallinson" which is a harder to find model and was issued with accessory upgrades 
and also comes with numbered certificate which is 1167 of 1300 produced along with a CC13243 a DAF XF Cab Curtainside 
"Tom Moorhouse & Sons" which also comes with numbered certificate which is 0205 of 1410 produced. Both models do 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer boxes and Good 
inner polystyrene packaging along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

4239. Corgi & Norscot a boxed group of 1/50 scale commercial truck models comprising of a Corgi CC13208 a DAF XF 
"Prestons of Potto", a Corgi CC13210 a DAF XF Super Space Tractor Unit "Gibbs of Fraserburgh", a Corgi CC12405 a Volvo 
FH Tractor "Stobart", a Corgi CC12206 Scania Tractor Unit "Macfarlane Transport", CC13810 (Truckfest 25) Mercedes-Benz 
Actros "Alan Lodge Haulage" along with a Norscot No.55089 a Caterpillar Sponsored European Racing Truck. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer 
window boxes/packaging along with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable. Also to include in this lot is a Corgi 
CC12923 (Truckfest) Scania Topline "Macfarlane Transport" which although appears Good is loose inside the box therefore 
may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose and comes in generally Fair outer clear perspex display box 
(slight crushing). (7) 

 £50 - £60 

4240. Corgi (Heavy Haulage Series) a boxed group of 1/50 scale haulage models to include a 31014 a Guy Invincible Long 
Platform Trailer, Pipe Load and Diamond T Ballast, a Nicolas Bogies Vessel Load "Sunter Bros" which comes with numbered 
certificate which is 1934 of 3800 produced, a 17602 Scammell Constructor and 24 Wheel Low Loader with Load "Sunter Bros" 
which comes with numbered certificate which is 01744 of 7800 produced, a CC11802 a Leyland DAF 85 Tractor, Tandem Axle 
Jeep Dolly, Bogie and Concrete Beam Load "G.C.S. JOHNSON", CC17902 a Scammell Contractor "Sunter Bros" along with 
CC12302 Scammell Contractor "Sunters". Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have 
been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes and Good inner packaging. 
Also to include in this lot is an incomplete CC11802 Leyland DAF 85 Tractor, Tandem Axle Jeep Dolly, Bogie and Concrete 
Beam Load "G.C.S. JOHNSON" (as stated and please note this is incomplete and does not include the Unit or Jeep Dolly but 
what's left in the set does appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally a Good outer pictorial lift off lid box. (6 - 1 incomplete) 

 £50 - £60 

4241. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 and similar scale of commercial and steam related vehicles which also includes a multi 
vehicle set and comprises of a CC12602 (Kings Of The Road) a Scammell Crusader Tilt Trailer "C.R.T.S./Ackworth", a 
CC20507 (Vintage Glory of Steam) a Burrell Showmans "Lightening II" "Prestons of Potto", a 97892 "The S.Houseman" 
comprising of an A.E.C. Mercury Truck and Trailer, a CC19801 a Moffett - KWO1 M5 20.3 "Moffett - K00I" along with a 4 piece 
figure set 31903 (Building Britain) & a 2 vehicle set 97742 "John Smiths - a Tadcaster Brewery" which comprises of an AEC 
Tanker and Thornycroft Beer Truck. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been 
checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes/window boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

4242. Corgi & NZG a group of 1/50 scale unboxed loose articulated trucks/trailers along with an incomplete (Hauliers of 
Renown Series) boxed model to include an incomplete CC12814 (Hauliers of Renown Series) Scania T Cab General Purpose 
Tanker "Atchison Topeka Ltd" (please note this is incomplete and is missing the Tractor Unit and has the Tanker only), also as 
stated a small number of unboxed loose Tractor Units which includes an ERF EC11 "Stobart", a Corgi Volvo Tractor Unit 
"Hoveringham" along with others including a loose Rear Tanker Unit "Lafarge Zement", a loose unboxed Curtainside Trailer 
(Trailer only) "Guinness", an unboxed Box Trailer (Trailer only) "Gibbs of Fraserburgh" along with others.  Also to include in this 
lot is an unboxed NZG No.233 Caterpillar D9R along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good with some 
of these models possibly having small pieces missing, broken off or loose. (Small quantity) 

 £25 - £30 
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4243. Corgi, Britbus, B-T Models & EFE a boxed bus/tram group but also contains a small number of unboxed bus/tram 
models to include a Corgi (Original Omnibus) a 97856 Bristol K6B "West Yorkshire Road Car Company", a Corgi (Original 
Omnibus) 97855 a Bristol L5G "United Automobile Services Ltd", a Britbus 1/76 scale AE-01 an AEC Region III PRV Bodied 
"Halifax Joint Omnibus", a B-T Models B102 Bristol LD Lodekka "West Yorkshire" (circa 1954-1971), a Corgi (Original 
Omnibus) OM40502 a Feltham Tram "Leeds City Transport Dept", EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a 12301 Harrington Grenadier 
"Maidstone B District", EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a 27303 Leyland TD1 "Yorkshire Traction" along with others. Conditions 
of all the boxed models do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although one or two do appear to be loose inside 
packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer rigid perspex 
cases/window boxes (please note some of this packaging does suffer from crushing, scratching, scuffing and one or two do 
have old price stickers attached). As stated also included is 7 x unboxed bus/tram models which all generally appear to be Fair 
to Good. (32) 

 £40 - £50 

4244. Corgi, Yat Ming, Oxford Diecast, Classix, Lledo & similar a small group of boxed and unboxed diecast models to 
include a Yat Ming (Road Signature Gas Pump Replica), a Corgi Classix 96837 a Morris 1000 Van "Maidstone & District", a 
Corgi Classix 96839 a Morris 1000 Van "Royal Mail", a Corgi Trackside DG213000 a Harrington Horse Box "LNER", an Oxford 
Diecast 76MM007 Morris Van "Post Office", a Classix 1/76 scale (Transport Treasures) EM76805 an Austin A-40 "Devon" 4 
door Saloon in tan along with others.  Also as stated a small number of unboxed models which include a Bburago 1/24 scale 
Citroen T.A. 15CV x 2 (one in black, one in red), a Solido Citroen 15 S1X in black along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer 
packaging along with the unboxed all generally appear to range from Fair to Good. (23) 

 £30 - £35 

4245. Brumm, Corgi, Dinky, Minichamps a mainly boxed group to include 4x Brumm models including Bentley Speed Six, 
boxed Minichamps Bentley R-Type Continental 1954 & Bentley "Blower" 4.5 Litre Supercharged & Mercedes-Benz Classic 
Collection Mercedes-Benz 300 SL Prototype. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

4246. Minichamps a boxed group to include 430 040006 Opel Kapitan 1959 Yellow/White, 430043006 Opel Kadett A 
1962-65 Dark Red, 430 171012 Volvo 121 1966 Green plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

4247. Minichamps a boxed group of 1/43 scale Formula 1 Models to include 400/010009 a BAR Honda 03 “O. Panis” with 
racing decals no.9, 430/000072 a BAR Honda Show Car “J. Villeneuve”, a 2002 U.S. Grand Prix Event Car with racing decals 
no.2 & 430/010086 a Red Bull Sauber Petronas Show Car 2001 “N. Heidfeld” with racing decals no.16. Conditions do generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer rigid Perspex cases.  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

4248. A small quantity of bone china and similar Special Edition Full Colour Plates which all depict Railway Scenes/Trains to 
include a Coalport fine bone china "The Great Western Railway - 1835 to 1985" which commemorates the 150th Anniversary of 
the Foundation of the Masterpiece of Isambard Kingdom Brunel which is number 1027 of a limited edition of 2000, an NBJ 
China (Staffordshire) a plate depicting an illustration of S.R. Merchant Navy Class 4.6.2 No.35028 "Clan Line" (Majesty of 
Steam - British Steam Locomotives) along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good. (4) 

 £0 - £5 

4249. A book and Annual group to include Disney Wonderful World Of Knowledge Books numbers 1 to 20, Beano & Dandy 
books, Our Willie books plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent.  Please note due to the weight of 
this lot collection only as shipping is not available. (Large qty in 2 plastic tubs) 

 £10 - £15 
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4250. The Beano, The Dandy and similar a quantity of early vintage childrens books/annuals comprising of some harder to 
find earlier annuals to include The Beano Book 1953, The Beano Book 1956, The Dandy Monster Comic Annual 1952, The 
Dandy Book 1953, The Dandy Book 1954 along with others. Also to include in this Lot is other vintage and more recent annuals 
such as The Lone Ranger Annual, Sergeant Bilko Annual, Blue Peter Annual 9th Book, Magpie Annual 1972 and others along 
with a small number of comics which includes “Mr District Attorney” No.24, Shiver and Shake 1973 along with some others. 
Conditions all generally appear to range from Poor to Good with some of these books suffering from spine damage and other 
age/storage related wear and tear. Please note due to the weight of this Lot local collection is advised therefore shipping is not 
available.  (qty in 2 plastic tubs) 

 £10 - £15 

4251. Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear a boxed group to include code 3 models such as Y-12 1912 Ford Model T "Holland's", 
Y-22 1930 Ford A "Vimto", Y-12 1912 Ford Model T "Warburton's", Y-5 1927 Talbot "Firestone Tyres plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (25) 

 £40 - £50 

4252. Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y-9 Simplex-50, Y-17 1938 Hispano Suiza, Y-16 1928 
Mercedes Benz S.S., Y2 1930 4.5 Litre Super Charged Bentley plus others similar. Also in this lot are 8 Matchbox Catalogues 
from 1981-1987 and a The Complete List of Yesteryears Booklet. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (32 + 9 Catalogues) 

 £40 - £60 

4253. Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear a boxed group to include a 3 Piece set, Y-9 1920 Leyland 3 Ton Subsidy Lorry, Y-19 
1905 Fowler Showmans Engine, Y-8 1917 Yorkshire Steam Wagon, Y18 1918 Atkinson Model D Steam Wagon plus others 
similar. Also in this lot is a Corgi D46/1 British Railways Transport of the 50s & 60s set & Lledo "Drink Vimto" Van. Conditions 
generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Mint boxes. (71) 

 £80 - £100 

4254. Subbuteo a mainly boxed group to include 6x Heavyweight teams including Spurs, Manchester City, Aston Villa, 
Leeds, Arsenal & Chelsea, 2x Lightweight teams including Manchester United & Newcastle United, Set Z Match Score 
Recorder, 61154 Goals, Catalogues, Instructions & Pricelists, a bag including 8x balls and a pitch. Conditions generally appear 
Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (25) 

 £40 - £60 

4255. Corgi, Minichamps, Vanguards & Cararama a boxed group to include Corgi 1/50 scale CC12430 Volvo FH Globetrotter 
Skeletal Trailer & Container "N.T. Whitfield Transport Ltd", 2x Corgi Omnibus OM41401 ROE Trolleybus Tees-Side Railless 
Traction Board, Vanguards VA08211 Triumph 2.5 Pi "Cleveland Constabulary Traffic Car", Minichamps 430131032 MG B 
Cabriolet 1962-39 Red & Cararama MGB Convertible with Mini Caravan. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

4256. A mixed group to include boxed Dinky 754 Pavement Set, unboxed Dinky Goods Yard Crane, unboxed figures, 3x 
Victory Puzzles, Airfix Railways System First Edition Catalogue, unboxed plane kit. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good 
Plus in generally Fair to Good boxes. (QTY) 

 £20 - £30 

4257. Gi Joe a boxed pair of 205020 Hasbro Japan Kenner Gi Joe 1/6 scale Classic Collection General Colin L Powell Figure 
and accessories x2. Conditions generally appear Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

4258. A mixed group to include Pelham Puppets pig, ET soft toy, unboxed Matchbox Thunderbirds 2 model, boxed Scalextric 
C0505 JPS Formula 1 slot car and others. Conditions range from Fair to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £20 - £30 
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4259. A unboxed diecast group to include Dinky Royal Mail Van, Lesney Dennis Fire Engine, Lesney Morris Minor 1000, 
Matchbox Superfast Gruesome Twosome, Husky Ford F350 Truck plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to 
Excellent. (26) 

 £20 - £25 

4260. Matchbox, Corgi, Vitesse and similar a boxed group to include 8x Matchbox Dinky models including DY-21 1964 Mini 
Cooper S, DY-24 1973 Ferrari Dino 246 GTS and others similar, Corgi D708/2 Ford Cortina Mark 1, Buddy L Greyhound 
Coach, Vitesse car and scooter set & Lledo 65000 1960 Morris Minor Traveller Green Morris Traveller. Conditions generally 
appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £30 - £40 

4261. A mixed group to include 3x Avon cars & 6x Board Games including 2x Cluedo (Different Versions), A Question Of 
Sport, Trivial Pursuit, Monopoly & Carpet Bowls. All unchecked for completeness. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint 
in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (9) 

 £20 - £40 

4262. Corgi & EFE a boxed Bus/Tram group to include 22714 Alexander Y Type "Northern Scottish", CC25502 Daimler Utility 
Bus "Aberdeen Corporation Transport", 36705 Fully Closed Tram "Edinburgh" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (17) 

 £50 - £60 

4263. Corgi, Lledo, Newray and others similar a boxed group to include Corgi CC13234 DAF XF Skeletal Trailer & Container 
"John G Russell Transport Ltd", Lledo Glasgow Corporation 3 piece gift set, Schabak 911/29 American Airlines 3 piece set plus 
others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (13) 

 £40 - £50 

4264. A mixed group to include a quantity of Dinky and similar Road Sings, Accessories and figures, Matchbox Super GT, 
Minic small red tinplate car, Readers Digest 6 piece car set & a wooden Tyne Valley Pullalong Reggie Dog. Conditions 
generally appear Fair to Near Mint. (QTY) 

 £20 - £30 

4265. Atlas Editions a boxed Dinky Toys group to include 943 Leyland Octopus Tanker "Esso", 555 Ford Thunderbird, 552 
Chevrolet Corvair, 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Excellent to Mint boxes. (15) 

 £60 - £70 

4266. Corgi, Matchbox, Atlas Editions & Lledo a boxed group to include Corgi 19601 Bedford S Bottle Truck Set "Bass 
Worthington", Matchbox Dinky DY-3 MGB GT 1965, Vanguards VA02535 Austin Seven Cooper Launch Brochure Car 50th 
Anniversary, Atlas Editions Blackpool Balloon Tram plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £40 - £50 

4267. Airfix & Subbuteo a boxed pair to include Subbuteo Table Soccer Continental Club Edition set which is complete 
however has the wrong footballs & Airfix 09253 1/130 scale Cutty Sark 1869. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

4268. Lledo a boxed Limited Edition group to include Castlehouse Models Model T Ford Van "Northumberland 
Constabulary", Bull Nose Morris "Victor Arts Torquay", Bull Nose Morris The Captains Collection Toy & Model Dealers plus 
others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (29) 

 £30 - £40 
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4269. Lledo a boxed group to include 021029 1934 Chevrolet Van "Bushells Coffee", 21046 Days Gone Collectors Club 2nd 
"Gold Edition", LP50132 1926 Bull Nose Morris "Western Gazette" plus others similar including Promotional models. Conditions 
appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (80) 

 £50 - £70 

4270. Lledo a boxed group to include DG75006 1957 Bristol LD6G Lodekka Bus "Tate & Lyle Sugar", 75004 1957 Bristol 
LD6G Lodekka Bus "1996/7 Collectors Club", 69002 1960 Morris Minor Van "Club Spring 1995" plus others similar including 
Promotional models. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (80) 

 £50 - £70 

4271. Lledo a boxed group to include DG013100 Model A Ford Van "Metropolitan Police", 1920 Model T Ford Van "Verkade 
932", 1920 Ford Model T Van "Guinness" plus others similar including Promotional models. Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (80) 

 £50 - £70 

4272. Lledo a mixed group to include 3x unboxed Wooden and Glass display cabinets which 1 include 4 unboxed Lledo 
models inside, 1x Boxed Wooden and Glass cabinets, 11x Lledo sets including Guinness 1999 Collection set, Unigate 3 piece 
set plus others similar, 40x Single models including Model T Ford Van "Souvenir Series View Vans", Ford Stake Truck "Shell" 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (59) 

 £40 - £60 

4273. A vinyl group of mainly Elvis Presley singles & albums to include "Rock "N" Roll", "Easy Come Easy Go", "Elvis In 
Hollywood", "I Can Help" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (43) 

 £15 - £20 

4274. Matchbox a unboxed group to include K14 Super Kings Freight Liner, Speed Kings K-33 Citroen S.M., Super Kings K-7 
Racing Car Transporter, Speed Kings K-24 Lamborghini Miura plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good 
Plus. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4275. Matchbox, Corgi, Husky and similar a unboxed group to include a Matchbox Carry Case including 48 models and 44 
loose models including Corgi Rockets Aston Martin DB6, Matchbox Superfast 51 Citroen SM, Matchbox Superfast 74 Toe Joe 
plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good Plus. (92) 

 £60 - £80 

4276. Dinky, Triang, Lonestar and similar a unboxed group to include Lonestar 3x Dune Buggy's (Different colour variations), 
Dinky Range Rover, Dinky Pontiac Parisienne Police plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good Plus. (21) 

 £60 - £80 

4277. Corgi a unboxed group to include Ford Mustang Dragster, Commer Bus 2500 Series "Samuelson Film Service 
Limited", Corgi Juniors Garages, Renault 16 plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Poor to Good Plus. (22) 

 £60 - £80 

4278. Corgi & Dinky a unboxed TV & Film group to include 2x Corgi Chitty Chitty Bang Bang models both including all four 
characters, Dinky Thunderbirds 2, Dinky Pink Panther model & Corgi Aston Martin DB5 (James Bond). Conditions appear 
generally Fair to Good Plus. (5) 

 £30 - £40 
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4279. Triang a unboxed trio to include Ford Zodiac, Triumph TR3 & BMW Isetta. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good 
Plus. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

4280. Corgi a unboxed group to include International 6x6 Truck "Chipperfields Circus", Circus Animal Cage with 2x Polar 
Bear figures "Chipperfields Circus", Bedford Utilecon Fire Tender, Chevrolet Impala, Dropside Trailer, Studebaker Golden Hawk 
& Jeep FC-150. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good Plus. (7) 

 £35 - £45 

4281. A unboxed Diecast group to include Budgie Scammell Scarab "British Railways", Lonestar Mobile Office Royal 
Automobile Club (RAC), Morestone Pickfords Van, Benbros/Morestone Black Police Car plus others. Conditions appear 
generally Poor to Good Plus. (14) 

 £40 - £60 

4282. Dinky a unboxed group to include Leyland Comet "Ferrocrete", Foden Flatbed in Red and Grey, Nash Rambler, Dublo 
Dinky Bedford Articulated Flat Truck plus others including accessories. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good Plus. (QTY) 

 £60 - £80 

4283. Matchbox a group of harder to find regular wheels models including 7 Ford Anglia with 20 Tread Grey Plastic Wheels, 
74 Mobile Caravan in Crème with Mid Blue interior and base with 20 Tread Grey Plastic Wheels, unboxed 75A Ford 
Thunderbird with 20 Tread Silver Plastic Wheels, unboxed Aston Martin Racing Car Number 19 (Missing Driver) & M-7 Major 
Pack Cattle Truck with Grey Plastic Wheels. Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good 
Plus boxes. (5) 

 £80 - £100 

4284. Matchbox a mainly unboxed group to include boxed 10 Scammell Scarab, 47 1 Ton Trojan Van "Brooke Bond Tea", 34 
Volkswagen, Ruston-Bucyrus, 31 American Ford Station Wagen plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Good. 
(Approximately 35) 

 £40 - £60 

4285. Britbus, Lledo, Corgi, EFE and similar a boxed group to include Corgi OM43513 Double Deck Balloon Tram "HMS 
Coastguard", Britbus GL-05 Guy Arab III PRV Bodied D/Deck Bus "Wolverhampton Corporation", EFE 26323 Guy Arab II Utility 
Bus "Walsall Corporation" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint 
boxes. (21) 

 £50 - £70 

4286. Minicar 43 (Pathfinder) a boxed Ford Cortina MK II 1600E 1970 with Gold Body & Brown interior. Conditions appear 
Mint in generally Near Mint box. 

 £50 - £70 

4287. Pathfinder Models a boxed PFM 26 Vauxhall Wyvern 1953 in Crème with Red interior. Conditions appear generally 
Excellent (Model does have a chip on one side) in generally Near Mint box. 

 £40 - £50 

4288. Pathfinder Models a boxed PFM 26 Vauxhall Wyvern 1953 in Maroon and similar interior. Conditions generally appear 
Mint in generally Near Mint box. 

 £50 - £70 
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4289. Pathfinder Models a boxed PFM 25 Morris Eight Series E 1948 in Maroon with Red interior. Conditions appear 
generally Near Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

4290. Pathfinder Models a boxed PFM 25 Morris Eight Series E 1948 in Green with Brown/Tan interior. Conditions generally 
appear Excellent (Model has small black marks on roof) in generally Near Mint box. 

 £40 - £50 

4291. Pathfinder Models a boxed PFM 28 Lanchester LD 10 1951 in Green with similar interior. Conditions generally appear 
Mint in generally Near Mint box. 

 £40 - £50 

4292. Pathfinder Models a boxed PFM 28 Lanchester LD 10 1951 in Pale Grey with Blue interior. Conditions generally 
appear Mint in generally Near Mint box. 

 £40 - £50 

4293. Pathfinder Models a boxed & unboxed PFM 27 Triumph 2000 MK. 1 1963 Pair boxed model in Baby Blue with Dark 
Blue interior & unboxed model in two tone Green with and similar interior. Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Near 
Mint box. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

4294. Somerville Models a boxed Volvo pair to include 124 Volvo Amazon in Red with Light Blue interior & 121 Volvo PV 
444A in Black with Tan interior. Conditions generally appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

4295. Somerville Models a boxed Saab pair to include 119A Saab 92 "Rally" in Crème with Light Blue interior & 125 Saab 
Sonett II in Red with Tan interior. Conditions generally appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

4296. Somerville Models a boxed 103 Ford E93A Popular in Black with Red interior. Conditions generally appear Mint in 
generally Near Mint box. 

 £30 - £40 

4297. Somerville Models a boxed Fordson 5CWT Van pair to include 1 in Black with similar interior "Lewis East Limited" 
Livery & the other in White with Black interior "Turf" Livery. Conditions generally appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

4298. Somerville Models a boxed Fordson 5CWT Van pair to include 1 in Orange with Black interior "India Tyres" Livery & in 
Red with Black interior "Somerville Models" Livery. Conditions generally appear Mint in generally Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

4299. Somerville Models a boxed Fordson 5CWT Van pair to include 1 in Light Blue with Black interior "A Design For a 
Fishmonger" Livery & in Black with similar interior "Prontaprint" Livery. Conditions generally appear Mint in generally Excellent 
boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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4300. Model Road Replicas & Pirate Models a boxed group to include Model Road Replicas MMR No1 B 1958 Austin FX3D 
Taxicab Built in Black & Pirate Models 601 Bedford OB Duple Vista Coach with cantrail windows (Unbuilt) contents are 
unchecked for completeness and model does come with instructions. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

4301. Minichamps, Vanguards, Dinky, Oxford Diecast, Lledo and others a mainly boxed group to include unboxed 283 Coach 
in Blue & White, Minichamps 530 133431 McLaren F1 Road Car in silver, Vanguards VA4001 Ford Anglia Van "Automobile 
Association", Oxford Diecast MGZ001 MGZA Magnette plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in generally 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (23) 

 £50 - £70 

4302. Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y-6 Supercharged Bugatti Type 35 with Super Detailing to 
front grill, Y-15 1930 Packard Victoria with thick rear body casting, Y-5 1929 4.5 Litre Bentley, Y-3 1912 Ford Model T 
"Zerolene" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (21) 

 £40 - £50 

4303. Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear a mainly boxed Code 3 group to include Y-12 1912 Ford Model T "Have A Capstan", 
Y18 1918 Atkinson Model D Steam Wagon "Southern Vectis", Y-3 1912 Ford Model T Tanker "Pratts", unboxed Y-27 1922 
Foden C Type Steam Wagon "Whitby and Pickering Railway 150th Anniversary" plus others similar. Conditions generally 
appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

4304. Solido a boxed Bus Londonien Double Decker group to include (1) "Maples Furniture", (2) "Dewar's White Label 
Whisky", (3) "and Hovis and butter for tea", (4) "Brymay Threepence well spent", (5) "Swan Vestas Familiarity breeds content", 
(6) "Swan Vestas The Smokers Match" & (7) "Maple Carpets are best". Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

4305. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include RM1818 London Routemaster Bus Beatties Special 15602C, 
23302 AEC RF Bus "London Transport", 20107 Bedford OB Coach "Premier Watford plus others similar. Conditions generally 
appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (20) 

 £60 - £80 

4306. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 10110DL De Luxe AEC RT "Taylor Woodrow", 12305DL 
De-Luxe Harrington Grenadier "Ellen Smith", 24302 AEC Reliance B.E.T. Style Bus "Macbraynes" plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (21) 

 £60 - £80 

4307. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 15617 AEC Routemaster Bus "Stagecoach East London", 
16517 Leyland Atlantean "G.W.R.", 16405 AEC RT Bus Anniversary Model "London Transport" plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (21) 

 £60 - £80 

4308. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 14403 Leyland National (MK-1 Short) "United Coach", 14401 
Leyland National (MK-1 Short) "Green Line", 26601 Plaxton Paramount 3500 "Premier Travel" plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (17) 

 £60 - £80 
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4309. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed set group to include London Transport Museum Limited Edition Bus Set 5, 
99910 Leyland PD2 Highbridge & Bedford OB Coach "Southdown" set, London Transport Museum Limited Edition Bus Set 3 
plus others similar plus 2 unboxed single models. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes. (8) 

 £30 - £40 

4310. Corgi Original Omnibus (OOC) a boxed group to include 44902 Victoria Coach Station Cark Kit (Unchecked for 
completeness), 41903 Leyland PD3 "Queen Mary" "Southdown NBC", 40502 Bristol L/ECW "Tilling Red/Cream" plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £70 

4311. Corgi Original Omnibus (OOC) a boxed group to include 44904 Southdown Depot/Garage Card Kit (Unchecked for 
completeness), 97055 Bristol L6B/Bristol K6A "Thames Valley Traction Co. Ltd" set, 97852 Bristol L6a "Maidstone & District 
Motor Services Limited" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint 
boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £70 

4312. Corgi Original Omnibus (OOC) a boxed group to include 43005 Leyland Olympian "Stagecoach Scotland", 43701 Q1 
Trolleybus "London Transport", 44201 Neoplan Cityliner "Parrys International", 43318 Plaxton Premiere "National Express 
Remembrance Day Special plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £70 

4313. Corgi Classics a boxed bus group to include 2x 35001 AEC Routemaster Bus RMS Set "London Transport", 2x 35002 
AEC Routemaster Bus RM664 Set "London Transport", 35003 AEC Routemaster Bus Set "Shillibeer" & 2x 35201 Daimler CW 
Utility Bus Set "Green Line London Transport". Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes. (7) 

 £35 - £45 

4314. Corgi Classics a boxed bus group to include 2x 97341 Leyland Atlantean Bus "Maidstone & District", 97198 Guy Arab 
"The Southdown", 35004 Routemaster RM1933 "London Transport" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

4315. Corgi Classics a boxed coach group to include 34101 Burlingham Seagull Coach Set "Ribblesdale Batty-Holt", 34801 
Leyland Olympian Bus Set "Western Welsh", 97177 Burlingham Seagull "Northern Roadways Glasgow" plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (11) 

 £40 - £60 

4316. Corgi Classics a boxed British Road Services "BRS" group to include 31001 Shap Fell Set Leyland Articulated Flatbed 
& Atkinson 8 Wheel Rigid, 25101 Leyland 4 Wheel Flatbed and Container Set, 10101 ERF V Type Dropside Lorry & 22101 
Leyland Ergomatic Trailer Set. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

4317. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 2x 12501 Foden 4 Wheel Rigid Truck Set "Blue Circle Cement", 2x 97971 
Foden 8 Wheel Rigid "Robsons Of Carlisle", 09701 ERF 8 Wheel Rigid with Load Set, 09802 ERF 8 Wheel Rigid plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £60 - £80 
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4318. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 2x 27601 Atkinson 8 Wheel Truck & Trailer with Loads Set "F.B. Atkins", 
31004 (Heavy Haulage) Scammell Articulated Bedford S Articulated and Low Loader Set "Wynns", 21301 AEC Box Trailer Set 
"Ferrymasters" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

4319. Corgi Classics a boxed tanker group to include 97980 ERF Elliptical Tanker "Esso", 97930 ERF Tanker "Blue Circle", 
16302 Scammell Highwayman & Tanker Trailer Set "Esso" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

4320. Corgi Classics a boxed tanker group to include 24201 Leyland Octopus Elliptical Tanker Set "McKelvie & CO LTD", 
27301 Atkinson Cylindrical Tanker Set "Bulwark Transport LTD", 27201 Atkinson Elliptical Tanker Set "Fina Fuel Oils" plus 
others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

4321. Corgi Classics a boxed Eddie Stobart group to include 2x 97327 Atkinson 8 Wheel Rigid, 13601 Foden S21 Mickey 
Mouse with Trailer, 97369 AEC Truck And Trailer, 11001 ERF KV 8 Wheel Dropside Lorry plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

4322. Corgi Classics a boxed "The Brewery Collection" group to include 16301 Scammell Highwayman Tanker Set 
"Guinness", 09801 ERF Delivery Truck Set "John Smiths", 19601 Bedford S Bottle Truck Set "Bass Worthington" plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

4323. Corgi Classics a boxed "The Brewery Collection" group to include 16301 Scammell Highwayman Tanker Set 
"Guinness", 27701 Seddon Atkinson Horse Transporter Set "Whitbread", 20901 AEC Chains & Barrels Set "Truman's" plus 
others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

4324. Corgi Classics a boxed brewery related group to include 2x 97317 Foden Flatbed With Barrels & Chains "Scottish & 
Newcastle", 97370 AEC 4 Wheel Flatbed With Barrels "Federation Brewery", 97372 Atkinson Cylindrical Tanker plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £60 - £80 

4325. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 11101 ERF KV Box Lorry "Moorhouses Jam", 13602 Foden S21 Mickey 
Mouse Box Lorry "CWS", 30302 Thames Trader "Ever Ready", 19301 Bedford S "Lyons" plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

4326. Corgi Classics a boxed "The Showmans Range" group to include 16501 Scammell Highwayman Ballast With Closed 
Pole Trailer & Caravan Set "Carters Steam Fair", 21701 AEC Closed Pole Truck With Closed Pole Trailer Set "John Codona's 
Pleasure Fairs", 15901 Scammell Highwayman Generator With Closed Pole Trailer Set "Anderton & Rowland's" plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £70 - £90 
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4327. Corgi Classics a boxed fair ground related group to include 97897 Scammell Highwayman & Trailers "Billy Smart's 
Circus", 97920 Scammell Highwayman "R.Edwards Amusements", 24401 Leyland 8 Wheel Rigid Truck Set "John Codona's 
Pleasure Fairs" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

4328. Corgi a boxed group to include 21201 AEC Truck Set "Mackintosh's", 15002 Scammell Scarab "Royal Mail", 97781 
Foden Tanker & Bedford O Series "Tate & Lyle" Set, 18301 Bedford Pantechnicon Set "Watts Bros" plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

4329. Corgi a boxed public services group to include 97386 AEC Ladder "Bristol", 21901 Leyland Emergency Tender Set "St 
Helens Fire Brigade", 97697 Leicestershire Police Set, 19201 Bedford S Emergency Tender Set "Cambridgeshire Fire & 
Rescue Service" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. 
(9) 

 £30 - £40 

4330. Corgi a boxed TV & Film trio to include 96758 Morris Minor " Some Mothers Do 'Ave' Em", 96757 Morris Minor 
"Lovejoy" & CC05901 1968 Ford Mustang & Steve McQueen hand painted resin figure "Bullitt". Conditions generally appear 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

4331. Corgi a boxed group to include 02701 Jaguar E Type Open Top, Austin Metro in red, C897/7 AEC 508 forward control 
5 ton Cabover "Mars", Bedford O series Pantechnicon "Weetabix" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (19) 

 £30 - £40 

4332. A group of mainly Corgi Classics paperwork and brochures such as Corgi Classics Heavy Haulage catalogue Corgi 
Chipperfields Circus catalogue, Corgi Original Omnibus, Exclusive First Editions plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Excellent. (40+) 

 £15 - £20 

4333. Bburago a boxed pair to include 1/24 scale 6503 Ferrari F300B & 1/18 scale 32813 Mercedes-Benz 300 SL (1954). 
Conditions generally appear Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £10 - £15 

4334. Lego a boxed group to include sets 270, 271, 272, 274, 290 & 290. Contents are unchecked for completeness. 
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

4335. A board game group to include Game Of Headache, Scrabble, Monopoly, Frustration, Totopoly & Cluedo. All are 
unchecked for completeness. Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £10 - £15 

4336. Schleich, Revell & Westair a mainly boxed group to include Schleich 40192 Catapult, Revell 20310 Lucius set, 2x 
20304 Salvius Pilatus, 20302 Lucas Didius, Westair Roman Military Figures set plus others similar. Conditions generally appear 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £30 - £40 
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4337. Maisto a boxed 1/18 scale Motorcycle group to include BMW C1, Ducati Monster 900, Ducati 996 SPS Honda Gold 
Wing SE, Triumph Sprint RS plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes. (11) 

 £30 - £40 

4338. Atlas Editions a boxed Grand Prix Legends Of Formula 1 group to include Williams Renault FW19 1997, Tyrell 003 
1971, Williams Renault FW18 1996, McLaren Ford M7C 1969 plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (21) 

 £50 - £60 

4339. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA05208 Ford Granada Mki Purple Velvet, VA08200 Triumph 2000 MKII Delft 
Blue, VA00116 Ford Anglia 105E Blue/White, VA06800 Hillman Minx IIIA Ember Red & Cream plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4340. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA02532 Morris Mini Cooper "Peter Sellers", VA06704 Triumph Spitfire MK II 
Royal Blue, VA05003 MGA Open Top Chariot Red, VA05102 Austin Healey 3000 Black & Red plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4341. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA11202 Austin A40 Farina (Saloon) Tartan Red, VA10002 Sierra Sapphire 
Cosworth 4x4 Moondust Silver, VA06604 Ford Transit Van "Telecommunications Set", VA01417 Mini Van w/ High Roof "Royal 
Mail" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4342. Vanguards a boxed Ford group to include VA10005 Ford Sierra Sapphire Cosworth "Turbo Systems", VA07304 Ford 
Cortina MKI "John Wolfe Racing", VA03400 Ford Capri 109E GT Caribbean Turquoise & Ermine White, VA05200 Ford 
Granada Ghia Venetian Red plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

4343. Vanguards a boxed Triumph & The British Motor Corporation Ltd group to include VA08206 Triumph 2000 "London To 
Mexico Rally", VA10101 Triumph Stag Pimento Red (Hidden Treasure), VA01308 Austin 7 Mini On Fire, VA08907 Austin 1800 
"World Cup Rally 1970" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

4344. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA10700 MGB Roadster British Racing Green, VA04905 Jaguar E-Type 
Cotswold Blue, VA09100 Jaguar XJR Pacific, VA09300 MG ZT Trophy Blue plus others similar. Conditions generally appear 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

4345. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA10402 Hillman Avenger Tiger Wardance, VA10500 Triumph TR7 Pharaoh 
Gold, VA07003 Sunbeam Alpine Series II Seacrest Green plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint 
boxes in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £60 
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4346. Vanguards a boxed Hidden Treasures & Boy Racers group to include VA05206 Ford Granada 3.0 Ghia Sebring Red, 
VA02204 Reliant Regal Super Van Powder Blue, 2x VA04108 Ford Cortina MKII Metallic Blue, VA02614 Hillman Imp Bright 
Green plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (13) 

 £60 - £80 

4347. Corgi a boxed Vanguards group to include CC56801 Lotus F1 Team E21 2013 Race Car "Kimi Raikkonen", CC56701 
Vodaphone McLaren Mercedes MP4-28 2013 Race Car "Jenson Button", CC57101 Lotus Esprit S1 Chassis 0100G "The First 
Production Esprit" Signal Red plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

4348. Spark a boxed S1181 AC Cobra 37th LM 1963 Racing Number 3 in Green. Conditions generally appear Mint in Near 
Mint box. 

 £30 - £40 

4349. Detail Cars, Kyosho, Hot Wheels, Starline Models and similar a boxed group to include Kyosho 03011S Cobra 427S/C 
(Silver), Detail Cars ART 291 Ferrari F 355 1994 Coupe, Starline Models Fiat Balilla azzure, Art Model ART058 Ferrari 290 MM 
Clienti 1957 Giallo/Yellow plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4350. Onyx, Vitesse & Trofeu a boxed group to include Onyx 284 Arrows Hart FA17 "Ricardo Rosset" Brazil GP 1996, Trofeu 
1002 S Rhd Ford Escort Mk II 1300 Ghia Stardust Silver, Vitesse 29104 MGTC Ivory plus others similar. Conditions generally 
appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (11) 

 £50 - £60 

4351. Minichamps a boxed Formula 1 group to include 400 030014 Jaguar Racing R4 "M. Webber", 430 000015 Prost 
Peugeot AP03 "N. Heidfeld", 530 014303 McLaren Mercedes MP4-16 "M. Hakkinen" plus others similar. Conditions generally 
appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £60 - £70 

4352. Minichamps a boxed group to include 403 241203 Alfa Romeo GP P2 1924 Red, 3514 Mercedes-Benz 300 CE-24 
Cabriolet, 430 072501 Ferrari 512 TR yellow plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £70 

4353. Minichamps a boxed group to include 430 080201 Ford RS 200 1986 Red, 400 112330 Peugeot 205 CTI Cabriolet 
1990 Red, 400 082102 Ford Model A Standard 1928 Beige plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £60 - £80 

4354. Brumm a boxed group to include 10/15Jaguar D Type yellow, A003 Ferrari 312B Prova Modena 1970 set, R290 Ferrari 
158 GP Italia 1964 "John Surtees", EF04/15 Ferrari Dino 246 F1 red plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (11) 

 £50 - £70 

4355. Ixo a boxed Museum group to include MUS036 Mercedes Simplex 40 PS1902, MUS040 Daimler Double SIX 50 
Convertible 1931, MUS046 Delage D8SS "Fernandez Darrin" 1932 plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 
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4356. Ixo a boxed group to include LM1927 Bentley Sport 3.0 Litre #3 Winner Le Mans 1927, CLC178 Austin Seven Van 
1928 "Royal Mail", 2x LM1932 Alfa Romeo 8C #8 Winner plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

4357. Corgi a boxed Fire Service related group to include CC10305 AEC Mercury/Merryweather 100FT Turntable Ladder 
"Hereford & Worcester Fire Brigade", 97392 Simon/Dennis Hydraulic Platform "West Glamorgan Fire Brigade", CC13002 
Dennis F12 Side Pump "City Of Bradford Fire Service" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

4358. Signature Models, Lledo, Corgi and others a boxed Fire Service related group to include Signature Models 43009 1934 
Leyland FK-1, Corgi 65901 Volvo Fire Engine "City Fire Brigade", Lledo 60001 1955 Dennis F8 Fire Engine "Derbyshire Fire 
Brigade" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £60 

4359. Matchbox a boxed Fire Service related group to include 36610.20 Fire Engine, YS-9 1936 Leyland Cub Fire Engine 
FK-7, Y-6 1920 Rolls Royce Fire Engine, YS-46 1880 Merryweather Steam Fire Engine "Greenwich" & YFE08 1936 Leyland 
Cub FK-7 Fire Engine (Missing some inner packaging). Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

4360. Oxford Diecast a boxed Oxford Fire group to include 76DN006 Dennis RS St John Rescue Corps Malta, 2x 76TN001 
Thornycroft Nubian Major City Of Birmingham AFS, 76LC002 Leyland Cub FK7 City Of Canterbury Fire Brigade, 2x 76CCP001 
Grey NFS Coventry Climax Pump Trailer plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes. (19) 

 £60 - £70 

4361. Oxford Diecast a boxed Fire Service group to include London Fire Appliances 150 Years Anniversary Set 1865-2015, 
76GG004 Coventry Fire Brigade Green Goddess, 76MFE003 West Sussex F & R Service MAN Pump Ladder, 76SAL002 Avon 
Fire & Rescue Scania Aerial Rescue Pump plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £60 - £70 

4362. Oxford Diecast a boxed set group to include 76SET43 5 Piece Aston Martin Set, 76SET14 5 Piece Jaguar Collection, 
76SET32 5 Piece Land Rover Set I/II/Disco/Defender/Freelander, 76SET39 5 Piece Bentley Set plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £60 

4363. Oxford Diecast a boxed 1/76 & N Gauge scale group to include 76TEA002 Red Ferguson TEA Tractor, 76BSA006 
Motorbike/Sidecar Police, NDEF009 Land Rover Defender LWB Hard Top AA, 76DEF001 Green Land Rover Defender plus 
others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (31) 

 £50 - £60 

4364. Oxford Diecast a boxed 1/76 & N Gauge scale group to include 76BB001 Bentley Blower Le Mans 1930 No.9 
Birkin/Chassagne, 87MU65003 1965 Ford Mustang Convertible Wimbledon White & Guardsman Blue, 76BT2004 Bentley T2 
Saloon Seychelles Blue/Shell Grey, 87LC56004 1956 Continental MKII Island Coral & Starmist White plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (39) 

 £50 - £70 
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4365. Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include 76SHL16FR Scania Highline Fridge Eddie Stobart, AK012 Austin K8 Welfarer 
Ambulance, 76CHT001 Churchill Tank MKIII Kingforce Major King, 76FSR004 Fowler Steam Roller No 19053 Patricia B plus 
others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (11) 

 £40 - £50 

4366. Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include 43RRP5001 Rolls Royce Phantom V James Young Navy Silver, AMDB2001 
Aston Martin DB2 MKIII Saloon British Racing Green, JD001 Jensen Interceptor, 18MBC001 Messerschmitt KR200 Bubble Car 
Rouge Sarde plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (13) 

 £50 - £70 

4367. Signature Models & National Museum Mint a boxed group to include National Museum Mint Ford Model T, Signature 
Models Customized 1932 Ford V8 Deluxe 3-Window Coupe, Signature Models 1932 Chrysler Lebaron plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (16) 

 £35 - £45 

4368. Franklin Mint a boxed 1907 Rolls-Royce The Silver Ghost in perspex case with certificate and paperwork. Conditions 
appear generally Near Mint in Good perspex case. 

 £30 - £40 

4369. Britains, Atlas Editions, Lego, EFE and others similar a boxed group to include Britains 42197 Ford 7000 Tractor, Atlas 
Editions Aston Martin DB5, EFE 19502 AEC Articulated "Pickfords", Trackside NW1004 Newspaper 4 Piece Set plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (31) 

 £50 - £70 

4370. Lledo a boxed group to include Thrust The Worlds First Supersonic Car, "Only Fools and Horses Del-Boy's Reliant 
Regal Supervan III, Marks & Spencer Land-speed Legends 4 piece set, DG146003 Guy Pantechnicon "Silentnight" plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (38) 

 £35 - £45 

4371. Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear a boxed early group to include No 5 1929 Le Mans Bentley, No 8 The Bullnose Morris 
Cowley Of 1926, Y-12 Horse Bus "Liptons Tea", Y-15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost Grey Nobbly Tyres. Conditions generally 
appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

4372. Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y-27 1922 Foden C Type Steam Wagon And Trailer 
"Frasers" (Red), Y-11 1938 Lagonda Drophead Coupe (Woodgrain), Y-24 1928 Bugatti T44 (Straw) plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (47) 

 £50 - £70 

4373. Matchbox a boxed group to include YS-39 Passenger Coach & Horses 1820, Y-20 1938 Mercedes-Benz 540K, DY-3 
M.G.B. GT 1965, Y-12 1829 Stephensons Rocket plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (20) 

 £40 - £60 

4374. Corgi a boxed James Bond group to include 65501 Stromberg Helicopter & Naomi Figure Set, TY07501 Aston Martin 
Vanquish "Die Another Day", 65002 Lotus Esprit "The Spy Who Loved Me”, CC06803 Rolls Royce III Sedance Deville 
"Goldfinger" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (16) 

 £60 - £70 
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4375. Corgi a boxed TV & Film group to include 18501 Bedford O Series Van With Hodges Figure "Dad's Army", CC01601 
Triumph Herald Convertible and Edie Pegden figure "Last Of The Summer Wine", CC07301 Morris Commercial Truck 
"Heartbeat", 04419 Mr Bean's Mini plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

4376. Corgi a boxed TV & Film group to include 05301 Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, 00802 "Fawlty Towers" Austin 1300 Estate & 
Basil Fawlty figure, 05606 Bedford CA Van & Figures "The Beatles!", 01803 Jaguar 2.4 "Inspector Morse" plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

4377. Corgi a boxed Modern Trucks group to include 75501 Leyland DAF Box Trailer "Parcelforce Worldwide", 75102 ERF 
Tanker "Shell UK LTD", 75104 ERF Tanker "Esso". Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

4378. Corgi a boxed 1/50 scale truck pair to include 75603 Renault Curtainside "Norbert Dentressangle" & CC12708 ERF 
ECS Petrol Tanker "Jet". Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

4379. Corgi a boxed Superhaulers group to include 59516 Volvo Short Wheelbase Lorry With Closed Couple Trailer "Eddie 
Stobart", TY86608 Scania Fuel Tanker "BP", 59535 Volvo Chemicals Tanker "Norbert Dentressangle" plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (13) 

 £40 - £50 

4380. Corgi a boxed group to include 60031 Land Rover, Road Drill & Figure "Transco", 58202 Ford Transit Wrecker "AA", 
TY97303 Porsche 911 SC Targa, TY91081 Audi TT plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (16) 

 £40 - £50 

4381. Corgi a boxed Golden Oldies group to include 2x 30302 Thames Trader "Ever Ready", 19301 Bedford S "Lyons", 
06201 Morris J "Cydrax", 05602 Bedford CA "Ovaltine" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (11) 

 £40 - £50 

4382. Corgi a boxed Heavy Haulage group to include 31007 Diamond T Ballast with Girder Trailer & Locomotive Load "Annis 
& Co LTD", 31010 Scammell Highwayman Low Loader with Luffing Shovel "Short Bros", 16701 Scammell Articulated and Low 
Loader "Wrekin" & 1801 Foden FG Articulated and Long Platform Trailer "Edward Beck & Son LTD". Conditions generally 
appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

4383. Corgi a boxed Building Britain & London Brick group to include 16305 Scammell Highwayman Tanker "Tunnel 
Cement",29104 Guy Invincible 8 Wheel Platform Lorry, Bogie & Beam Load "Tarmac", 30102 Thames Trader Tipper "London 
Brick" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £60 

4384. Corgi a boxed British Railways & British Road Services group to include 22201 AEC Mercury Tilt Trailer And Load 
"BRS", 22501 Bedford TK Platform Trailer & Pallets "BRS", 20301 Bedford S Platform Trailer & Railway Container "British Rail" 
plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £50 - £60 
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4385. Corgi a boxed Guy Invincible group to include 29001 Guy Warrior 6 Wheel Platform Lorry "Dee Valley Transport", 
29102 Guy Invincible 8 Wheel Platform Lorry "Wynns", 29301 Guy Invincible 8 Wheel Tipper "Arthur R. Duckett" & 29401 Guy 
Invincible 8 Wheel Dropside "Dawsons Fargo". Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

4386. Corgi a boxed Pickfords & Eddie Stobart group to include 17904 2 Scammell Contractors "Pickfords", 30501 Thames 
Trader Platform Trailer & Container "Pickfords", 31704 Morris 1000 Pick-up with Barrels Thames Trader S/A Platform with 
Pallets "Eddie Stobart LTD" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint 
boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

4387. Corgi a boxed group to include 11802 ERF KV 8 Wheel Platform Lorry With Chains & Barrels "Bass Worthington", 
25401 Leyland Steer Platform Lorry & Barrels "WM. Hancock & Sons", 10001 ERF KV Artic Trailer & Barrels "William McEwan 
& Company LTD", 26701 AEC MKV Mammoth Major Tanker "Guinness" &59563 Renault Premium Curtainside & Leyland 
Comet Flatbed With Load "Guinness". Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

4388. Corgi a boxed group to include 21402 AEC Refrigerated Box Trailer Set "Daniel Stewart", CC13303 Morris Luton Van 
Bishops Move 150th Anniversary, 30306 Thames Trader Box Van "Lucozade" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £60 

4389. Corgi a boxed group to include CC11702 Fuelling The Fifties Guy Invincible Tanker "Regent Oil Company", 23301 
"Pollock Of Musselburgh" Ford Transcontinental Platform Trailer With Sheeted Load, 16201 Scammell Highwayman Dropside 
Trailer "Pentus Brown" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint 
boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

4390. Corgi a boxed tanker group to include 24203 Leyland Elliptical Tanker with Diecast Petrol Pump "Shell & BP", 16304 
Scammell Highwayman Tanker "Crow Carrying Company", 27301 Atkinson Cylindrical Tanker Set "Bulwark Transport LTD", 
97162 Atkinson Elliptical Tanker "Pollock Of Musselburgh" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint. (14) 

 £60 - £80 

4391. Corgi a boxed bus group to include 97202 Guy Arab "Maidstone", OM44704 Dennis Dart SLF "Arriva Kent & Sussex 
(Transweald)", 45104 MCW Metrobus MKII "East Kent Road Car Co. LTD" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £30 - £35 

4392. Corgi a boxed group to include CC07405 Land Rover (LWB) Series I & Trailer "Rover Mobile Service School", 
CC86505 The New Mini Cooper in Flamenco Orange, ST97702 BR 4-6-2 Britannia Class "Oliver Cromwell" 70013 circa 2012, 
TY81001 Bloodhound SSC UK Display Version plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally 
appear Good to Near Mint boxes. (31) 

 £60 - £70 

4393. Atlas Editions, Gilbow and similar a boxed Ship group to include Gilbow RMS Britannic (White Star), Claytown 
Collection Titanic, 7 134 126 RM Roma, 7 134 124 HMS Barham, 7 134 109 Prinz Eugen plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (30) 

 £60 - £80 
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4394. Revell, Lindberg, Italeri, Pioneer & Minicraft a boxed kit group to include 2x Lindberg 72562 Hawker Fury Mk I, Revell 
04570 Royal Aircraft Factory S.E.5a, Italeri 094 Spitfire MK9, Minicraft 14415 Hawker Tempest V Skill Level Two plus others 
similar. All are unchecked for completeness. Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes. (14) 

 £50 - £60 

4395. Tamiya, Fujimi, Hasegawa & Academy a boxed kit group to include Tamiya 61033 Supermarine Spitfire Mk.Vb, 
Hasegawa 09311 Typhoon Mk.IB No. 181 Squadron w/4-Blade Propeller, 2x Academy 4403 Avro Lancaster MK.2, 2x Academy 
1664 Hawker Typhoon MK.IB plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness. Conditions generally appear Excellent to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4396. Matchbox a boxed kit group to include PK-605 Handley Page Heyford, PK-412 Phantom FG1/FGR2, 3x 40027 BAe 
Hawk T. Mk1/51 "The Red Arrows", 40007 Westland Lysander plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness. 
Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £35 - £45 

4397. Airfix a boxed kit group to include 2x A01031 Boulton Paul Defiant NF.1, 03055 Hawker Siddeley Buccaneer S.2B, 
02018 Fairey Firefly MK V, A01013 De Havilland DH.88 Comet plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness. 
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

4398. Airfix a boxed kit group to include 2x 06008 Handley Page Halifax BIII, 2x 08002 Avro Lancaster B.I (Same kit but 
different packaging), 07002 Stirling B.I/III, 01083 Bristol Bulldog plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness. 
Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4399. Airfix a boxed kit group to include 04011 Handley Page Hampden, A05330 WWII RAF Bomber Re-Supply Set, 04103 
Hawker Fury Biplane, 04001 Vickers Armstrong Wellington B.III plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness. 
Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £60 

4400. Easy Model, Matchbox, Hobbymaster, Atlas Editions and similar a boxed military related group to include HG5201 
British Cruiser Tank A34 "Comet", Matchbox YS-38 1920 Rolls-Royce Armoured Car, Easy Model Ground Armour 36241 
Jagdpanther, Collection Armour 3116 Hummer M 998 Commando U.N. plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £70 

4401. Oxford Diecast a boxed aviation 1/72 scale group to include 2x 72PM001 D.H.80A Puss Moth G-AAZV (Amy Johnson), 
72TM001 D.H.82A Tiger Moth T-6296 (RAF Hendon), 72TM005 D.H.82A Tiger Moth K-2585/G-ANKT RAF, 72COM001 De 
Havilland DH 88 Comet G-ACSP "Black Magic" 1934 & 72HOR001 D.H.103 Hornet F3 WB880 (RAF). Conditions generally 
appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

4402. Oxford Diecast a boxed aviation group to include AC031 Gloster Meteor plus Doodle Bug, AD001 Bristol F2B Royal 
Flying Corps, AC067 DH Mosquito FB VI 204 AFS Brize Norton 1949, AC013 Hawker Typhoon Mk1b plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £60 - £80 
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4403. Hobbymaster a boxed aviation group to include HA8001 Hawker Fury I 43 Sqn RAF K1930, HA3205 Douglas A-26 
Invader, HA2302 Bristol Beaufighter Mk.1F, HA2311 Bristol Beaufighter TF Mk.X. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint 
in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

4404. Gemini Aces, Collection Armour, Witty Wings, Easy Model & SkyMax Models a boxed aviation group to include Gemini 
Aces GARAF1008 Spitfire MK IX, Collection Armour 5286 F4U Corsair U.K. Royal Navy II WW Aces, Easy Model 37242 
Hurricane MK II plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. 
(13) 

 £50 - £70 

4405. Corgi a boxed military a boxed group to include 55101 Diamond T Tank Transporter + M60 AI Medium Tank "United 
States Armed Forces", 69902 Bedford MK High Canvas Back + 25Ib Gun "British Army", CC60101 Churchill Mark III 'C' 
Squadron & CC60603 Cruiser Tank Mk VIII Centaur IV (95MM Variant) (Model is missing bottom part of the box). Conditions 
appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £60 

4406. Corgi a boxed WWII Legends group to include AA31909 Supermarine Spitfire MK.VB, AA31916 Spitfire LF 
IX - MK392/JE-J, CC60210 PzKPFW V Panther Ausf. G plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

4407. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive AA32601 Avro Lancaster B.I R5868/PO-S 467 Squadron. Conditions generally appear 
Mint in Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

4408. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive group to include AA39601 Hawker Hart K2986 600 (City Of London), AA37703 Royal 
Aircraft Factory Se5a & AA38901 Fokker DVII JG1 Hermann Goring. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4409. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive group to include AA39202 Spitfire MKI - K9789 Sqn Ldr Henry Cozens, AA36503 
Hawker Typhoon MK. IB & AA36508 Hawker Typhoon MK IB Flying Officer R.A. Johns 439 Squadron. Conditions generally 
appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4410. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive group to include 49104 Hurricane MKI No 87 Sqn with Pilot Notes, AA39701 Hawker 
Hurricane IIc BE581 JX-E RAF 1 Sqn & AA32019 Hawker Hurricane MKI 73 Sqn Fl off E.J. 'Cobber' Kain Rouvres. Conditions 
generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4411. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive group to include AA35702 Me 262A-1a Yellow 5 Unteroffizier Anton Schoppler, 
AA36502 Hawker Typhoon IB Sqn Ldr R P Beaumont & AA36602 P-38J 'Droop Snoot' Lightning Eze Does It Capt Herschel 
"Easy" Ezell Jr. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4412. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive pair to include AA32312 BAC Lightning F6 XS921 RAF 74 Sqn & AA32713 Hawker 
Hunter F.6 No 74 Sqn RAF Horsham St Faith. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint 
boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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4413. Corgi a boxed Aviation Archive AA33806 P-47D Thunderbolt "No Guts - No Glory", AA33801 P-47D Thunderbolt 
226641, AA32206 North American P-51D Mustang IV & AA31921 Spitfire LF IX PT396/EJ-C. Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

4414. Corgi a boxed Aviation pair to include AA36012 Corgi 60th Anniversary Model BAE Hawk "RAF Red Arrows" & 
AA36011 BAE Systems Hawk T1 Red Arrows 50th Anniversary Livery 2014. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

4415. Corgi a boxed Aviation group to include 48302 Avro Vulcan XL321 617 Dam Busters Squadron, 47304 Operation 
Chastise Avro Lancaster The Dam Busters Special Edition, AA32701 Hawker Hunter F Mk6 Blue Diamonds plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Poor to Excellent boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

4416. Corgi a boxed group to include CS90026 For King and Country Remembering Those Who Fell At The Some set, 
CS90416 Scimitar Tank, CS90475 Stuart Desert Rats, CS90566 Lancaster RAF 617 Sqdn plus others similar. Conditions 
appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (29) 

 £60 - £80 

4417. Corgi a boxed aviation group to include 49001 Spitfire MKI 74 Sqd RAF, WB99611 Mitsubishi A6M-3a Zero, WB99603 
Hawker Hurricane MKI, CS90690 RAF Red Arrows Synchro Pair plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to 
Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

4418. Herpa & Gemini Jets a boxed aviation group to include Herpa 1/200 scale 554749 Goodyear Zeppelin NT, Herpa 1/160 
scale 552486 American Inter-Island Convair 440, Herpa 1/160 scale Luftwaffe Junkers JU-52 & Gemini Jets 1/400 scale Shorts 
360-300. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

4419. Wooster a partially boxed aviation group to include 5x boxed models 249 Northwest 757, 605632 B777-200 Thai 
Airways and similar, 6x empty boxes and 1 box of unboxed aircraft models (Models may match boxes but are unchecked for 
compatibility). Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4420. A boxed aviation group to include Obsequio Biplano Gotha, Atlas Editions Bristol Beaufort, Atlas Editions B-17F 
Memphis Belle, Fine Bone Coalfort plates x2, Lledo PA1002 Barnstorming Duo plus others similar. Conditions generally appear 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £70 

4421. A mixed group of aviation models to include empty boxes & unboxed models (Boxes may match however they are 
unchecked for compatibility) including manufacturers such as Corgi, Easy Model, Atlas Editions, Lledo, Ixo and similar (See 
Picture). Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint. (QTY) 

 £0 - £0 

4422. Corgi Aviation Archive a boxed AA99170 RAF 4 Piece Set No.1 Squadron - Through The Ages. Conditions appear 
generally Mint in generally Good box. 

 £40 - £50 
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4423. Royal Hampshire a unboxed Pewter models group to include 64x military personnel The Commandos 1942, The Kings 
Regiment Dragoon Guards 1751, The 7th Regiment of Foot 1728, Prince of Wales Royal Hussars 1832 plus others similar 
including 3x pewter tanks. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint (Some models need cleaning). (67) 

 £80 - £100 

4424. Airfix a boxed group to include A14101 Agusta Westland Merlin HC3, A05101 BAe Sea Harrier FRS.1, A04019A Bristol 
Beaufighter TF.X & 2x A55311 McDonnell Douglas F-15A Eagle. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. 
Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

4425. Airfix a boxed Lockheed Hercules group to include (Sealed) 09003 Lockheed C130 Hercules, 4x 09001-0 Lockheed 
C-130E Hercules. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint in 
generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

4426. Airfix a boxed group to include 3x 09001-0 series 9 Lockheed C-130E Hercules, Redline Lockheed C-130E Hercules & 
08002-0 Avro Lancaster B.III. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear Good to Mint in 
generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

4427. Airfix a boxed trio of Vintage Classics A14002V Hawker Hurricane Mk.1. All are unchecked for completeness or 
correctness. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

4428. Airfix a boxed Vintage Classics group to include 3x A02334V Sherman Calliope, 2x A01309V Bren Gun Carrier & 
GDPR Anti-Tank Gun, A02308V Panzer IV, A01047V Fieseler Storch, A02314V Bofors 40MM Gun & Tractor & A0106V Stug II 
75MM Assault Gun. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £30 - £40 

4429. Airfix a boxed group to include A1365 M4A3(76)W Sherman, A1356 M36B1 GMC Tank Destroyer, A1368 M7 Priest & 
2x A06302 Supacat Coyote, All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint 
in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

4430. Airfix a boxed group to include 3x A68206 Supermarine Spitfire Mk.Ia, 2x A01004 North American P-51D Mustang, 3x 
A01315 WWI Male Tank, A01020 Focke-Wulf Fw190A-8, A02316 WWII DUKW plus others similar. All are unchecked for 
completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £70 

4431. Airfix a boxed group to include 4x 01305 25PDR Field Gun & Quad, 3x 02314 Bofors 40MM Gun & Tractor, 01303 M4 
Sherman MKI Tank, 02042 Hawker Hurricane MKI/IIB, Panzer IV Tank & 03301 LCM MKIII and Sherman MKII. All are 
unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes. (11) 

 £40 - £50 

4432. Airfix a boxed group to include 4x 01305 25PDR Field Gun & Quad, 3x 02314 Bofors 40MM Gun & Tractor, 01083 
Bristol Bulldog, 01072 Messerschmitt Bf 109 G-6, 00101 MiG 21PF "Fishbed-D" & 01705 WWII German Infantry. All are 
unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes. (11) 

 £40 - £50 
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4433. Airfix a boxed group to include 3x A03068 F.M.A. IA 58A Pucara, 2x 01071 Supermarine Spitfire MK IA, A01031 
Boulton Paul Defiant NF.1, A02308 Panzer IV Tank, A01002 Gloster Gladiator MKI, A01314 AEC Matador & 5.5 Inch Gun & 
01303 M4 Sherman MKI Tank. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear Excellent to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (11) 

 £40 - £50 

4434. Airfix a boxed group to include 2x A03068 F.M.A. IA 58A Pucara, 2x 01071 Supermarine Spitfire MK IA, 2x A01031 
Boulton Paul Defiant NF.1, A02308 Panzer IV Tank, A01002 Gloster Gladiator MKI, A01314 AEC Matador & 5.5 Inch Gun & 
01303 M4 Sherman MKI Tank. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear Excellent to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (11) 

 £40 - £50 

4435. Airfix a boxed ship group to include 05280 Vosper Motor Torpedo Boat, A09258V Golden Hind, 05205 Falklands 
Warships, A04212 HMS Belfast plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally 
appear Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

4436. Airfix a boxed ship group to include 05280 Vosper Motor Torpedo Boat, A09258V Golden Hind, A04202V HMS Hood, 
03202 HMS Devonshire plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear 
Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

4437. Airfix a boxed group to include 02415 Jaguar E Type, 135 (Redline) Bristol Bulldog, A.4.V. (Redline) Churchill Tank, 
04103-0 Hawker Fury I plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear 
Good to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £70 

4438. Tamiya, Dragon, Takom, Accurate Armour & Trumpeter a boxed group to include 4x Tamiya .35068 British Army Main 
Battler Tank Chieftain Mk.5, Dragon 3522 NATO MLRS Multiple Launch Rocket System, Takom 2067 FV432 MK.3 Bulldog, 
Trumpeter 02056 Strv103C Track Links plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions 
generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4439. Hobby Boss & Academy a boxed group to include 1365 Warrior MCV Mechanised Combat Vehicle, 2x 82447 Land 
Rover WMIK w/ Milan ATGM, 2120 Fockewulf FW190A 6/8 plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness or 
correctness. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4440. Hasegawa/Hales a boxed group to include 3x JS-015 North American F-86F Sabre, 31134 Leopard 2 Tank, JS-105 
Focke-Wulf Fw190D, Sikorsky HH-60D Night Hawk 809 plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. 
Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (14) 

 £40 - £60 

4441. Heller a boxed kit group to include 235 Focke Wulf FW 190 A8/F3, 232 Messerschmitt Bf 109F, 79899 AMX 30/105 
Tank, plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in 
generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £35 - £45 

4442. Matchbox, Zvezda, Mister Craft and others a boxed kit group to include Matchbox 40062 Gloster Gladiator, Mister Craft 
D-203 Supermarine Spitfire MK.VB, Smer 0836 Jakovlev Jak 3 plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness or 
correctness. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £40 - £60 
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4443. Revell a boxed group to include 04576 Wright Flyer "First powered Flight", 04164 Supermarine Spitfire MKV, 04137 
P-51B Mustang, 03104 Soviet Battle Tank T-80B plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. 
Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

4444. Revell a boxed group to include 03104 Soviet Battle Tank T-80B, 04415 Stealth Comanche, 04177 Fokker DVII, 05899 
Spanish Galleon, 04113 Spad XIII C-1 plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions 
generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

4445. Italeri a boxed group to include 015 Lockheed Martin C-130E/H Hercules, 099 EF-2000 Eurofighter, 178 Focke Wulf, 
137 Super Harrier AV-8B plus others similar. All are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear 
Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £60 - £80 

4446. KP a boxed plastic kits group to include MiG-15, Jak-23, Avia CS-199, Avia B.35, plus others similar. All are unchecked 
for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (23) 

 £40 - £50 

4447. Novo, Frog, LS, Esci and others a boxed kit group to include Frog Mirage IIE/O Interceptor/Ground Attack, LS 
Japanese Army Type 100-2 Trainer, Novo Hawker Siddeley Harrier GR MK.I, Esci German Ambulance plus others similar. All 
are unchecked for completeness or correctness. Conditions generally appear Good to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. 
(16) 

 £40 - £60 

4448. A mixed kit related group to include instructions, unboxed kits, catalogues, pictures, prints, decals and others including 
manufactures such as Airfix, Heller, Frog, Matchbox, Hasegawa and others (See Picture). Conditions generally appear Good to 
Near Mint. (QTY) 

 £60 - £80 

4449. Matchbox a boxed No 2b Dumper with Grey plastic wheels with Scarce B4 box. Conditions appear generally Good 
Plus in Excellent box. 

 £30 - £40 

4450. Matchbox a group to include 2x empty Matchbox Carry Cases & 2x full Carry Cases including 60 models with 
manufacturers such as Matchbox Regular Wheels, Matchbox Superfast, Corgi juniors or similar including Corgi Juniors 
Batmobile & Batboat, Matchbox Superfast Iso Grifo, Matchbox Superfast Monteverdi Hai plus others similar. Conditions of the 
models are Good to Near Mint & Carry Cases are generally Good to Excellent.  (4) 

 £60 - £80 

4451. Matchbox, Corgi, Majorette and others a mainly unboxed group to include boxed Corgi 90430 Volvo Saloon, Corgi 
Juniors Volvo XJ-S "The Saint", Corgi Juniors Leyland Terrier "Daily Planet (Superman)", Matchbox Superfast Dodge 
Challenger plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 

4452. Corgi Juniors, Husky, Majorette, Matchbox and similar a unboxed group to include Husky Ford Zephyr 6 Estate Car, 
Corgi Juniors Lotus Esprit (James Bond 007), Corgi Juniors Spiderman Helicopter, Majorette Fire Tender plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Poor to Good. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 
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4453. Corgi Juniors, Husky, Corgi Rockets and similar a mainly unboxed group to include boxed Corgi Juniors Scooby-Doo 
Mystery Ghost Chaser, Corgi Juniors Whizzwheels Ford Escort, Corgi Juniors Buick Regal (Kojak), Husky James Bond Aston 
Martin, Corgi Rockets Volvo P.1800 (The Saint) plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Poor to Good Plus. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 

4454. Matchbox, Triang Spot On, Dinky, Corgi and others a unboxed group to include Dinky Ford Transit Van (Police), Corgi 
Lotus Esprit (James Bond 007), Triang Spot On Morris Minor 1000, Matchbox Speedkings Mercury Commuter plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £50 - £60 

4455. Corgi, Dinky, Lonestar, Bburago and others a unboxed group to include Dinky Jaguar Mark X, Corgi Batmobile, 
Bburago Mercedes SSK, Corgi Major 1146 Empty box plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus. 
(QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4456. Britains a unboxed group to include Tractors, Jeeps, Farm Equipment, Farm Animals and personnel, Britains Knights 
and Horses & 1 bag of Modern plastic green army soldiers. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 

4457. Triang, Tonka and others a unboxed Tinplate group to include Triang Hi-Way Truck in Blue & White, Triang Hi-Way 
Land Rover and Trailer "Grand Prix Racing Team" in brown, Tonka Dumper Truck in Red & Yellow, Tonka Volkswagen Beetle 
in Red/Orange plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good Plus. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

4458. Hot Wheels a unboxed group to include 67 Cadillac Eldorado Broughan, Hemi Cuda, Custom 64 Galaxie, Chrysler LLC 
2008 71 Dodge Demon, Fish'D & Chip'D plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Good to Near Mint. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 

4459. Hot Wheels a unboxed mainly 1970s & 1980s group to include 74 Blown Camaro, Custom Mustang, Camaro Z-28, 65 
Mustang Convertible plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (41) 

 £40 - £50 

4460. Mattel, Hot Wheels & Johnny Lightning a boxed group to include Mattel Chopcycles 5844 Speed Steed in green, Mattel 
Hot Wheels Scorchers 2644 Zappin Z-28 & Hot Wheels Classics 1967 Camaro. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

4461. Britains, Buddy L, Polistil, Zylmex and others a unboxed Motorcycle group to include Britains German WWII Motorbike 
with Sidecar, Britains BMW Racing Combination, Triumph Trident plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to 
Excellent. (Approximately 40) 

 £30 - £40 

4462. Matchbox, Johnny Lightning Corgi, Husky and similar a unboxed group to include Corgi Whizzwheels Marcos Mantis, 
Husky James Bond Aston Martin DB5, Matchbox Superfast Blaze Buster, Johnny Lightning Custom Thunderbird plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 
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4463. Majorette, Corgi, Matchbox and others a unboxed group to include Husky Bedford TK 7 Ton, Majorette, 4x4 Crazy Car, 
Matchbox Rolamatics Badger, Matchbox Superfast Cougar Villager plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to 
Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4464. Bburago, Corgi, Matchbox, Dinky and similar a unboxed group to include Bburago Rolls-Royce Camarque, Corgi 
Austin A60, Dinky Austin 1800, Matchbox Land Rover Safari plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Poor to Excellent. 
(QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4465. Dinky, Corgi, Siku, Majorette and similar a unboxed group to include Corgi Juniors Aston Martin DB6, Siku Jeep CJ-5, 
Dinky Lotus Europa, Corgi Toyota 2000 GT plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Poor to Good Plus. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4466. Hot Wheels, Majorette, Corgi Juniors and others a unboxed group to include Corgi Juniors Buck Rogers Starfighter, 
Corgi Juniors James Bond 007 Lotus Esprit, Corgi Juniors Jaguar XJ-S The Saint, Hot Wheels 1977 van, Hot Wheels 1976 
Spoiler Sport plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4467. Corgi Juniors, Corgi Rockets, Siku, Dinky, Majorette and similar a unboxed group to include Corgi Juniors 
Whizzwheels VW Hot Rod, Siku Oldsmobile Toronado, Corgi Juniors Batmobile, Corgi Rockets Cadillac Eldorado, Majorette 
Datsun 260Z plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 

4468. Matchbox, Corgi Juniors, Corgi, Husky and others a unboxed group to include Corgi Juniors Police Land Rover, 
Matchbox Superfast Fork Lift, Corgi Whizzwheels Beach Buggy, Husky Bedford TK7 Ton, Corgi Juniors Supermobile plus 
others similar. Conditions generally appear Poor to Good Plus. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4469. Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox, Triang Spot On, Tonka and others a unboxed group to include Dinky Mobile Midland Bank 
280, Triang Spot On Volvo P1800, Corgi Jaguar E Type 2+2, Tonka Car Transporter plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Poor to Good. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4470. Matchbox a unboxed group to include Matchbox Superfast 34 Vantastic, Matchbox Superfast Land Rover Safari, 
Lesney Wolseley 1500, Lesney MG A Sports Car plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint. (QTY) 

 £50 - £70 

4471. Hot Wheels, ERTL, Triang, Johnny Lightning and others a boxed group to include Hot Wheels Super Charger Sprint 
Set, Triang Arkitex Set No B, Britains JCB MIDI Excavator, Johnny Lightning Ford 1923 T-Bucket plus others similar. All are 
unchecked for completeness. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (11) 

 £30 - £50 

4472. A mixed group to include unboxed diecast such as Corgi Ford Capri 30S, Matchbox Speedkings Citroen SM, Corgi 
Whizzwheels John Player Special F1 plus others, Golly Soft Toy, Thunderbolt Super Marksman 304 Gun, 2x Robots plus 
others. Conditions generally appear Poor to Near Mint. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 
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4473. Corgi 4 x 61202 "London Scene" - trade boxes comprising 12 x individual models - Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
packaging. (48 models in total) 

 £40 - £60 

4474. Corgi and others a large mixed group to include 57801 BMW 525 Police Car, 59701 Police Helicopter - Hughes, 
TY91062 Mercedes SLK - silver, 299 Ford Sierra - metallic blue, plus a large group of mostly 1/43rd scale including Bburago 
and Shell Collection - Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging. (30) 

 £30 - £50 

4475. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a group to include YSFE04 1927 Ahrens Fox Fire Engine, also YYM37632 1932 
Mercedes L5 Spotlight Generator Truck, Ronald McDonald's House Camp Quality 2-model set, 2 x Matchbox Dinky Collection 
including Tucker Torpedo and MGB GT, 4 x boxed Models of Yesteryear and 8 x unboxed vintage models (some are heavily 
faded and play worn) - Near Mint to Mint for boxed items, unboxed items are Fair to Good.  (18) 

 £30 - £50 

4476. Lledo Days Gone a group to include promotional advertising Commercial Vehicles including "Coca Cola in the USA", 
"Delivery Vehicles of the 1920's and 30's", "Classic Advertising", plus others including 3-model gift sets - generally Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint packaging. (30) 

 £30 - £50 

4477. Lledo Days Gone a large group to include 76000 1951 Mercedes O Type Bus - Jagermeister, 25018 1928 Chevrolet 
Delivery Van - Tuborg Lager, 57001 1929 Ford Tanker - Esso Petroleum, various other models including 50's and 60's Classic 
Collection including Morris Travellers, plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (47) 

 £30 - £50 

4478. Lledo Days Gone a large group of boxed 3-model Gift Sets including "Marks & Spencer Collection", "Famous Stores of 
London", "Classic American Motorcycle Marques", "Rupert 75th Anniversary", plus others (some small duplication) - Near Mint 
to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus packaging. (19) 

 £30 - £50 

4479. A group of mainly USA Related models including White Rose Collectables NFL "Los Angeles Raiders" Big Rig Truck, 3 
x Road Champs Country Tour Bus including "Travis Tritt", PEM Truck and Trailer "Gainey Transportation Services", Racing 
Champions Indy Car, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (20) 

 £30 - £50 

4480. A mixed group of models mainly in plastic cases to include Quartzo 3002 Kramer K3 "Gozzi Kramer" Le Mans 1980, 
Onyx Porsche 962C "Nisseki", 2 x Datsun 240Z - Safari Rally 1971, Citroen DS Ambulance, Verem 236 Renault Fire Chief Car, 
plus others - generally Near Mint to Mint (one is Fair and loose in case), packaging Fair to Excellent Plus. (25) 

 £30 - £50 

4481. A mixed group of larger scale models to include Polistil S658 Lancia Beta Carrera Mexicana - metallic blue with 
weathering effect, Maisto 1/18th scale Porsche 911 Speedster - red, also similar Ferrari 348 - yellow, China made Firestone 
Delivery Van, plus others - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Fair to Good packaging. (14) 

 £30 - £40 

4482. A mixed group of small scale models to include Minichamps Michael Schumacher Collection, Benetton Renault B195, 
Opel Calibra V5 Presentation - Team Rosberg Collection, Replica Helmets by Onyx, Siku Racing Classic Mini, John Deere 
4-wheel drive Pick-up Truck, Schuco BMW Isetta 250 - Lufthansa, 2 x 5-model gift packs, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent packaging. (26) 

 £30 - £50 
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4483. A large group of unboxed models to include Hot Wheels Dragster - metallic blue, metal Malaysia base, Matchbox 
Superfast VW Transporter Van, 4 x Record Cars by Lledo, Siku VW 1300, heavyweight chrome cars and polished steel, Tomica 
Toyota Crown - Hong Kong Taxi, Disney Pixar Dinoco, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint unboxed. (64) 

 £50 - £70 

4484. Unboxed group of mainly 1/43rd scale models to include a large group of Police and Emergency Vehicles including 
Polizei, Polis and Politi, other vehicles include Vanguards Rover SD1 - blue and white, Universal Hobbies Renault 5 GT Turbo, 
Minichamps VW 1302, Vitesse Citroen DS - dark red with cream roof, plus others - generally Excellent to Near Mint a few are 
only Fair, unboxed. (35) 

 £30 - £50 

4485. Mixed group of mainly 1/43rd scale vehicles including Minichamps 1969 Ford Capri - metallic green, Altaya Citroen 
GS - metallic gold, Universal Hobbies Citroen SM - champagne gold, Corgi Land Rover - green with cream cab roof, Norev 
Citroen 2CV "Flyco", plus others - generally Excellent to Near Mint, unboxed. (44) 

 £40 - £60 

4486. A mixed group of mainly 1/43rd scale unboxed models to include Norev Fiat Stilo, Vitesse Citroen DS - metallic green 
with grey roof, Tomica Dandy Toyota 2000 GT - metallic silver, racing number 17, Franklin Mint Chevrolet Convertible, Vitesse 
Classic Mini - red with black body stripes, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint, unboxed. (42) 

 £40 - £60 

4487. A large unboxed Commercial group to include Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Great Beers - Holsten, Corgi Renault 
Van - Valentine, Lledo Days Gone Olympic Games London 1948, a large amount of Matchbox Superfast MB38 Ford A Vans 
including McVities Digestive, Kraft Dairylea, Vileda, plus many others - Fair to Near Mint unboxed. (85) 

 £50 - £70 

4488. A mixed unboxed group including vintage to include Corgi Whizzwheels Pininfarina - white, Matchbox Super Kings K48 
350 SLC Mercedes - metallic bronze, Corgi Chevrolet Experimental Car - metallic blue, Corgi reissue James Bond's Aston 
Martin DB5 - metallic gold, Corgi Whizzwheels Ford Cortina Police Car, Matchbox Super Kings Adventure 2000, Matchbox 
Dinky Ford Mustang - white with red interior, plus others - Excellent to Near Mint, unboxed but in protective plastic cases. (28) 

 £40 - £60 

4489. A mixed group of Collectors Guide Books to include Encyclopedia of Matchbox Toys by Charlie Mack, Schiffer The 
Complete and Unauthorised Book of Hot Wheels, 2 x other Schiffer books Petroleum Collectables and Television Memorabilia, 
2 x books by Doctor Edward Force including Corgi Toys, plus others - generally Excellent. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

4490. Brumm a mixed group to include R196 Ferrari 555 F1 - red, R198 Porsche 356 Polizia, R199 Vanwall F1 - Moss GP 
Italia 1958, R42 Bugatti Tipo 59 1933 - blue, 156 Ferrari 330-P1 1967 - yellow, plus others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to 
Excellent packaging. (11) 

 £40 - £60 

4491. A mixed group of Italian models to include Bang 423 AC Cobra Targa Florio 64 - metallic blue, 1011 Mercedes 300 SL 
Mille Miglia 89, 7082 Ford Mk.II Le Mans 66 and 4 x Brumm including S041 Mike Hawthorn GP Francia 1958 Ferrari D246, plus 
others - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint packaging. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

4492. A mixed 1/43rd scale group to include 8 x Shell Classico Collection including 1973 Ferrari 365 - metallic blue, 8 x Shell 
Collection including Ferrari F40 in yellow, 9 x Shell Sports Car Collection including Porsche 911 Speedster in white and 8 x 
Maisto Super Car Collection including Jaguar XJ220 - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (33) 

 £30 - £50 
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4493. A mixed group of models including Onyx Touring Car Collection XT016 Alfa Romeo 155 V6, Quartzo Q3067 Porsche 
956 Short Tail "Jagermeister", XT022 Mercedes C Class Team AMG ITC 96, 2 x British Touring Car Champions by Atlas 
Editions, a Maks Hong Kong made plastic friction drive Sunbeam Alpine (possibly missing windscreen), a number of Lledo 
Days Gone models, plus some small scale models and Corgi promotionals - generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent 
packaging. (33) 

 £30 - £50 

4494. Dinky Toys by Atlas Editions a group to include 500 2CV Citroen 1966 - blue, 510 204 Peugeot - red, 1424g Renault 
12 Gordini - blue, plus others and 4 x Empty boxes for 191 Dodge Royal Sedan - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent 
packaging. (7 + 4 empty boxes) 

 £30 - £50 

4495. Dinky Toys by Atlas Editions to include 943 Leyland Octopus Tanker - Esso, 524 Coach Panhard 24C - dark blue, Fiat 
600D - cream, plus others and 3 x Empty boxes and a collection of magazines - Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint 
packaging. (5 + 5 empty boxes & qty of magazines) 

 £40 - £60 

4496. Matchbox M3 Switch Track by Lesney Products box set with various track pieces - Fair to Good in Fair box and a box 
of Motorway Accessories (no cars included), also with a large quantity of plastic protector cases ideal for Matchbox Superfast, 
Regular Wheels etc. 

 £20 - £30 

4497. A group of wooden Display Cabinets with inbuilt dividers, red velvet style backing and hinged glass doors to front, 
designed to hold 24 models, approx dimensions 57cm width x 43cm height x 5.5cm depth, four in total of this size and one 
slightly smaller cabinet - Good to Excellent. (5) 

 £20 - £30 

4498. Mixed group of items including Russian Diecast Lada model in blue, unboxed Joe's Car Dinky 102, some unboxed 
Models of Yesteryear and Matchbox Sky Busters, some promotional tins, a Matchbox 24-model Collector Case, some unboxed 
Agricultural vehicles and a large amount of plastic Farm figures - Fair to Excellent. (Qty) 

 £30 - £50 

4499. Large group of Plastic and Kitbuilt Ships including Aircraft Carrier, Frigates, Military Vessels - various scales - generally 
Fair some loose parts etc, unboxed. (20) 

 £20 - £30 

4500. Master Tools 6 x 09801 Display Cases suitable for various models including 1/350 Destroyer and 1/700 Aircraft 
Carrier - condition is generally Mint unused in Excellent outer card boxes. 

 £30 - £50 

4501. A boxed group of Model Aircraft including Century Wings 001602 1/72nd scale A-60 Intruder US Navy "Sunday 
Punches", 2 x Dragon Wings 1/72nd scale Spitfire Mk.VC, a 1/72nd scale P47M Thunderbolt, F1 16C Fighting Falcon - Near 
Mint to Mint in Good to Excellent packaging. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

4502. A large group of unboxed Diecast Aircraft various manufacturers including Thunderbolt, Messerschmitt, Spitfire and 
some modern Jet Aircraft - Poor to Fair unboxed, not suitable for posting, pick up only. (30+) 

 £30 - £50 
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4503. Mixed group of unboxed Diecast Aircraft by various manufacturers including World War II Aircraft, also includes 
modern Jet Aircraft including Saab J35 Draken - Fair not suitable for posting, pick up only. (30) 

 £30 - £50 

4504. Mixed group of Diecast Aircraft by various manufacturers mainly modern Jet Fighters etc including Harrier and 
F15 - Fair not suitable for posting, pick up only. (28) 

 £30 - £50 

4505. Mixed group of Diecast Aircraft by various manufacturers including World War II Aircraft various scales, also includes 
modern Jet Fighters - Fair not suitable for posting, pick up only. (28) 

 £30 - £50 

4506. Mixed group of Diecast Aircraft by various manufacturers including World War II Aircraft and a mixture of modern Jet 
Fighters - Fair, not suitable for posting, pick up only. (29) 

 £30 - £50 

4507. A large quantity of Plastic Kitbuilt models various scales mostly Military types World War II etc - Fair not suitable for 
postage, pick up only. (Qty) 

 £20 - £30 

4508. A group of rigid Plastic Display Cases suitable for displaying OO Gauge Locomotives or Rolling Stock with section of 
track with ballast and flocking, approx length 13½" (35cm) - Good to Excellent. (14) 

 £50 - £70 

4509. A group of rigid Plastic Display Cases suitable for displaying OO Gauge Locomotives or Rolling Stock with section of 
track, with ballast and flocking, approx lengths range from 13" to 13½" - generally Good to Excellent (one has a cracked case).  
(13) 

 £50 - £70 

4510. A group of rigid Plastic Display Cases suitable for displaying OO Gauge Locomotives or Rolling Stock with section of 
track, with ballast and flocking, approx lengths are 13½" (35cm) - all generally Good to Excellent. (15) 

 £50 - £70 

4511. A group of rigid Plastic Display Cases suitable for displaying OO Gauge Locomotives or Rolling Stock with section of 
track and with ballast and flocking, approx length 13½" (35cm) - generally Good to Excellent. 

 £50 - £70 

4512. A group of rigid Plastic Display Cases suitable for displaying OO Gauge Locomotives or Rolling Stock with section of 
track, some with ballast and flocking some without, approx length 13¼" (34cm) - Good to Excellent. (10) 

 £40 - £60 

4513. A group of rigid Plastic Display Cases suitable for displaying OO Gauge Locomotives or Rolling Stock with twin section 
of track, approx length are 36½" (93cm) - Good to Excellent. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

4514. A group of rigid Plastic Display Cases suitable for displaying OO Gauge Locomotives or Rolling Stock with twin section 
of track, approx length are 36½" (93cm) - Good to Excellent. (12) 

 £50 - £70 
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4515. A group of rigid Plastic Display Cases suitable for displaying OO Gauge Locomotives or Rolling Stock with twin section 
of track, approx length are 36½" (93cm) - Good to Excellent (one case is cracked at one end). (12) 

 £50 - £70 

4516. A mixed group of rigid Plastic Display Cases suitable for displaying OO Gauge Locomotives or Rolling Stock to include 
2 x long cases at 36" (92cm) single track, one with ballast and flocking, the other is plain and a mixed group of 12 x other single 
cases ranging between 12" to 13½" in length, mostly with ballast and flocking (some has come away in places) - Fair to 
Excellent. (14) 

 £40 - £60 

4517. Mixed group of Power Tools to include Pro 2050W 8" Circular Saw with case, a Bosch 240v Jigsaw, also with original 
case, a Makita Orbital Sander, a Bosch Pad 108E Angled Sander, plus a selection of sanding discs, pads, sheets etc.  Please 
note items cannot be posted, collection from Thornaby only. 

 £30 - £40 

4518. Mixed selection of Power Tools to include Bosch 24v Battery Drill, includes charger and case, a Bosch 110v SDS 
Hammer Drill and case, a Makita 6826 Dry Lining Screw 110v with case, a DeWalt 240v SDS Hammer Drill and case, lot also 
comes with 240v-110v Double Transformer and a selection of large Masonry Drills including boxed set.  Please note items 
cannot be posted, collection from Thornaby only. 

 £50 - £70 

4519. Mixed group of Tools including Laser Levelling Tool and case, 2 x large Spirit Levels, Tape Measure, a Makita 6" Angle 
Grinder and metal case and a box of Grinding Discs.  Please note items cannot be posted, collection from Thornaby only. 

 £30 - £40 

4520. Large group of Hand Tools including Lump Hammers, Claw Hammer, various Trowels, Mortar Board, Scrapers, 
Chisels, Bolsters, Wood Plane, some Grinding Discs, Tiling Tools etc.  Please note items cannot be posted, collection from 
Thornaby only. 

 £30 - £40 

4521. A group of Plumbers Tools to include Pipe Bender with accessories, various Pipe Cutters, 2 x Stilsons, Blow Torch, 
Solder and Flux, Manhole Keys, Cable Detector.  Please note items cannot be posted, collection from Thornaby only 

 £30 - £40 

4522. Mixed group of Tools including Pot Rivet Tool, Stapler with a box of staples, various loose Sockets and Adapters, 2 x 
boxes of Drills including HSS bits, Masonry bits, Hole Saws, a box of Router Tools, a boxed Draper Solder Gun.  Please note 
items cannot be posted, collection from Thornaby only 

 £20 - £30 

4523. A group of mixed items to include Brass Coal Scuttle, Brass and Copper Bed Warmer, Cobblers Lasts, Copper 
Washing Dolly, Potato Peeler, Brass and Metal Pitcher, Horseshoe Wine Rack.   Please note items cannot be posted, 
collection from Thornaby only 

 £20 - £30 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.

£5 - £50............................................................£5
£50 - £200......................................................£10
£200 - £700....................................................£20
£700 - £1,000.................................................£50
£1,000 - £3,000............................................£100
£3,000 - £7,000............................................£200
£7,000 - £10,000..........................................£500
£10,000 onwards.....................................£1,000
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